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SYSTEMS AND METHODS TO MANAGE TRAFFIC IN A MOBILE NETWORK

DESCRIPTION

BENEFIT AND REFERENCES

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 61/969,804 filed on March

24, 2014, and entitled "SYSTEMS AND METHODS TO MANAGE TRAFFIC IN A MOBILE NETWORK,"

the contents of which is expressly incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

Embodiments relates to the field of communications and more particularly to improved methods and

systems for managing traffic on a mobile network.

BACKGROUND

In general, cellular systems support the Signaling System 7 (SS7) Integrated Services Digital Network

User Part (ISUP) call control protocol, as described in American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard

Tl.l 13-1995, "Signaling System Number 7 (SS7)—Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) User Part,"

1995, New York, N.Y., is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes. In addition, the book

entitled: "Signaling System No. 7 (SS7/C7): Protocol, Architecture, and Services," published August, 2004, by

Cisco Press, by Lee Dryburgh and Jeff Hewett, is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety for all

purposes.

The Signaling System 7 (SS7) may employ a variety of signaling network structures which, in-general,

allow for dividing up the responsibilities for signaling network management. Further, it allows distinctly unique

numbering plans of SS7 nodes to co-exist, where one may belong to an international network, while another

may belong to a national network and remain independent of each other. These SS7 network nodes are referred

to as signaling points (SPs). Each SP is addressed by an integer called a point code (PC). International

networks, in-general, and many national networks utilize a 14-bit PC, with the exception of North America and

China, which both use an incompatible 24-bit PC, and Japan, uses a 16-bit PC. The national PCs are, in-general,

unique only within a particular operator's network (e.g. a mobile network operator). On the other hand,

International PCs are unique within a particular international network, where additional routing information is

provided so that the PC may be interpreted properly, i.e. as an international network, its own network, or as the

national network of another operator.

When SS7 was first published, the protocol stack consisted of only the Message Transfer Part 2

(MTP2), Message Transfer Part 3 (MTP3), and Telephony User Part (TUP) protocols. Since then, the SS7

protocols have been enhanced, and new protocols have been added as required. The number of possible

protocol stack combinations has continued to grow. Depending on such factor as whether SS7 is used for

mobile/cellular-specific services or intelligent network services, whether transportation is over IP or is

controlling broadband ATM networks instead of time-division multiplexing (TDM) networks, and so forth.

Thus the term "traditional SS7," was coined to refer a stack consisting of the protocols widely deployed from

the 1980s and in use today of: a Message Transfer Parts (MTP 1, 2, and 3); a Signaling Connection Control Part

(SCCP), a Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP), a Telephony User Part (TUP), and an ISDN User

Part (ISUP).



The physical layer of the SS7 stack is referred to as a MTP level 1 (MTP1), a data link layer is referred

to as a MTP level 2 (MTP2), and a network layer is referred to as a MTP level 3 (MTP3). Collectively these

three MTP levels are referred to as a Message Transfer Part (MTP). The MTP protocol is SS7's native means of

packet transport. In recent years there have been much advancement in facilitating the transporting SS7

signaling over IP instead of using SS7's native MTP. This effort has largely been carried out by the Internet

Engineering Task Force (IETF) SigTran (Signaling Transport) working group.

Turning to the MTP3 which handles two primary functions, (1) Signaling Message Handling (SMH)

and (2) Signaling Network Management (SNM). The SMH, in general, delivers incoming messages to their

intended User Part and routes outgoing messages toward their destination. MTP3 utilizes the PC system to

identify the proper node for message delivery, where each message has both an Origination Point Code (OPC)

and a Destination Point Code (DPC). The OPC is inserted into messages at the MTP3 level to identify the SP

that originated the message, while the DPC is inserted to identify the address of the destination SP. Routing

tables within an SS7 node are used to route the messages.

The SNM monitors linksets and routesets, providing status to network nodes so that traffic may be

rerouted when necessary. The SNM also provides procedures to take corrective action when failures occur,

providing a self-healing mechanism for the SS7 network.

Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP)

In general, the SCCP provides a more flexible means of routing and provides mechanisms to transfer

data over the SS7 network. Such additional features are used to support noncircuit-related signaling, which is

mostly used to interact with databases (SCPs). The SCCP is also used to connect the radio-related components

in cellular networks and for inter-SSP communication supporting CLASS services. SCCP also provides

application management functions. Applications are mostly driven by a Service Control Point (SCP) database

and are sometimes referred to as subsystems. For example, in cellular networks, SCCP transfers queries and

responses between the Visitor Location Register (VLR) and Home Location Register (HLR) databases. Such

transfers take place for a number of reasons. A primary reason is to update the subscriber's HLR with the current

VLR serving area so that incoming calls may be delivered.

The Service Control Point (SCP), in general, acts as an interface between telecommunications

databases and the SS7 network. Telephone companies and other telecommunication service providers employ a

number of databases that may be queried for service data for the provision of services. Historically, the request

(commonly called a query) originated at an SSP. For example, the SCP provides the routing number (translates

the toll-free number to a routable number) to the SSP to allow the call to be completed.

Enhanced routing is called global title (GT) routing. It keeps SPs from having overly large routing

tables that would be difficult to provision and maintain. A GT is a directory number that serves as an alias for a

physical network address. A physical address consists of a point code and an application reference called a

subsystem number (SSN). GT routing allows SPs to use alias addressing to save them from having to maintain

overly large physical address tables. Centralized STPs are then used to convert the GT address into a physical

address; this process is called Global Title Translation (GTT). This provides the mapping of traditional

telephony addresses (phone numbers) to SS7 addresses (PC and/or SSN) for enhanced services. GTT is typically

performed at STPs.

Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP)



In general, the TCAP allows applications (called subsystems) to communicate with each other (over the

SS7 network) using agreed-upon data elements. These data elements are, in general, referred to as components.

The components may be viewed as instructions sent between applications. For example, when a subscriber

changes VLR location in a global system for mobile communication (GSM) cellular network, his or her HLR is

updated with the new VLR location by means of an UpdateLocation component. TCAP also provides

transaction management, allowing multiple messages to be associated with a particular communications

exchange, known as a transaction.

In conjunction with the TCAP, the SCCP is also used throughout the GSM Network Switching

Subsystem (NSS) to transport Mobile Application Part (MAP) signaling between the core GSM components to

enable subscriber mobility and text messaging (SMS), among other items. For example, when the Visitor

Location Register (VLR) queries the Home Location Register (HLR) to obtain the subscriber's profile, SCCP is

responsible for transferring both the query and the response back to the VLR.

Cellular intelligent network protocols, Wireless Intelligent Network (WIN), and Customizable

Applications for Mobile Enhanced Logic (CAMEL) also use SCCP with TCAP to provide intelligent network

functionality in a cellular environment.

The TCAP of the SS7 protocol allows services at network nodes to communicate with each other using

an agreed-upon set of data elements. Prior to SS7, one of the problems with implementing switching services

beyond the boundary of the local switch was the proprietary nature of the switches. The voice circuits also had

very little bandwidth for signaling, so there was no room for transferring the necessary data associated with

those services. Movement to a Common Channel Signaling (CCS) system with dedicated signaling bandwidth

allowed the transfer of a greater amount of service-related information. Coupling the standardization of data

communication elements with the necessary bandwidth to transmit those elements creates the proper foundation

for a richer services environment. However, there have been a number of limitations with TCAP. For one,

applications using TCAP rely on SCCP for message routing since TCAP itself has no routing capabilities. In

addition, a Mobile Switching Center (MSC) can only track one unique TCAP-ID per incoming message. Thus,

there is a need for systems and methods that will allow for a plurality of TCAPs and/or triggers to be associated

with a single incoming message from the MSC and/or SCP.

Some SCP deployments allow for third-parties to deploy unique services, as e.g. Software as a Service

(SAAS) that are connected to the telecommunication network. With hundreds of thousands to millions of

different services and application coming onto the market for consumers, enterprises (e.g., various entities,

including corporate entities, government entities, and other entities) and/or the like, each is confronted with

supporting and/or managing these various services, clients, devices, and/or communication sessions.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Various features and characteristics of the non-limiting and non-exhaustive embodiments disclosed and

described in this specification may be better understood by reference to the accompanying Figures, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting an embodiment of a typical GPRS/UMTS mobile network.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting an embodiment of a Network Communication System 20 as

presented.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting an embodiment of the Network Communication System 20 as

presented.

FIG. 4 depicts a network diagram of an embodiment of the NCS 20 for monitoring, analyzing, and

managing network traffic.

FIG. 5 depicts a schematic view of one embodiment, wherein the RP 50 is communicatively coupled to

a mobile switch On DPC-SSN SSx (e.g. SS7) Network 900, a mobile switch On GTT SSx (e.g. SS7) Network

901, and an Other Gateway on Other Networks 902.

FIG. 6a depicts a functional block diagram of an embodiment of the placement of the RP within an

existing mobile network.

FIG. 6b also depicts a functional block diagram of an embodiment of the placement of the RP within an

existing mobile network.

FIG. 6c depicts a block diagram of an embodiment of the RP 50 system for automated computing

machinery comprising an exemplary network host or RP Server 52 useful in variable dynamic management of

network traffic for voice/time and/or data monitoring (e.g. via the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g.

SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like), manage, analyze, and provide routing and/or

overage prevention according to various non-limiting embodiments of the present disclosure.

FIG. 7a depicts an embodiment of the Fixed Routing Table (FRT), when routing by DPC-SSN is

deployed end node-to-end node in a SSx (e.g. SS7) network, the FRT would preferably provide a Relay DPC

and Relay CdPA for every receivable OPC and CgPA.

FIG. 7b depicts another embodiment of the FRT, when routing by GTT is deployed in an SSx (e.g.

SS7) network, the Fixed Routing Table would preferably provide the Relay DPC and Relay CdPA for every

receivable CgPA.

FIG. 7c depicts another more generic embodiment of the FRT, when either Routing by DPC-SSN or

when Routing by GTT is deployed in an SSx (e.g. SS7) network, the Fixed Routing Table would preferably

provide the Relay DPC and Relay CdPA for every receivable combination of first PMV (e.g. every conceivable

first OPC and first CgPA).

FIG. 8a depicts an embodiment of the OTT, where a received TCAP message (from an MSC) that has

one TCAPID where a new entry in the OTT has just been generated as a result of having received the TCAP

message

FIG. 8b depicts an embodiment of the OTT, when a SCP SS7 node responds and the SCP's Originating

(or Response) TCAP-ID is added to the OTT as a Response TCAP-ID .

FIG. 8c depicts an embodiment of the OTT, for example, after a TC-End type message is sent from a

SCP to the MSC routed by DPC-SSN.



FIG. 8d depicts an embodiment of the OTT, for example, after a TC-End type message is sent from the

MSC to the SCP routed by DPC-SSN.

FIG. 9 is a flowchart depicting a preferred embodiment of a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities

Application Part] message received via a SSX (e.g. SS7) protocol from a DPC-SSN network at the Relay

Platform.

FIG. 10 is a flowchart extension of Fig. 9, depicting a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities Application

Part] where a message is received via a SSX (e.g. SS7) protocol from a DPC-SSN network at the Relay

Platform.

FIG. 1l a depicts an embodiment of the OTT, where a received TCAP message (from an MSC) that has

one TCAPID where a new entry in the OTT has just been generated as a result of having received the TCAP

message.

FIG. l i b depicts an embodiment of the OTT, when the SCP destination SS7 node responds and the

SCP's Originating (or Responding) TCAP-ID is added to the OTT as a Response TCAP-ID..

FIG. 11c depicts an embodiment of the OTT, for example, after a TC-End type message is sent from a

SCP to the MSC routed by Route by GTT (or Generic Network).

FIG. l i d depicts an embodiment of the OTT, for example, after a TC-End type message is sent from

the MSC to the SCP routed by Route by GTT (or Generic Network).

FIG. 12 is a flowchart depicting alternative embodiment to the Fig. 9 embodiment, of a TCAP

[Transaction Capabilities Application Part] message received via a SSX (e.g. SS7) protocol by a GTT network

at the Relay Platform.

FIG. 13 is a flowchart extension of Fig. 12, depicting alternative embodiment to the Fig. 10

embodiment, where a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities Application Part] message is received via a SSX (e.g.

SS7) protocol by a GTT network at the Relay Platform.

FIG. 14 depicts a lookup guide/table entitled: "Correlations of Figures/Steps with FRT and OTT

Tables," for the purpose of correlating the FRT tables in Figs 7a ,7b and 7c, along with the OTT tables in Figs.

8a-8d and l la-l l d with the appropriate step labeled in Figs. 9, 10, 12, 13, 15 and 16 in various non-limiting

embodiments.

FIG. 15 is a flowchart depicting alternative embodiment to the Figs. 9 & 12 embodiments, of a TCAP

[Transaction Capabilities Application Part] message received via a SSX (e.g. SS7) protocol by a GTT network

at the Relay Platform.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart extension of Fig. 15, depicting alternative embodiment to the Figs. 10 and 13

embodiments, where a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities Application Part] message is received via a SSX (e.g.

SS7) protocol by a GTT network at the Relay Platform.

FIG. 17 is a flowchart depicting a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities Application Part] transaction, for

US ANSI41 or CDMA in an alternative embodiment.

FIG. 18 depicts a call flow of an embodiment employing the Relay Platform (RP) where a Mobile

Device is a Prepay Subscriber connected to a Mobile Network along with a series of Detection Points (DPs).

FIG. 19 depicts an operating environment 37 in which the various systems, methods, and data

structures described herein may be implemented.



DESCRIPTION

ACRONYMS/DEFINITIONS

Below is partial list of acronyms and terms with definitions per various non-limiting embodiments, but

additional acronyms and/or definitions also appear throughout the disclosure/specification.

Typical format

Acronym=Term: Definition (or, if no acronym) Term: definition (&/or example).

AA or AAM/announcement=ACTIONABLE AUDIO (Actionable Audio Message): sometimes

referred to as the announcement, play announcement, audio, audio message, sent message, playout message,

and/or played message

adjusting Routinglndicator bit, length indicators and Checksums as needed: In various non-limiting

embodiments, TCAP header has Address Indicator byte, the Routinglndicator bit is 7th most significant bit, if 0

then Route by GTT, if 1 then Route by DPC-SSN. In various non-limiting embodiments, the Relay Platform

adjusts this bit to 0 before transmitting a relay message.

ATM=Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)

BSC=Base Station Controller (BSC)

BSSVC=BSS Virtual Circuit (BSSVC)

BTS=Base Transceiver Station (BTS)

call flow: Definition of the behavior of an interactive voice response application. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the call flow describes how the caller enters the application, the options and inputs (key

presses) that are provided to the caller, and the application's response to these inputs.

CAMEL=Customized Application for Mobile network Enhanced Logic

CdBCD=CalledPartyBCDNumber: In various non-limiting embodiments, CdBCD is a parameter in the

InitialDP CAMEL message and indicates the digits dialed by the user.

CDMA=code division multiple access (CDMA): is a form of multiplexing that is based on mathematics

rather than time slicing (used by TDMA) or frequency hopping.

CdPA=Called Party Address (CdPA): In various non-limiting embodiments, CdPA is an SCCP

parameter to identify the destination SSx (e.g. SS7) node, contains an E.164 number when SSx (e.g. SS7) GTT

routing is used between source SSx (e.g. SS7) node and destination SSx (e.g. SS7) node

Cenoplex: In various non-limiting embodiments, an entity for operating and/or providing a "Relay

Platform (RP)" and/or an "In-Network RP (IN-RP) and/or Relay Platform Module (RPM)".

CgN=Calling Number: In various non-limiting embodiments, CgN is the CallingPartyNumber

parameter in a non-TCAP ISUP message.

CgPA=Calling Party Address (CgPA): In various non-limiting embodiments, CgPA is an SCCP

parameter to identify the source SSx (e.g. SS7) destination, contains an E.164 number when SSx (e.g. SS7) GTT

routing is used between source SSx (e.g. SS7) node and destination SSx (e.g. SS7) node

CIC=circuit identification code (CIC): In various non-limiting embodiments, when a telephone call is

set up from one subscriber to another, more than one telephone exchange may be involved and possibly across

international boundaries. In various non-limiting embodiments, to allow a call to be set up correctly, where

ISUP is supported, a switch will signal call-related information like called or calling party number to the



next switch in the network using ISUP messages. The CIC provides information about where the voice part of

the call is carried - on which trunk and in which timeslot.

Cloud computing: In various non-limiting embodiments, a model of computer use in which services

stored on the internet is provided to users on a temporary basis.

Cloud storage: In various non-limiting embodiments, cloud storage is a model of networked enterprise

storage where data is stored not only in a user's computer, but in virtualized pools of storage which are generally

hosted by third parties. Hosting companies operate large data centers, and users (e.g.

customers/subscribers/accounts) who require their data to be hosted buy or lease storage capacity from them.

Data center operators, in the background, virtualize the resources according to the requirements of the user and

expose the cloud storage as storage pools, which the user can utilize to store files or data objects. Physically, the

resource may span across multiple servers. The safety of the files depends upon the hosting websites. Cloud

storage services may be accessed through a web service application programming interface (API), a cloud

storage gateway or through a Web-based user interface.

Collect Digits: In various non-limiting embodiments, an interaction with a caller, DTMF digit "sounds"

are collected for interpretation by AA.

destination BB: e.g. CdPA(E.164=BB): In various non-limiting embodiments, this is where IDP is sent

from source MSC/VLR E.164=AA with CdPA BB is received at Relay Platform, this creates a new open

transaction.

destination CC: e.g. Prepay SCP=CC: In various non-limiting embodiments, this is where the CdPA

(E.164=BB) relays to CdPA(E.164=CC)unless received CgPA is E.164=CC in which case the relay is

performed per Open Transaction Table (OTT).

Device: In various non-limiting embodiments, a device is a computing machine and/or a client with an

at least one processor for performing calculations automatically; and/or simply a node within a network,

typically with an at least one processor for performing functions.

DFC message: In various non-limiting embodiments, a CAMEL TCAP message for AA to disconnect

the ISUP call.

DP=Detection Point: In various non-limiting embodiments, CAMEL and WIN call processing are able

to activate trigger detection points in an MSC that suspend normal call processing so that SSx (e.g. SS7) TCAP

transactions can potentially modify the dialing outcome or otherwise enhance call processing.

DP2: In various non-limiting embodiments, DPI is a 9 11 call which has priority over all call

processing, whereas DP2 has several distinct values, e.g. "All Calls" means every normal call attempt is

immediately suspended and a TCAP transaction is started to an external SSx (e.g. SS7) node. Every DP2 is

associated with either a PC/SSN or an E.164 GTT destination SSx (e.g. SS7) node.

DPC=Destination Point Code (DPC): In various non-limiting embodiments, an SSx (e.g. SS7) point

code is similar to an IP address in an IP network. It is a unique address for a node (Signaling Point, or SP), used

in MTP layer 3 to identify the destination of a message signal unit (MSU). In various non-limiting

embodiments, in such a message you will find an OPC (Originating Point Code) and a DPC (Destination Point

Code); sometimes documents also refer to it as a signaling point code. In various non-limiting embodiments,

and depending on the network, a point code can be 24 bits (North America, China), 16 bits (Japan), or 14 bits

(ITU standard, International SSx (e.g. SS7) network and most countries) in length.



DTID=Destination TCAP ID: In various non-limiting embodiments, is when an SSx (e.g. SS7) node

begins a new TCAP transaction a 32-bit TCAPID is assigned. Depending on the message type, the TCAPID is

either an Originating TCAPID (OTID) or is a Destination TCAPID. When a wireless protocol requires TCAP

conversation then the TCAP messages have both an OTID and a DTID.

DTIDl=Destination TCAP ID 1: In various non-limiting embodiments, this means DTID1 is a unique

32-bit value.

DTID2=Destination TCAP ID 2 : In various non-limiting embodiments, this means DTID2 is a unique

32-bit value not the same as DTID1.

DTMF=Dual Tone Multi-Frequency: In various non-limiting embodiments and in-general, DTMF is a

system used by touch-tone telephones (e.g. mobile devices) and mobile networks, where DTMF assigns a

specific frequency (consisting of two separate tones) to each key (e.g. input) so that the mobile device (e.g.

clients, devices, and/or subscribers) can be identified by a microprocessor.

E.164: In various non-limiting embodiments and in-general, E.164 is an ITU-T recommendation,

titled The international public telecommunication numbering plan that defines a numbering plan for the world

wide public switched telephone network (PSTN) and some other data networks. E.164 defines a general format

for international telephone numbers. Plan-conforming numbers are limited to a maximum of 15 digits. In

various non-limiting embodiments, the presentation of numbers is usually prefixed with the character + (plus

sign), indicating that the number includes the international country calling code (country code), and typically

would be prefixed when dialing with the appropriate international call prefix, which is a trunk code to reach an

international circuit from within the country of call origination (also see: ITU-T Recommendation E.164) An

E.164 number is also used in a CgPA and CdPA to perform GTT at STPs.

EDGE=Enhanced Data for GSM Evolution (EDGE)

ETC=Establish Temporary Connection: In various non-limiting embodiments, this is the CAMEL

message that establishes an ISUP call to the voice/exchange platform.

FR=Frame Relay (FR)

Final GTT: In various non-limiting embodiments, GTT routing requires a Final GTT at the STP that is

nearest to the SSx (e.g. SS7) destination. The Routing Indicator bit in the TCAP Address Indicator is changed

from 0 to 1.

Geo-redundant Relay Platforms: In various non-limiting embodiments, where two Relay Platforms are

separated by significant geography, together operating in an ACTIVE- ACTIVE configuration to load share

traffic and where traffic is automatically reroute to just one Relay Platform should the other fail.

GGSN=Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN)

GPRS=General Packet Radio Service (GPRS)

GSM=Global System for Mobile Communications: In various non-limiting embodiments, where the

wireless or mobile networks either use GSM protocols for normal call processing or use ANSI41 for normal call

processing. In various non-limiting embodiments, trigger Detection Points use CAMEL in GSM networks and

use WIN in ANSI41 networks.

GTT=Global Title Translation (GTT): In various non-limiting embodiments, an indirect SSx (e.g. SS7)

routing between a source node and a destination node where intermediate STPs translate the E.164 number

within a CdPA to an SSx (e.g. SS7) destination, a destination that is another destination STP, so that a message



is indirectly delivered, "hop by hop" from one STP to another, until the last STP in the chain of intermediate

STPs performs Final GTT to the intended destination node identified by the E.164 number in the CdPA.

Handoff (or Handover): In cellular telecommunications, the term handover or handoff refers to the

process of transferring an ongoing call or data session from one channel connected to the core network to

another channel.

HLR=home location register (HLR): In various non-limiting embodiments and in-general, a home

location register (HLR) is a database containing pertinent data regarding subscribers authorized to use a mobile

network, e.g. a global system for mobile communications (GSM) network. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the information stored in an HLR includes the international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI) and

the mobile station international subscriber directory number (MSISDN) of each subscription.

In various non-limiting embodiments of GSM, the IMSI uniquely identifies each Subscriber Identity Module

(SIM) and serves as the primary key for each HLR record. The MSISDN (also called the mobile subscriber

integrated services digital network) is a list of the telephone numbers for each subscription. Other information

stored in the HLR includes services requested by or rendered to the corresponding subscriber, the general packet

radio service settings of the subscriber, the current location of the subscriber and call divert settings.

HLR technician (tech): In various non-limiting embodiments, situations where HLR updates are done

partially or wholly manually by a human (technician) opposed to done automatically.

IAM=Initial address message (IAM): In various non-limiting embodiments, the first or initial message

sent to inform the partner switch that a call has to be established on the CIC contained in the message. And

contains the called number, type of service (speech or data) and optional parameters.

IDP=InitialDP (IDP): This is the first CAMEL message to begin a new TCAP transaction

ISUP=ISDN User Part or ISUP: In various non-limiting embodiments, the ISDN User Part or ISUP is

part of the Signaling System No. 7 (SS7) which may be used to set up telephone calls in the public switched

telephone network (PSTN). It is specified by the ITU-T as part of the Q.76x series. In various non-limiting

embodiments, when a telephone call is set up from one subscriber to another, more than one telephone exchange

may be involved and possibly across international boundaries. To allow a call to be set up correctly, where ISUP

is supported, a switch will signal call-related information like called or calling party number to the

next switch in the network using ISUP messages. The CIC provides information about where the voice part of

the call is carried - on which trunk and in which timeslot.

ISUP IAM=ISDN User Part Initial address message (IAM)

ISUP REL=ISDN User Part Release

ISUP RLC=ISDN User Part Release Complete

ITU= International Telecommunication Union (ITU): In various non-limiting embodiments, the ITU

Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is one of the three sectors (divisions or units) of

the International Telecommunication Union (ITU); it coordinates standards for telecommunications. The

international public telecommunication numbering plan (also see below and E.164)

ITU-T Recommendation E.164: In various non-limiting embodiments, the ITU Telecommunication

Standardization Sector (ITU-T) is one of the three sectors (divisions or units) of the International

Telecommunication Union (ITU); it coordinates standards for telecommunications. The international public

telecommunication numbering plan (also see E.164)



LS=Local Switch (LS)

LocationAddress: In various non-limiting embodiments, this is a CAMEL IDP parameter.

(Manual) Mis-provisioning situation(s): In various non-limiting embodiments, an example situation

where the HLR technician (tech) has created and/or modified a subscriber's DP2 E.164 to be a particular value,

e.g. an "x" value, but the value should have been another value, e.g. a "y" value. Similarly, if the mis-

provisioning is done automatically or (an Automated Mis-provisioning situation).

MSC=Mobile Switching Center (MSC): In various non-limiting embodiments and in-general, a mobile

switching center (MSC) is the centerpiece of a mobile network, e.g. a network switching subsystem (NSS). In

various non-limiting embodiments, the MSC is mostly associated with communications switching functions,

such as call set-up, release, and routing. However, it also performs a host of other duties, including routing SMS

messages, conference calls, fax, and service billing as well as interfacing with other networks, such as the public

switched telephone network (PSTN). In various non-limiting embodiments, the MSC is structured so that base

stations connect to it, while it connects to the PSTN. Because cellphones connect to these base stations, all

forms of communication, whether between two cell phones or between a cell phone and a landline telephone,

travel through the MSC.

MTP=Message Transfer Part (MTP): In various non-limiting embodiments and in-general,

the Message Transfer Part (MTP) is part of the Signaling System 7 (SS7) used for communication, e.g. in a

Public Switched Telephone Networks (PSTN). MTP is responsible for reliable, unduplicated and in-sequence

transport of SSx (e.g. SS7) messages between communication partners.

MTP routing=Message Transfer Part (MTP) routing: In various non-limiting embodiments, US and

Canada ANSI41 do not use indirect GTT routing between SSx (e.g. SS7) nodes. Instead, every MSC and SCP

typically requires the DPC of every SSx (e.g. SS7) node that it utilizes. TCAP messages are sent directly from

source OPC to destination DPC. STPs "transfer" MTP routing messages without changing any part of the

message. STPs "translate" GTT routing messages by changing the MTP and SCCP headers. Route by DPC-

SSN uses MTP routing to the destination node, then SSN routing within the destination node to a local

application assigned to that SSN.

MPLS=Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)

new OTID2: e.g. Originating TCAP ID 2 in ITU, Responding TCAP-ID in ANSI.

Node: In various non-limiting embodiments, a node is a terminal in a computer network. In various

non-limiting communication networks, a node is a connection point, either are as a distribution point or a

communication endpoint (some terminal equipment). The definition of a node depends on the network and

protocol layer being referred to. A physical network node is an active electronic device that is attached to a

network, and is capable of sending, receiving, or forwarding information over a communications channel.

Node in fixed telephone network: In the various non-limiting fixed telephone network, a node may be a

public or private telephone exchange, a remote concentrator or a computer providing some intelligent network

service. In cellular communication (e.g. a mobile network), switching points and databases such as the Base

station controller, Home Location Register, Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) and Serving GPRS Support

Node (SGSN) are examples of nodes.

Node in cable television system: In various non-limiting cable television systems (CATV), this term

has assumed a broader context and is generally associated with a fiber optic node. This can be defined as those



homes or businesses within a specific geographic area that are served from a common fiber optic receiver. A

fiber optic node is generally described in terms of the number of "homes passed" that are served by that specific

fiber node.

Nodes as distributed system nodes: In various non-limiting distributed systems, the nodes are clients,

servers or peers. A peer may sometimes serve as client, sometimes server. In a peer-to-peer or overlay network,

nodes that actively route data for the other networked devices as well as themselves are sometimes referred to as

supernodes.

Nodes as virtual nodes: Distributed systems may sometimes use virtual nodes so that the system is not

oblivious to the heterogeneity of the nodes. This issue can be addressed with special algorithms, like consistent

hashing, as it is the case in Amazon's "Dynamo: Amazon's Highly Available Key-value Store: 4.2 Partitioning

Algorithm", where the basic algorithm is oblivious to the heterogeneity in the performance of nodes. To address

these issues, Dynamo uses a variant of consistent hashing: instead of mapping a node to a single point in the

circle, each node gets assigned to multiple points in the ring. To this end, Dynamo uses the concept of "virtual

nodes". A virtual node looks like a single node in the system, but each node can be responsible for more than

one virtual node. Effectively, when a new node is added to the system, it is assigned multiple positions

(henceforth, "tokens") in the ring."

Node as end node in cloud computing: In various non-limiting vast computer networks, with

individual computers/devices on the periphery of the network that do not also connect to other networks, are

often connect transiently to one or more clouds are called end nodes. Typically, within the cloud computing

construct, the individual user/customer device/computer that connects into one well-managed cloud is called an

end node. Since these computers/devices are a part of the network yet unmanaged by the cloud's host, they can

present significant risks to potentially the entire cloud. This is called the End Node Problem. This often requires

instilling trust in the end node computer.

no Prepay SCP: In various non-limiting embodiments, AA supports both Postpay and Prepay callers.

In various non-limiting embodiments, Postpay implies there is no Prepay SCP.

NMS=network management system (NMS)

0_Answer=Originating_Answer: In various non-limiting embodiments, the Mobile Originated (MO)

and Mobile Terminated (MT) calls will be treated together. In various non-limiting embodiments, if a message

or DP is named as 0/T_Answer, for instance, this means that if the call is MO, the relevant DP is 0_answer, and

that if the call is MT, the relevant DP is T_answer.

0_Disconnect=Orginating_Disconnect: In various non-limiting embodiments, 0_Answer and

0_Disconnect are armed with BE TCAP message. In various non-limiting embodiments, the MSC sends

these using a TCAP conversation to identify the call to Prepay SCP when the originally dialed call is answered

and disconnected.

OAA=Origination Attempt Authorized (OAA): In various non-limiting embodiments, is used for

WIN Prepay.

OCN=Originally Called Number (OCN): In various non-limiting embodiments, this refers to the digits

originally dialed by the caller.

OPC=Originating Point Code (OPC): In various non-limiting embodiments, an SSx (e.g. SS7) point

code is similar to an IP address in an IP network. It is a unique address for a node (Signaling Point, or SP), used



in MTP layer 3 to identify the destination of a message signal unit (MSU). In various non-limiting

embodiments, in such a message you will find an OPC (Originating Point Code) and a DPC (Destination Point

Code); sometimes documents also refer to it as a signaling point code. In various non-limiting embodiments

and depending on the network, a point code can be 24 bits (North America, China), 16 bits (Japan), or 14 bits

(ITU standard, International SSx (e.g. SS7) network and most countries) in length.

ORREQ: e.g. ANSI41 OriginationRequest (ORREQ). In various non-limiting embodiments, the same

as InitialDP.

OTID=Originating TCAP ID: In various non-limiting embodiments, after the SCCP header, the next

byte is a length indicator for the rest of the TCAP message. In various non-limiting embodiments, after that is a

Message Type byte. In various non-limiting embodiments, after that is the byte C7 and then either 04 or 08.

The 04 indicates a single TCAPID. 08 indicates TCAP conversation where the first 4 bytes are the Originating

(aka Responding in ANSI ) TCAPID followed by 4 bytes that are the Destination TCAPID. The Message Type

byte indicates whether a single TCAPID is OTID or DTID.

OTIDl= Originating TCAP ID 1: In various non-limiting embodiments, this refers to a specific unique

32-bit value that is not the same as OTID2. Avoids having to write out 11223344 every time.

OTT=Open Transactions Table (OTT): In various non-limiting embodiments, each new TCAP

transaction is identified and an entry is made to guide the subsequent handling of all TCAP messages related to

that TCAP transaction.

Play Announcement: In various non-limiting embodiments, it means send, playout, and/or play AA or

AAM/announcement (also see AA or AAM/announcement). In various non-limiting embodiments, it means

engaging an Exchange Platform (EP) comprising engines, modules, and capabilities, including a Message

Selection Engine (MSE) and module, an Action Selection Engine (ASE) and module, an Optimization Engine

(OE) and module, a Sequencing Engine (SE) and module, a Timing Engine (TE) and module, and a Billing,

Budget and Bidding Engine (BBBE) and module. In various non-limiting embodiments, the Exchange

Platform is interchangeable with the Relay Platform and/or vice versa. In various non-limiting embodiments,

the Exchange Platform is operatively connected to a particular RP and/or a series of RPs.

Point Code: In various non-limiting SSx (e.g. SS7), a point code is similar to an IP address in an IP

network. It is a unique address for a node (Signaling Point, or SP), used in MTP layer 3 to identify the

destination of a message signal unit (MSU). In such a message you will find an OPC (Originating Point Code)

and a DPC (Destination Point Code); sometimes documents also refer to it as a signaling point code. Depending

on the network, a point code can be 24 bits (North America, China), 16 bits (Japan), or 14 bits (ITU standard,

International SS7 network and most countries) in length. ANSI point codes use 24 bits, mostly in 8-8-8 format.

ITU point codes use 14 bits and are written in 3-8-3 format. Fourteen bit point codes can be written in a number

of formats. The most common formats are decimal number, hexadecimal number, or 3-8-3 format (3 most

significant bits, 8 middle bits, 3 least significant bits).

Prepay: In various non-limiting embodiments and in-general, prepay is a mobile phone for which credit

is purchased in advance of service use.

Prepay SCP= Prepay Service Control Point (SCP): In various non-limiting embodiments, Prepay SCP

is a CAMEL/WIN SSx (e.g. SS7) node that interacts with MSC call processing.

QoS=Quality of Service (QoS)



RAN=Radio Access Network (RAN)

Redundant Relay Platforms: In various non-limiting embodiments, there are other Redundant Relay

Platforms which require an E.164 that is different than the E.164 assigned at the initial or main RP. In various

non-limiting embodiments, each Relay Platform would preferably have its own E.164 number for GTT routing.

Prepay SCP response messages will use this so that the same Relay Platform will handle all of a given TCAP

transaction's messages.

Relay Platform SCP: In various non-limiting embodiments, RP SCP is an intermediate node that

transposes the MTP and SCCP parameters of received TCAP messages to enhance CAMEL/WIN protocols.

RLC=Release Complete or Release Call: In various non-limiting embodiments, an ISUP message.

RPM= Relay Platform Module (RPM): The software module for the Replay Platform (RP)

RRBE=Request Report BCSM Event: In various non-limiting embodiments, a TCAP message to

support CAMEL Prepay. Arms other DP triggers on a per-call basis.

SCCP=Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP): In various non-limiting embodiments,

the Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) is a network layer protocol that provides extended routing, flow

control, segmentation, connection-orientation, and error correction facilities in Signaling System 7 (SS7)

telecommunications networks. SCCP relies on the services of MTP for basic routing and error detection.

SCCP CdPA's E.164: In various non-limiting embodiments, the Signaling Connection Control Part

(SCCP) Called Party's Address. In various non-limiting embodiments, when the GTT is used for indirect SSx

(e.g. SS7) routing, the SCCP bits contain an E.164 address in both the CdPA and the CgPA. GTT only operates

on CdPA E.164.

SCCP CgPA: In various non-limiting embodiments, the Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP)

Calling Party's Address Identifies the originating node of a TCAP message. When Prepay SCP responds to a

TCAP transaction opened by new call at an MSC, the received CgPA will be used for the response TCAP

message's CdPA.

SCCP header: In various non-limiting embodiments, this begins with byte=09, another byte, 3 pointers

first one CdPA, second one to CgPA and third to the beginning of TCAP header that follows at the end of the

SCCP header. Therefore, in various non-limiting embodiments, the entire SCCP header length is known. CdPA

and CgPA each provide length indicators to extract the right number of bits.

SCP=Service Control Point (SCP): In various non-limiting embodiments and in-general, the SCP acts

as an interface between telecommunications databases and the SS7 network.

SCP Provides call processing enhancement for CAMEL and WIN protocols. In general, only receives

TCAP transactions, does not initiate or begin any TCAP transactions.

SGSN=Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN)

single DPC—SSN: In various non-limiting embodiments, the Destination Point Code (DPC) MTP

routing uses DPC to route messages directly from SSx (e.g. SS7) source to SSx (e.g. SS7) destination. In

various non-limiting embodiments, the GTT routing uses DPC to route messages indirectly, from one STP to the

next, then final translation to destination DPC.

Skey=Service Key: In various non-limiting embodiments, CAMEL uses ServiceKey parameter to

indicate type of service requested in a TCAP transaction.



source MSC/VLR's E.164: In various non-limiting embodiments, the source MSC/VLR's E.164 is

every MSC/VLR that uses indirect SSx (e.g. SS7) GTT.

SS7=Signaling System No. 7 (SS7): In various non-limiting embodiments and in general, the

Signaling System No. 7 (SS7) is a set of telephony signaling protocols utilized in public switched telephone

network (PSTN) telephone calls.

Subscriber's HLR profile: In various non-limiting embodiments, the subscriber's HLR profile is a

subscriber who is authorized for service at an HLR. In various non-limiting embodiments, the subscriber's

features are summarized in an HLR profile that sent to a visited MSC.

TC- Continue:Connect(OCN): In GSM/CAMEL a TCAP message is a Message Type of TC-Begin,

TC-Continue, or TC-End. TC-Continue:Connect(OCN) means that a TCAP transaction is open, the CAMEL

Connect message with digits equal to the Original Called Number from the IDP's CalledPartyBCDNumber that

started the open TCAP transaction. This may cause unnecessary call processing errors at MSC. See TC-

Continue:Continue

TCAP=Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP): In various non-limiting embodiments, the

Transaction Capabilities Application Part (TCAP) enables the deployment of advanced intelligent network

services by supporting non-circuit related information exchange between signaling points using the SCCP

connectionless service. TCAP messages are contained within the SCCP portion of an MSU. A TCAP message is

comprised of a transaction portion and a component portion. (Compliant with ITU recommendation q.773.) In

various non-limiting embodiments, the TCAP message is structured as a single constructor information element

consisting of the following: Transaction Portion, which contains information elements used by the Transaction

sub-layer; a Component Portion, which contains information elements used by the Component sub-layer related

to components; and, optionally, the Dialogue Portion, which contains the Application Context and user

information, which are not components. Each Component is a constructor information element.

In general, for embodiments that use ANSI or ITU TCAP, a TCAP message will have either one

TCAP-ID or two TCAP-IDs.

Under the ITU standard for a TC-Continue TCAP message which contains two TCAP-IDs, the two

TCAP-IDs comprise an Originating Transaction ID referred to herein this disclosure as a first TCAP-ID and a

Destination Transaction ID referred herein this disclosure as a second TCAP-ID.

Under the ANSI standard the equivalents for ITU TC-Continue are ConversationWith-Permission and

ConversationWithoutPermission TCAP message which also always contain two TCAP-IDs, the two TCAP-IDs

comprise an Originating Transaction ID referred to herein this disclosure as a first TCAP-ID and a Responding

Transaction-ID referred to herein this disclosure as a second TCAP-ID. Further, wherein the ANSU Standard

states that the Originating Transaction ID is the Transaction ID that is assigned by the originator of the message

in which it appears. And further, wherein the ANSI Standard states that the Responding Transaction ID is the

Originating Transaction ID that was received in the message for which the response is generated. The ANSI

Responding Transaction ID is equivalent to the ITU Destination Transaction ID (DTID). Both standards use the

same term Originating Transaction ID (OTID) for the same thing: the first of two TCAP-IDs. In addition, "an

ANSI Responding Transaction ID" is not what is referred to herein this disclosure as a "Response TCAP-ID."

TC-Continue:Continue: In various non-limiting embodiments, is when the SCP wants the TCAP

transaction to complete the call as dialed, it sends the CAMEL message Continue. In various non-limiting



embodiments, this indicates to the MSC to resume call processing from the point it was suspended, as if there

had been no DP2 interruption at all.

TC-Continue:DFC: In various non-limiting embodiments, this means send a TCAP conversation

message that contains the CAMEL message DFC.

TC—End: In various non-limiting embodiments, this marks the end of a TCAP transaction. In various

non-limiting embodiments, there is only one TCAPID.

Visited MSC/VLR: In various non-limiting embodiments, a mobile device registers for service at a

visited MSC.

VLR=Visitor location register (VLR): In various non-limiting embodiments and in-general, a visitor

location register (VLR) is a database that contains information about the subscribers roaming within a mobile

switching center's (MSC) location area. In various non-limiting embodiments, the primary role of the VLR is to

minimize the number of queries that MSCs have to make to the home location register (HLR), which holds

permanent data regarding the mobile network' s (or cellular network's) subscribers.

Voice/time=voice traffic and/or voice time, and/or voice minutes and/or plan minutes consumed.

Header format

In various non-limiting embodiments, the format of the header is shown in the following form:

MTP header: Routing label is exactly the first 7 bytes, DPC is first 3 and OPC is next 3

length byte(s): Remaining length of entire TCAP message

09 + one byte: Message Type, Protocol Class

SCCP header: 3 internal pointers. First is to length of CdPA, second is to length of CgPA and third is

pointer to end of SCCP header.

another length byte: This is, generally, the remaining length of the entire TCAP message in bytes

E2+another byte: E2 marks the beginning of TCAP, another byte is not important

TCAP header begins with 0xC704 or 0xC708: TC-Begin message types and TC-End message types are

0xC704, for all TCAP TC-Continue message types it is 0xC708 where the next four bytes are the Origination

TCAPID (OTID) and the next four bytes after that are Destination TCAP-ID (DTID in ITU, aka Responding

TCAP-ID in ANSI).



SUMMARY

This summary herein is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that are

further described below in the Detailed Description. This summary is not intended to exclusively identify key

features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended as an aid in determining the scope

of the claimed subject matter. Further, the numbering employed in this summary is not related to the numbering

of specific parts or steps, but rather for contextual relationships.

Method 1. In various non-limiting embodiments, a computer-implemented method of a

communication session, the computer-implemented method comprising: a) configuring at least one specific

processor to perform a process of: b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform

(RP); c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a parsed first message, wherein the parsed first message

includes a list of parsed PM values comprising a first Parsed Message (PM) value; d) generating a first RP

message from the parsed first message; wherein the generated first RP message comprises: a first RP MTP

header; a first RP SCCP header; and a first RP TCAP header; e) determining if the parsed first message

contains PM TCAP-ID, determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-IDs, then update the

first RP message according to a first criteria; determining whether the parsed first message contains one TCAP-

ID, then update the first RP message according to a second criteria; and determining whether the parsed firs

message contains two TCAP-IDs, then update the first RP message according to a third criteria; f) searching an

Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PM value per the list of parsed PM

values in the parsed first message: determining whether any OTT entry in a list of OTT entries is a found match

to the first PM value and the PM TCAP-ID; then the found match is a first OTT entry; and then update the first

RP message per a second criteria; or determining whether no OTT entry in the list of OTT entries is found to

match the first PM value and the PM TCAP-ID: then the OTT search receives an OTT null; and then update the

first RP message per a criteria fifth criteria; and g) adjusting the first RP message, wherein the adjusted first RP

message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx node.

Method 2. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 1,

wherein the communication session is between a Signaling System (SSx) node and the Relay Platform (RP).

Method 3. The computer-implemented method of method 2, wherein the parsed first message is a first

Transaction Capability Application Part (TCAP) message. Method 4. The computer-implemented method of

method 3, wherein the one TCAP-ID is a first TCAP-ID. Method 5. The computer-implemented method of

method 4, wherein the RP-TCAP that is comprised of two TCAP-IDs, the two TCAP-IDs comprise the first

TCAP-ID and a second TCAP-ID.

Method 6. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 5,

wherein the two TCAP-IDs are the first TCAP-ID and a second TCAP-ID. Method 7. The computer-

implemented method of method 6, wherein the TCAP message, further comprises a first MTP header and a first

Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) header. Method 8. The computer-implemented method of method

7, wherein the first MTP header comprises: a first point code value associated with the first message; and a

second point code value associated with the first message.

Method 9. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 8,

wherein the first PM value comprises a first Origination Point Code (OPC) value. Method 10. The computer-

implemented method of method 9, wherein the first PM value comprises a first Destination Point Code (DPC)



value. Method 11. The computer-implemented method of method 9, wherein the first PM value comprises the

first OPC value or the first DPC value. Method 12. The computer-implemented method of method 11, wherein

the first SCCP header comprises: a first Calling Party Address (CgPA) value; and a first Called Party Address

(CdPA) value.

Method 13. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 12,

wherein the first PM value comprises both the first OPC value and the first CgPA value. Method 14. The

computer-implemented method of method 13, wherein the first RP MTP header comprises: a first RP point code

value associated with the first RP message; and a second RP point code value associated with the first RP

message. Method 15. The computer-implemented method of method 14, wherein the first RP point code value

comprises a first RP OPC value. Method 16. The computer-implemented method of method 15, wherein the

second point code value comprises a first RP DPC value.

Method 17. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 16,

wherein the RP SCCP header comprises: a first RP CgPA value; and a first RP CdPA value. Method 18. The

computer-implemented method of method 17, wherein the first criteria includes: determining whether the parsed

first message contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT)

that match the first PM value and electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and

the first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the first RP message per the first criteria. Method 19.

The computer-implemented method of method 18, wherein the second criteria includes: determining whether

the first OTT entry is found, then update the first RP message per the second criteria.

Method 20. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 19,

wherein the criteria fifth criteria includes: determining whether the OTT null is received, searching a plurality of

pre-assigned values in the FRT that matches the first PM value and the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT

entry and the first RP message per the criteria fifth criteria.

Method 21. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 20,

wherein the second OTT entry can become the first OTT entry and vice versa.

Method 22. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 18,

wherein the first criteria includes: determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-ID:

searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PM value and electronically

replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with the relay CdPA value to

update the first RP message per a criteria sixth criteria fifth criteria.

Method 23. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 22,

wherein the criteria sixth criteria fifth criteria includes: determining whether the list of OTT entries contains no

OTT match for both the first TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with either an OTT OPC value and an OTT

response TCAP-ID value nor with an OTT DPC value and an OTT TCAP-ID value: searching the FRT

according to the first OPC value; electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the

first RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value; and electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the first

DPC value and replacing the first RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value

and the first CgPA value the FRT generates the first OTT entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the

first message and the FRT. Method 24. The computer-implemented method of method 18, wherein the second



criteria includes: determining whether the first OTT entry is found, then update the first RP message per a

criteria seventh criteria.

Method 25. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 24,

wherein the criteria seventh criteria further comprises: electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the

OTT OPC value and a first RP CdPA value with an OTT CgPA value; erasing the OTT response TCAP-ID

value that matched; deleting any OTT entry from the list of OTT entries that contains neither the OTT TCAP-ID

or the OTT Response TCAP-ID; and electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value

and replace the first RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value.

Method 26. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 17,

wherein the FRT comprises a plurality of pre-assigned values. Method 27. The computer-implemented method

of method 26, wherein the plurality of pre-assigned values, further comprises: a list of potential OPC values

each associated with the relay DPC value; and a list of potential CgPA values each associated with the relay

CdPA value. Method 28. The computer-implemented method of method 27, wherein the criteria fifth criteria

includes: determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PM value and the PM

TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that matches the first PM value

and the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the first RP message per a criteria eight criteria.

Method 29. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 28,

wherein the criteria eight criteria includes: determining whether the matching entry is not found in the OTT to

match with both the first TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT

response TCAP-ID value, nor with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value: searching the FRT

according to the first OPC value; electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the

first RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value; generating an associated OTT entry in the OTT using the first

TCAP-ID value as the OTT TCAP-ID value, the first OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as

the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the OTT DPC value, the relay CdPA value as the OTT CdPA

value; and electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the first RP

CgPA value with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT

generates an associated OTT entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.

Method 30. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 29,

wherein the criteria eight criteria further comprises: determining whether the OTT contains an OTT match of

both the second TCAP-ID from the list of parsed PM values, and the first OPC value with the OTT OPC value

and the OTT response TCAP-ID value: electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and

the first RP CdPA value with the OTT CdPA, and electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first

DPC value and replace the first RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value in the matched OTT entry.

Method 31. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 30,

wherein the criteria eight criteria further comprises: determining whether the OTT contains the OTT match of

both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value:

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and the first RP CdPA value with the

OTT CgPA. Method 32. The computer-implemented method of method 31, wherein the criteria eight criteria

further comprises: determining whether the OTT response TCAP-ID value is blank: replacing the OTT

Response TCAP-ID value with the first TCAP-ID from the first TCAP message: else pause for X number of



seconds in time, wherein X is either a pre-assigned value or dynamically generated; and electronically replacing

the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the first RP CgPA value with the first CdPA

value in the first RP message.

Method 33. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 32,

wherein the criteria eight criteria further comprises: determining whether the OTT contains no OTT match for

both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response

TCAP-ID value nor with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value: discarding the first TCAP message.

Method 34. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 1,

wherein the adjusting of first RP message to be suitable for transmitting to the SSx node, includes adjusting a

length indicator of the first RP message according to an appropriate number of bits.

Method 35. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 1,

wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7 (SS7) node. Method 36. The computer-implemented method of

method 35, wherein the adjusting of first RP message to be suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes

adjusting a length indicator of the first RP message according to an appropriate number of bits. Method 37.

The computer-implemented method of method 36, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited period of

time.

Method 38. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 1,

wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited period of time. Method 39. The computer-implemented

method of method 38, wherein an expiration of the limited period of time causing the communication session to

proceed as normal. Method 40. The computer-implemented method of method 39, wherein the first TCAP

message received is via a SS7 protocol. Method 41. The computer-implemented method of method 40,

wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message Transport Part (MTP).

Method 42. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 40,

wherein the first TCAP message received via the SS7 comprises a node. Method 43. The computer-

implemented method of method 42, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile Switching Center (MSC).

Method 44. The computer-implemented method of method 43, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC. Method

45. The computer-implemented method of method 44, wherein the RP is physically located within the MSC.

Method 46. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 42,

wherein node comprises a Service Control Point (SCP). Method 47. The computer-implemented method of

method 46, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Method 48. In various non-limiting embodiments, the method of method 40, wherein via the SS7

protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile communication (GSM) communication network. Method 49.

The method of method 48, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7 transmission per the

GSM communication network.

Method 50. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 42,

wherein node comprises a gateway. Method 51. The method of method 50, wherein the gateway is suitable

over an internet protocol. Method 52. The method of method 51, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for

the gateway. Method 53. The method of method 12, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an

Internet Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer. Method 54. The computer-



implemented method of method 3, wherein the first TCAP message is received during an outbound portion of a

telecommunication call.

Method 55. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 3,

wherein the first TCAP message is received during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call. Method

56. A computer-implemented method of a communication session between a Signaling System (SSx) node and

a Relay Platform (RP), the computer-implemented method comprising: a) configuring at least one specific

processor to perform a process of: b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform

(RP); c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a parsed first message, wherein the parsed first message

includes a list of values comprising a first Parsed Message (PM) value; d) generating a first RP message from

the parsed first message; wherein the generated first RP message comprises: a first RP MTP header; a first RP

SCCP header; and a first RP TCAP header; e) determining if the parsed first message contains a PM TCAP-ID,

wherein the PM TCAP-ID is either a first TCAP-ID or a second TCAP-ID, or contains no TCAP-ID:

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values

in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PM value and electronically replacing a first RP DPC value

with a relay DPC value and a first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the first RP message per a

first criteria; f) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PM value

per the list of parsed PM values in the parsed first message: determining whether a first OTT entry is a found

match to the first PM value and the PM TCAP-ID in the OTT, then update the first RP message per a second

criteria; or determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PM value and the

PM TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PM value

and the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the first RP message per a criteria fifth criteria; and

g) adjusting the first RP message, wherein the adjusted first RP message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx

node.

Method 57. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 56,

wherein the first PM value comprises both a first OPC value and a CdPA value. Method 58. The computer-

implemented method of method 57, wherein the second OTT entry can become the first OTT entry and vice

versa. Method 59. The computer-implemented method of method 56, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling

System 7 (SS7) node. Method 60. The computer-implemented method of method 59, wherein the adjusting of

first RP message to be suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the first

RP message according to an appropriate number of bits. Method 61. The computer-implemented method of

method 60, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited period of time.

Method 62. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 56,

wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited period of time. Method 63. The computer-implemented

method of method 62, wherein an expiration of the limited period of time causing the communication session to

proceed as normal. Method 1. A computer-implemented method of a communication session between a

Signaling System (SSx) node and a Relay Platform (RP), the computer-implemented method comprising:

Method 64. The computer-implemented method of method 63, wherein the first TCAP message received is via

a SS7 protocol. Method 65. The computer-implemented method of method 64, wherein the SS7 protocol

comprises a Message Transport Part (MTP). Method 66. The computer-implemented method of method 65,

wherein the first TCAP message received via the SS7 comprises a node.



Method 67. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 66,

wherein the node comprises via a Mobile Switching Center (MSC). Method 68. The computer-implemented

method of method 67, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC. Method 69. The computer-implemented method

of method 68, wherein the RP is physically located within the MSC. Method 70. The computer-implemented

method of method 66, wherein node comprises a Service Control Point (SCP).

Method 71. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 46,

wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP. Method 72. The method of method 64, wherein via the SS7 protocol is

suitable for a global system for mobile communication (GSM) communication network. Method 73. The

method of method 64, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7 transmission per the

GSM communication network.

Method 74. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 66,

wherein node comprises a gateway. Method 75. The method of method 74, wherein the gateway is suitable

over an internet protocol. Method 76. The method of method 75, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for

the gateway.

Method 77. In various non-limiting embodiments, the method of method 56, wherein via the first

SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Method 78. The computer-implemented method of method 56, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call. Method 79. The computer-implemented method of

method 56, wherein the first TCAP message is received during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Method 80. The computer-implemented method of method 56, wherein a second TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call. Method 81. The computer-implemented method of

method 56, wherein the second TCAP message is received during an inbound portion of a telecommunication

call. Method 82. The computer-implemented method of method 56, wherein the FRT generates the second

OTT entry. Method 83. The computer-implemented method of method 56, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the

first parsed message generate a second RP message.

Method 84. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 56,

wherein the first TCAP-ID is an origination TCAP-ID. Method 85. The computer-implemented method of

method 56, wherein the second TCAP-ID is an destination TCAP-ID. Method 86. The computer-implemented

method of method 56, wherein the second TCAP-ID is an responding TCAP-ID. Method 87. The computer-

implemented method of method 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID are compatible with an

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Method 88. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 56,

wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID are compatible with an American National Standards

Institute (ANSI) standard.

Method 89. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 56,

wherein the first TCAP-ID or the second TCAP-ID are compatible with both the American National Standards

Institute (ANSI) standard and International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Method 90. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 56,

wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard. Method 9 1. The computer-implemented method of method 56,



wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the American National

Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Method 92. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 56,

wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed message generate a second RP message. Method 93. The

computer-implemented method of method 56, wherein the generated second RP message comprises: a second

RP MTP header; a second RP SCCP header; and a second RP TCAP header.

Method 94. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 93,

wherein the second RP message is converted to be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union

(ITU) standard. Method 95. The computer- implemented method of method 93, wherein the second RP

message is converted to be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Method 96. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 93,

wherein the first RP message and second RP message is electronic stored temporarily. Method 97. The

computer-implemented method of method 93, wherein the first RP message and second RP message is

electronic stored permanently to generate a historical record of RP messages.

Method 98. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 97,

wherein the first RP message and second RP message are tracked and relatively compared to the historical

record of RP messages.

Method 99. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 98,

wherein the first RP message or second RP message have an associated goal. Method 100. The computer-

implemented method of method 99, wherein the relative comparison to the historical record of first RP messages

and second RP messages includes the associated goal for each RP message. Method 101 . The computer-

implemented method of method 100, wherein the relative comparison to the historical record of RP messages

generates a list of scores. Method 102. The computer-implemented method of method 101, wherein the list of

scores comprises a duration of time in the RP. Method 103. The computer-implemented method of method

102, wherein the duration of time in the RP includes a link duration time for each relay.

Method 104. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 101,

wherein the list of scores comprises a successful completion score. Method 105. The computer-implemented

method of method 101, wherein the list of scores comprises a satisfactory completion score. Method 106. The

computer-implemented method of method 101, wherein the list of scores comprises an amount of revenue

generated per first RP message and per second RP message.

Method 107. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 101,

wherein the list of scores are prioritized according to a ranking criteria. Method 108. The computer-

implemented method of method 107, wherein the ranking criteria includes the goal. Method 109. The

computer-implemented method of method 108, wherein the goal is defined by a mobile network operator

(MNO). Method 110. The computer-implemented method of method 109, wherein the goal is defined by the

RP.

Method 111. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 110,

wherein the goal is defined by a Software as a Service (SaaS) provider. Method 112. The computer-

implemented method of method 111, wherein the goal is defined by a third party.



Method 113. In various non-limiting embodiments, a computer-implemented method of a

communication session, the computer-implemented method comprising: (a) configuring at least one specific

processor to perform a process of: (b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform

(RP); (c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a Parsed Message (PM), wherein the PM includes a list

of parsed message values comprising a first Parsed Message Value (PMV); (d) generating a RP message from

the list of parsed message values from the PM; (e) determining whether the list of parsed message values fits a

first criteria, wherein the first criteria includes determining a number of PM Transaction- IDs (PM T-IDs); (f)

determining whether the number of PM T-IDs is zero according to the first criteria, updating the RP message

according to an eight criteria; or (g) determining whether the number of PM T-IDs contains one PM T-ID

according to the first criteria, updating the RP message according to a second, third, or forth criteria; or (h)

determining whether the number of PM T-IDs contains two PM T-ID PM T-ID according to the first criteria and

updating the RP message according to a fifth, sixth, or seventh criteria; and (i) adjusting the RP message,

wherein the adjusted RP message is of a suitable protocol for transmitting.

Method 114. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 113,

wherein the adjusting of the RP message of the suitable protocol for transmitting includes a Signaling System

(SSx) protocol. Method 115. The computer-implemented method of method 114, wherein the SSx protocol is

Signaling System 7 (SS7) protocol.

Method 116. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 115,

wherein the communication session is between a SS7 node and the Relay Platform (RP). Method 117. The

computer-implemented method of method 116, wherein the PM comprises a Transaction Capability Application

Part (TCAP) message. Method 118. The computer-implemented method of method 117, wherein the PM T-IDs

comprises TCAP-IDs. Method 119. The computer-implemented method of method 118, wherein the PM

containing one PM T-ID comprises a first TCAP-ID. Method 120. The computer-implemented method of

method 119, wherein the PM containing two PM T-ID comprises the first TCAP-ID and a second TCAP-ID.

Method 121. The computer-implemented method of method 120, wherein the one PM T-ID is the first TCAP-

ID. Method 122. The computer-implemented method of method 121, wherein the two TCAP-IDs comprises

the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID.

Method 123. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 122,

wherein the generated, updated, and adjusted RP message comprises: a RP MTP header; a RP SCCP header; and

a RP TCAP header. Method 124. The computer-implemented method of method 123, the PM further

comprises a first MTP header and a first Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) header. Method 125. The

computer-implemented method of method 124, wherein the first MTP header comprises: a first point code value

associated with the first message; and a second point code value associated with the first message.

Method 126. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 125,

wherein the PM and the first message are interchangeable. Method 127. The computer-implemented method of

method 126, wherein the first PMV comprises a first Origination Point Code (OPC) value. Method 128. The

computer-implemented method of method 127, wherein the first PMV comprises a first Destination Point Code

(DPC) value. Method 129. The computer-implemented method of method 126, wherein the first PMV

comprises the first OPC value or the first DPC value.



Method 130. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 1 7,

wherein the first SCCP header comprises: a first Calling Party Address (CgPA) value; and a first Called Party

Address (CdPA) value. Method 131 . The computer-implemented method of method 130, wherein the first

PMV comprises both the first OPC value and the first CgPA value. Method 132. The computer-implemented

method of method 131, wherein the RP MTP header comprises: a RP point code value associated with the RP

message; and a second RP point code value associated with the RP message.

Method 133. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 132,

wherein the RP point code value comprises a RP OPC value. Method 134. The computer-implemented method

of method 133, wherein the second point code value comprises a RP DPC value. Method 135. The computer-

implemented method of method 134, wherein the RP SCCP header comprises: a RP CgPA value; and a RP

CdPA value.

Method 136. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 135,

wherein the eight criteria comprises: (a) determining whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID according to the

first criteria; (b) searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first

PMV; and (c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with

a relay CdPA value to update the RP message per the first and eight criteria.

Method 137. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 136,

wherein the plurality of pre-assigned values, further comprises: a list of potential OPC values each associated

with the relay DPC value; and a list of potential CgPA values each associated with the relay CdPA value.

Method 138. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 137,

wherein the eight criteria further comprises: (a) determining whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID according to

the first criteria; and (b) searching the plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PMV and

electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with the relay CdPA

value to update the RP message per the first and eight criteria.

Method 139. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 138,

wherein the second criteria comprises: (a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the

first criteria; (b) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the one PM TCAP-ID along with a first PMV

per the list of parsed message values in the PM; (c) determining whether any OTT entry in a list of OTT entries

is a found match to the first PMV and the PM TCAP-ID; wherein the found match is a first OTT entry; and (d)

updating the RP message per the first and second criteria. Method 140. The computer-implemented method of

method 139, the second criteria further comprising: (a) determining whether the first OTT entry is the found

match; and (b) updating the RP message per the first and second criteria.

Method 141. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 140,

wherein the third criteria comprises: (a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the

first criteria; (b) determining whether no OTT entry in the list of OTT entries is the found match to the first

PMV and the PM TCAP-ID, wherein the OTT search receives an OTT null; and (c) updating the RP message

per the first and third criteria.

Method 142. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 141,

wherein the third criteria further comprises: electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value

and a RP CdPA value with an OTT CgPA value; erasing the OTT response TCAP-ID value that matched;



deleting any OTT entry from the list of OTT entries that contains neither the OTT TCAP-ID or the OTT

Response TCAP-ID; and electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP

CgPA value with the first CdPA value.

Method 143. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 141,

wherein the forth criteria comprises: (a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the

first criteria; (b) determining whether the OTT null is received; and (c) searching the plurality of pre-assigned

values in the FRT matches the first PMV and the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the RP

message per the first and forth criteria.

Method 144. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 143,

wherein the forth criteria further comprises: (a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according

to the first criteria; (b) determining whether the list of OTT entries contains no OTT match for both the first

TCAP-ID and the first OPC value for neither a combination of an OTT OPC value and an OTT response TCAP-

ID value nor a combination of an OTT DPC value and an OTT TCAP-ID value: (c) searching the FRT

according to the first OPC value; (d) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the

RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value; and (e) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the first DPC

value and replacing the RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first

CgPA value the FRT generates the first OTT entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message

and the FRT.

Method 145. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 144,

wherein the forth criteria includes: (a) determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match

the first PMV and the PM TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that

matches the first PMV and the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the RP message per the first

criteria and eight criteria.

Method 146. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 145,

wherein the forth criteria includes: (a) determining whether the matching entry is not found in the OTT to match

with both the first TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with neither the combination of the OTT OPC value and

the OTT response TCAP-ID value, nor with the combination of the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID

value: (b) searching the FRT according to the first OPC value; (c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value

with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value; (d) generating an OTT entry in the

OTT using the first TCAP-ID value as the OTT TCAP-ID value, the first OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the

first CgPA value as the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the OTT DPC value, the relay CdPA value as

the OTT CdPA value; and (d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace

the RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT

generates an OTT entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.

Method 147. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 146,

wherein the fifth criteria comprises: (a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the

first criteria; (b) determining whether the OTT contains an OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID from

the list of parsed message values and the first OPC value match with the OTT OPC value and the OTT response

TCAP-ID value; (c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and the RP CdPA value with



the OTT CdPA; and (d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the

PvP CgPA value with the first CdPA value in the OTT entry.

Method 148. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 147,

wherein the fifth criteria comprises: (a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the

first criteria; (b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID from

the list of parsed message values and the first PM value match with the OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA value, and

the OTT response TCAP-ID value; (c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and the

RP CdPA value with the OTT CdPA; and (d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC

value and replacing the RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value in the OTT entry.

Method 149. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 148,

wherein the sixth criteria includes: (a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the

first criteria; (b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID and

the first OPC value with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value; and (c) electronically replacing the

RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and the RP CdPA value with the OTT CgPA.

Method 150. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 149,

wherein the sixth criteria includes: (a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the

first criteria; (b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID

from the list of parsed message values and the first PM value match with the OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA

value, and the OTT response TCAP-ID value; and (c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT

OPC value and the RP CdPA value with the OTT CgPA.

Method 151. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 150,

wherein the sixth criteria further comprises: (a) determining whether an OTT response TCAP-ID value is blank;

(b) replacing the OTT Response TCAP-ID value with the first TCAP-ID from the first TCAP message; or (c)

pausing for X number of seconds in time, wherein X is either a pre-assigned value or dynamically generated

value; and (d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA

value with the first CdPA value in the RP message.

Method 152. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 151,

wherein the seventh criteria comprises: (a) determining whether the OTT contains no OTT match for both the

second TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID

value nor with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value; and (b) discarding the PM. Method 153. The

computer-implemented method of method 152, wherein the second OTT entry can become the first OTT entry

and vice versa.

Method 154. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 153,

wherein the adjusting of RP message to be suitable for transmitting to the SSx node, includes adjusting a length

indicator of the RP message according to an appropriate number of bits. Method 155. The computer-

implemented method of method 154, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7 (SS7) node.

Method 156. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 155,

wherein the adjusting of RP message to be suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length

indicator of the RP message according to an appropriate number of bits.



Method 157. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 156,

wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited period of time. Method 158. The computer-implemented

method of method 113, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited period of time. Method 159. The

computer-implemented method of method 158, wherein an expiration of the limited period of time causing the

communication session to proceed as normal.

Method 160. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 159,

wherein the first TCAP message received is via a SS7 protocol. Method 161. The computer-implemented

method of method 160, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message Transport Part (MTP). Method 162.

The computer-implemented method of method 160, wherein the first TCAP message received via the SS7

comprises a node.

Method 163. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 162,

wherein the node comprises via a Mobile Switching Center (MSC). Method 164. The computer-implemented

method of method 163, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC. Method 165. The computer-implemented

method of method 164, wherein the RP is physically located within the MSC. Method 166. The computer-

implemented method of method 162, wherein node comprises a Service Control Point (SCP). Method 167. The

computer-implemented method of method 166, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Method 168. Th In various non-limiting embodiments, the method of method 160, wherein via the SS7

protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile communication (GSM) communication network. Method

169. The method of method 168, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7 transmission

per the GSM communication network. Method 170. The computer-implemented method of method 162,

wherein node comprises a gateway. Method 171. The method of method 170, wherein the gateway is suitable

over an internet protocol. Method 172. The method of method 171, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted

for the gateway. Method 173. The method of method 124, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in

an Internet Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Method 174. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 114,

wherein the first TCAP message is received during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call. Method

175. The computer-implemented method of method 114, wherein the first TCAP message is received during an

inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Method 176. In various non-limiting embodiments, a computer-implemented method of a

communication session between a Signaling System (SSx) node and a Relay Platform (RP), the computer-

implemented method comprising: (a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of: (b)

receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP); (c) parsing the first message at

the RP to generate a PM, wherein the PM includes a list of values comprising a first Parsed Message (PM)

value; (d) generating a RP message from the PM; wherein the generated RP message comprises: a RP MTP

header; a RP SCCP header; and a RP TCAP header; (e) determining whether the PM contains a PM TCAP-ID

according to a first criteria, wherein the PM TCAP-ID is either a first TCAP-ID or a second TCAP-ID, or

contains no TCAP-ID: where whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-assigned

values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PMV and electronically replacing a RP DPC value

with a relay DPC value and a first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the RP message according to

an eight criteria; (f) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PMV



per the list of parsed message values in the PM: determining whether first PM value and first TCAP-ID match

an OTT entry for OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP

message per a second criteria; determining whether first PM value and second TCAP-ID match an OTT entry

for OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a

fifth criteria; determining whether the first OTT entry is not a found match to the first PMV and the first TCAP-

ID in the OTT; determining whether first PM value and first TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC

value, OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a fifth criteria;

determining whether first PM value and second TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA

value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a fifth criteria; , then update the RP

message per a second criteria or a third criteria; or determining whether a first OTT entry is a found match to the

first PMV and the second TCAP-ID in the OTT, then update the RP message per a forth criteria or a fifth

criteria; or determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PMV and the PM

TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PMV and the

PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the RP message per a forth criteria; and (g) adjusting the RP

message, wherein the adjusted RP message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx node.

Method 177. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 176,

wherein the first PMV comprises both a first OPC value and a CdPA value. Method 178. The computer-

implemented method of method 177, wherein the second OTT entry can become the first OTT entry and vice

versa. Method 179. The computer-implemented method of method 176, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling

System 7 (SS7) node.

Method 180. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 179,

wherein the adjusting of RP message to be suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length

indicator of the RP message according to an appropriate number of bits.

Method 181. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 180,

wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited period of time. Method 182. The computer-implemented

method of method 176, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited period of time. Method 183. The

computer-implemented method of method 182, wherein an expiration of the limited period of time causing the

communication session to proceed as normal.

Method 184. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 183,

wherein the first TCAP message received is via a SS7 protocol. Method 185. The computer-implemented

method of method 184, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message Transport Part (MTP). Method 186.

The computer-implemented method of method 185, wherein the first TCAP message received via the SS7

comprises a node.

Method 187. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 186,

wherein the node comprises via a Mobile Switching Center (MSC). Method 188. The computer-implemented

method of method 187, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC. Method 189. The computer-implemented

method of method 188, wherein the RP is physically located within the MSC. Method 190. The computer-

implemented method of method 186, wherein node comprises a Service Control Point (SCP). Method 191. The

computer-implemented method of method 166, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.



Method 192. In various non-limiting embodiments, the method of method 184, wherein via the SS7

protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile communication (GSM) communication network. Method

193. The method of method 184, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7 transmission

per the GSM communication network. Method 194. The computer-implemented method of method 186,

wherein node comprises a gateway. Method 195. The method of method 194, wherein the gateway is suitable

over an internet protocol. Method 196. The method of method 195, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted

for the gateway. Method 197. The method of method 176, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in

an Internet Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Method 198. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 176,

wherein the first TCAP message is received during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call. Method

199. The computer-implemented method of method 176, wherein the first TCAP message is received during an

inbound portion of a telecommunication call. Method 200. The computer-implemented method of method 176,

wherein a second TCAP message is received during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call. Method

201. The computer-implemented method of method 176, wherein the second TCAP message is received during

an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Method 202. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 176,

wherein the FRT generates the second OTT entry. Method 203. The computer-implemented method of method

176, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed message generate a second RP message. Method 204. The

computer-implemented method of method 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID is an origination TCAP-ID.

Method 205. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 176,

wherein the second TCAP-ID is a destination TCAP-ID. Method 206. The computer-implemented method of

method 176, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a responding TCAP-ID.

Method 207. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 176,

wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID are compatible with an International Telecommunication

Union (ITU) standard. Method 208. The computer-implemented method of method 176, wherein the first

TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID are compatible with an American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

standard. Method 209. The computer-implemented method of method 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID or the

second TCAP-ID are compatible with both the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard and

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard. Method 210. The computer-implemented method of

method 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the

International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard. Method 2 11. The computer-implemented method of

method 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Method 212. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 176,

wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed message generate a second RP message. Method 213. The

computer-implemented method of method 176, wherein the generated second RP message comprises: a second

RP MTP header; a second RP SCCP header; and a second RP TCAP header.

Method 214. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 213,

wherein the second RP message is converted to be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union



(ITU) standard. Method 215. The computer-implemented method of method 213, wherein the second RP

message is converted to be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Method 216. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 213,

wherein the RP message and second RP message is electronic stored temporarily. Method 217. The computer-

implemented method of method 213, wherein the RP message and second RP message is electronic stored

permanently to generate a historical record of RP messages.

Method 218. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 217,

wherein the RP message and second RP message are tracked and relatively compared to the historical record of

RP messages. Method 219. The computer-implemented method of method 218, wherein the RP message or

second RP message have an associated goal. Method 220. The computer-implemented method of method 219,

wherein the relative comparison to the historical record of RP messages and second RP messages includes the

associated goal for each RP message. Method 221. The computer-implemented method of method 220,

wherein the relative comparison to the historical record of RP messages generates a list of scores.

Method 222. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 221,

wherein the list of scores comprises a duration of time in the RP. Method 223. The computer- implemented

method of method 222, wherein the duration of time in the RP includes a link usage duration time for each

relay.

Method 224. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 221,

wherein the list of scores comprises a successful completion score. Method 225. The computer-implemented

method of method 221, wherein the list of scores comprises a satisfactory completion score. Method 226. The

computer-implemented method of method 221, wherein the list of scores comprises an amount of revenue

generated per RP message and per second RP message.

Method 227. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 221,

wherein the list of scores are prioritized according to a ranking criteria. Method 228. The computer-

implemented method of method 227, wherein the ranking criteria includes the goal.

Method 229. In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer-implemented method of method 228,

wherein the goal is defined by a mobile network operator (MNO). Method 230. The computer-implemented

method of method 229, wherein the goal is defined by the RP. Method 231 . The computer-implemented

method of method 230, wherein the goal is defined by a Software as a Service (SaaS) provider. Method 232.

The computer-implemented method of method 231, wherein the goal is defined by a third party. Method 233.

The computer-implemented method of method 232, wherein the goal is defined by a user. Method 234. The

computer-implemented method of method 233, wherein the goal of each of the MNO, RP, SaaS provider, third

party, and user are relatively compared.

In addition to the above, a main object of the present disclosure is to overcome at least some of the

deficiencies of the prior art and current state of the art.

This object is achieved by the elements defined in the appended independent claims. Optional features

and alternative embodiments are defined in the subsidiary claims. Thus, an aspect of the present disclosure

provides a method of enabling distributed transaction oriented telephony functionality for telephony services,

which overcomes at least some of the previously delineated drawbacks of prior communication sessions.



Another non-limiting aspect of the present disclosure provides a communication session method which

overcomes at least some of the previously delineated drawbacks of prior communication sessions and which

includes an ability to parse a first message from a MSC into a plurality of TCAP messages.

Another non-limiting aspect of the present disclosure provides a communication session method which

overcomes at least some of the previously delineated drawbacks of prior communication sessions and which

includes an ability to parse a first message from a MSC into a plurality of TCAP messages, allowing of a

plurality of triggers.

Another non-limiting aspect of the present disclosure provides a communication session method which

overcomes at least some of the previously delineated drawbacks of prior communication sessions between a

Signaling System (SSx) point code and a Relay Platform (RP), where the disclosed the computer-implemented

method comprises: (a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of: (b) receiving a first

message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP); (c) parsing the first message at the RP to

generate a PM, wherein the PM is a first Transaction Capability Application Part (TCAP) message, further

comprising: a first MTP header comprising: a first point code value associated with the first message, wherein

the first point code value is a first Origination Point Code (OPC) value; and a second point code value

associated with the first message, wherein the second point code value is a first Destination Point Code (DPC)

value; a first Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) header comprising: a first Calling Party Address

(CgPA) value; and a first Called Party Address (CdPA) value; (d)generating a RP message from the PM;

wherein the generated RP message comprises: a RP MTP header comprising: a RP point code value associated

with the RP message, wherein the RP point code value is a second Origination Point Code (OPC) value; and a

second RP point code value associated with the RP message, wherein the second point code value is a second

Destination Point Code (DPC) value; a RP SCCP header comprising: a RP Calling Party Address (CgPA)

value; and a RP Called Party Address (CdPA) value; and a RP TCAP header; (e) determining if the PM

contains a TCAP-ID, where in the TCAP-ID is either a first TCAP-ID or a second TCAP-ID; (f) searching an

Open Transaction Table (OTT) for the TCAP-ID along with the first OPC value per the first message; where if

the OTT contains an OTT match of both the first TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with an OTT OPC value and

an OTT response TCAP-ID value, then electronically replace a RP DPC value with an OTT DPC and a RP

CdPA value with an OTT CdPA in the RP message, then erase the OTT response TCAP-ID value in the OTT,

and then delete any OTT entry that contains neither an OTT TCAP-ID or an OTT Response TCAP-ID in the RP

message, then electronically replace the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value, and then electronically replace the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and

replace the RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value; or where if the OTT contains the OTT match of both the

first TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with an OTT DPC value and an OTT TCAP-ID value, then electronically

replace the RP DPC value with the OTT OPC and a RP CdPA value with an OTT CgPA, then erase a matched

OTT response TCAP-ID value, and then delete any OTT entry that contains neither the OTT TCAP-ID or the

OTT Response TCAP-ID in the RP message, and then electronically replace the RP OPC value with the first

DPC value and replace the RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value; or where if the OTT contains no OTT

match for both the first TCAP-ID and the first OPC value with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response

TCAP-ID value nor with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value, then search a Fixed Routing Table

(FRT) according to the first OPC value and electronically replace the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and



the RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value, then generate an associated OTT entry in the OTT using the first

TCAP-ID value as the OTT TCAP-ID value, the first OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as

the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the OTT DPC value, the relay CdPA value as the OTT CdPA

value, and then electronically replace the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP CgPA

value with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates an

associated OTT entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT, wherein the

FRT comprises a plurality of pre-assigned values, further comprising: a list of potential OPC values each

associated with the relay DPC value; and a list of potential CgPA values each associated with the relay CdPA

value; [605/607/61 1] where if the OTT contains the OTT match of both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC

value with the OTT OPC value and an OTT response TCAP-ID value, then electronically replace a RP DPC

value with the OTT DPC and the RP CdPA value with the OTT CdPA, and then electronically replace the RP

OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value in the RP

message; or where if the OTT contains the OTT match of both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC value

with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value, then electronically replace the RP DPC value with the

OTT OPC and the RP CdPA value with the OTT CgPA, and if the OTT response TCAP-ID is blank, then

replace the OTT Response TCAP-ID with the first TCAP-ID from the first message, else pause for X number of

seconds, where X is either a pre-assigned value or dynamically generated, and then electronically replace the RP

OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP CgPA value with the first CdPA value in the RP

message; or where if the OTT contains no OTT match for both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC value

with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value nor with the OTT DPC value and the

OTT TCAP-ID value, then discard the message; (g) adjusting a length indicator of the RP message according to

an appropriate number of bits; and (h) updating the RP message from the plurality of pre-assigned values in the

FRT or the OTT entry.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Turning From the Acronyms and Definitions to the Detailed Description.

With the ever increasing proliferation of communication modes, features, and applications, especially

with mobile devices, network providers, mobile network operators (MNO), hardware manufacturers, application

providers, third-party application providers, Software as a Service (SaaS) providers and/or the like, are

continually searching for systems and methods to best manage, connect, route, deliver, analyze, and monitor

enhanced services and products. Besides voice (e.g. mobile phone calls), features and applications may

incorporate such content as text, images, audio, video, maps, polls, and/or the like, where users may wish to

communicate (e.g. voice, voicemail, email, IM, SMS, MMS, Chat, Social, and/or the like), consume content

(e.g. view text/images/video, hear audio, feel alerts, and/or the like), share content (e.g. playlists, calendars,

tasks, feedback, chat/social threads, contacts, and/or the like), and features such as prepay/postpay, location-

based services, roaming, and/or the like.

These enhanced services and products also create network access and QoS management issues, where,

for example, a third party Software As A Service (SAAS) providers may have limited access to virtually no

access to network data or resources (and thus limited functionality), say per a particular network provider (e.g.

MO and/or MNO). For example, regarding a particular subscriber, subscriber account (prepay/postpay),

location, device, and/or the like. Thus there are challenges to not only third-parties, such as the SAAS

providers, but even other mobile network providers, other mobile network operators, other network providers,

the user/subscriber, and/or the like. Where each is challenged to provide services either require or benefit from

realtime or near realtime access to a particular data source, say from a particular MN and/or MNO, such as the

HLR, BSS/OSS, VLR, and/or the like. In addition, mobile network traffic may occasionally suffer from

dropped calls, poor connections, faulty handoffs, assumed overages, assumed locations, assumed billing issues,

assumed subscriber data, overage, and/or the like.

Consequently there is a demand for systems and methods for better managing mobile network traffic.

One that can improve realtime and near realtime decisions and data access where there may be limited access to

a particular data source, updates, alerts, and/or the like. In an embodiment, supporting services would

preferably employ dynamic, logic-based, intelligent networks, and/or the like, to help meet this demand, and/or

discover new relevant traffic data, methods, subscriber information, locations, network QoS and availability per:

service provider, application, network, SaaS provider, device, subscriber, product, opportunity, goal, concern,

conflict, strategy, and/or the like.

Reference throughout this specification to "one embodiment," "an embodiment," or similar language

means that a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the embodiment is

included in at least one embodiment of the present disclosure. Thus, appearances of the phrases "in one

embodiment," "in an embodiment," "in another embodiment," and similar language throughout this

specification may, but do not necessarily, all refer to the same embodiment.

As used herein, the term "modules," and as employed herein, is considered a computer-executable

program stored on a computer-readable storage medium. These modules provide information to a

User/Subscriber 46, with the modules carrying one or more sequences of instructions, wherein execution of the

one or more sequences of instructions by one or more processors embodied therein causes the one or more

processors to perform a method for providing information via a Controller 114 to the User/Subscriber 46 using a



computer (e.g. a laptop computer, a desktop computer, a cellular phone, a wireless-enable-computer, and/or the

like), typically with a display and input method (e.g. keypad, touchscreen, audio commands, speaker, audio

translator, and/or the like) as a communication device.

A party who is operationally connected to an Relay Platform (RP) 50 using the communication device

operationally connected to a Network Communication System (NCS) 20, where he/she/it may potentially relay

and/or exchange information with the RP 50, together referred to as an Account (e.g. a mobile subscriber 46a,

Subscriber 46b, User 46c, third party, third party network provider, third party service provider, SaaS provider,

mobile network provider, device manufacturer, advertiser, application provider, and/or the like).

In an embodiment, the communication device may be a phone, such as a cell phone, mobile phone,

smart phone, landlines, PDA phone, or the like that may be employed in a mobile network (e.g. a cellular

network, data network, voice network, subscriber network, and/or the like). In an embodiment, the

communication device may also be a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) device/client. For example, the

communication device may be a computing device, such as a desktop computer, laptop computer, tablet

computer, or PDA, with software enabling the computing device to make VoIP calls over the Internet, or the

communication device could simply be a device that plays audio and accepts commands, such as voice

commands. Some embodiments do not require the communication device to have voice communication

capabilities and/or where voice communications or commands are not required or utilized. Whereas, some

embodiments do not require the communication device to have data communication capabilities and/or where

data communications or commands are not required or utilized (e.g. an analog telecommunications

environment).

The term "modules" is used in some embodiments of the present disclosure. Modules can be

implemented in software for execution by various types of processors. An identified module of executable code

can, for instance, comprises one or more physical or logical blocks of computer instructions, which can, for

instance, be organized as an object, procedure, or function. Nevertheless, the executables of an identified

module need not be physically located together, but can comprise disparate instructions stored in different

locations which, when joined logically together, comprise the module and achieve the stated purpose for the

module.

Further, storage medium can include, but is not limited to, one or more of the following: any type of

physical media, including floppy disks, optical discs, DVDs, CD-ROMs, microdrives, magneto-optical disks,

holographic storage devices, ROMs, RAMs, EPROMs, EEPROMs, DRAMs, PRAMS, VRAMs, flash memory

devices, magnetic or optical cards, nano-systems (including molecular memory ICs); paper or paper-based

media; and any type of media or device suitable for storing instructions and/or information. Various

embodiments include a computer program product that can be transmitted in whole or in part and over one or

more public and/or private networks wherein the transmission includes instructions and/or information which

can be used by one or more processors to perform any of the features presented herein.

A module of executable code can be a single instruction, or many instructions, and may even be

distributed over several different code segments, among different programs, and across several memory devices.

Similarly, operational data may be identified and illustrated herein within modules, and may be embodied in any

suitable form and organized within any suitable type of data structure. In an embodiment, the operational data

may be collected as a single data set, or may be distributed over different locations including over different



storage devices, and may exist, at least partially, merely as electronic signals on a system or network. In an

embodiment, these modules track, analyze, and relay voice and/or data traffic of the NCS 20, carrying one or

more sequences of instructions, wherein execution of the one or more sequences of instructions by one or more

processors embodied therein causes the one or more processors to perform a method for relaying and/or

exchanging information with an Relay Platform 50, to a user of the NCS 20.

THE DRAWINGS

The following description and the annexed drawings set forth in detail certain illustrative features of

the one or more aspects. These features are indicative, however, of but a few of the various ways in which the

principles of various aspects may be employed, and this description is intended to include all such aspects and

their equivalents.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram depicting an embodiment of a typical GPRS/UMTS mobile network. US

Patent Number 7,466,652 B2 to Lau et al entitled "Auto-IP Traffic Optimization in Mobile Telecommunications

Systems" is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes, where the abstract states: A system

and method for the implementation of fine-grained quality of service in a mobile telecommunications

environment uses an Auto-IP Policy Decision Point (PDP) to determine what traffic optimizations actions

should be taken in reaction to various network conditions. The Auto-IP PDP uses as inputs information from a

Gb interface probe to determine the user identification of an IP data flow, information from the radio access

network (RAN) network management system (NMS) regarding network congestion.

Here in FIG. 1, the cell traffic information is passed onto a traffic analysis and processing engine, the

Auto-IP PDP which maps the real-time traffic information into an n-dimensional traffic model. An automated

policy decision guiding algorithm is executed on the n-dimensional traffic model and selects policy based on the

traffic and cell congestion conditions, without human intervention. Additionally, a consistency check is

performed to ensure that new policies are consistent with existing policies. The policy decision outcome is

forwarded to the Auto-IP Traffic Optimizer that acts on the network at a point in the network (G,) that is

different from where traffic problem occurs in the RAN. The Auto-IP Traffic Optimizer implements the

decisions of the Auto IP-PDP by performing traffic shaping, TCP window clamping or other traffic optimization

procedures on a cell-by-cell basis, call-by-call basis, TCAP-ID-by-TCAP-ID basis, and/or trigger-by-trigger

basis.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting an embodiment of a Network Communication System 20 as

presented. The Network Communication System (NCS) 20 may comprise any network (e.g. Mobile, LAN/

WAN, WLAN, MAN, Internet, Intranet, and/or the like) depicted here as a Mobile Network 24 (e.g. 24a, 24b);

operationally connected to a Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), Integrated Services Digital Network

(ISDN), Public Data Network (PDN), etc. (PSTN/ISDN/ PDN/ Etc.) 60; a Relay Platform (RP) 50, an internet

40, Other Public Mobile Network (PLMN) 22, Frame Relay Network 30, and/or the like; where each may be

operatively connected to each other and/or a variety of computer switches, routers, control-points, clients,

communication devices, servers, storage, devices, peripherals, and/or the like.

In an embodiment, the RP 50 (e.g. depicted as the RP50, an RP 50a and an RP 50b) would preferably

reside outside the mobile network 24, where the RP 50 is operationally connected to the mobile network 24 via

the communication link that allows for the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice,

packet data and/or the like, traffic, managing, routing, monitoring, and analyzing. In an embodiment, an IN-RP



5 1 (e.g. depicted as an IN-RP 51a and an IN-RP 51b) would preferably operation similarly to the RP 50, but

would preferably reside inside the mobile network 24. In an embodiment, the In-RP 5 1 is operationally

connected to the mobile network 24 via the communication link that allows for appropriate and suitable SSx

(e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, traffic managing, routing, connecting,

delivering, monitoring, and analysis. In an embodiment, the IN-RP 5 1 may also operationally connect to the RP

50 outside the mobile network 24, where both the In-RP 5 1 and the RP 50 are operationally connected to the

mobile network 24 via the communication link that allows for appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling

links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, traffic managing, routing, connecting, delivering, monitoring,

and analysis.

In an embodiment, each operational connection, communication link, protocol, and/or the like, inside

the NCS 20 may be any type suitable for a functioning network protocol, connection, communication link

and/or the like, such as a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connection, a Transmission Control

Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) connection, a User Datagram Protocol (UDP), a User Datagram

Protocol/Internet Protocol (UDP/IP), a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and/or the like. In an embodiment,

the network connection and communication link/protocol may also incorporate and/or comprise a Signal System

Number 7 (SS7) network with a Voice Trunk Connection (SS7/VTC), an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) or

other Long Term Evolution (LTE) communication protocols, communication links, connections, and/or the like.

In an embodiment, there is an at least one Mobile Network Operator (MNO) 42, which is preferably

operationally connected to an at least one Relay Platform 50 and where the MNO 25 typically has clients,

subscribers, and/or users comprising Cellular Clients 104, Mobile Clients 61, Account Clients 103, and/or the

like. In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP and SCP are interchangeable. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the RP, SaaS Providers, and/or SCP are interchangeable. In various non-limiting embodiments,

Account Clients and Accounts are interchangeable. In various non-limiting embodiments, Accounts and SasS

providers are interchangeable. In various non-limiting embodiments, Accounts, SaaS providers, SCPs and/or

SCPs are interchangeable. In various non-limiting embodiments, Accounts, SaaS providers, and/or MNOs are

interchangeable.

In an embodiment, there may be a plurality of Mobile Network Operators 42 independently connected

(not shown). In an embodiment, the Mobile Network Operators 42 would preferably incorporate traditional

equipment and means for communication and data relay and/or data exchange comprising cell towers which

allow calling parties to operationally connect via radio-telecommunications links and where the cell tower is

operationally connected to a mobile switching center (MSC) 140 over multi-frequency (MF) trunk. The MSC

generally includes a plurality of loop-back trunks, where the loop-back trunk has an outbound side and an

inbound side with respect to the MSC.

Mobile Switching Centre (MSC)

The MSC, in general, is the mobile network subsystem's central component, where typically a large

number of Base Station Controllers (BSCs) are connected and where the MSC is effectively a regular ISDN

switch that connects to the BSCs via the A-interface. The MSC provides routing of incoming and outgoing calls

and assigns user channels on the A-interface and acts like a normal switching node of the PSTN or ISDN and

typically provides the functionality for handling a mobile station, including registration, authentication, location

updating, inter-MSC handovers, and call routing to a roaming subscriber. The MSC can also provide



connections to public fixed networks. In GSM call routing, the MSC, together with the HL and VLR provide

call routing and roaming capabilities.

US Patent Number 5,396,543 to Beeson, Jr. et al entitled "Signaling arrangements in a cellular mobile

telecommunications switching system" is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes, where

the abstract states: Apparatus and methods for providing cellular mobile telecommunication service in

accordance with the requirements of the Global Systems for Mobile Communications (GSM) standard. A

modular switching system is provided which performs the functions of the mobile switching center, plus those

of a home location register, authentication center, visitor location register, and equipment identity register. In an

embodiment, the latter functions are advantageously spread among the modules of the switching system, thus

avoiding the getting started cost of expensive dedicated data bases. A wireless global switching module

advantageously switches mobile communications control messages among the modules of the system and

between the modules and the base station systems, and terminates signaling links between the mobile switching

center and the base station systems.

US Patent Number 5,459,727 to Vannucci entitled "Wireless Telecommunication System" is hereby

incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes, where the abstract states: The present disclosure

overcomes the prior art limitations by dividing a coverage area into very small regions or cells. The inventive

system may be built as an adjunct to a wired telecommunication system such as a PBX. Advantageously,

because of the relatively small size of each cell, transceivers in the inventive system may use very low

transmission power, compared with a pico-cellular communications system, to communicate with a fixed

transceiver. In addition, because of the relatively short distance between the mobile handset and the fixed

transceiver, the communication paths between any two transceivers are reduced and, therefore, the multipath

distortion which may affect the received signals is substantially reduced.

US Patent Number 5,101,501 to Gilhousen et al entitled "Method and system for providing a soft

handoff in communications in a CDMA Cellular Telephone System" is hereby incorporated by reference in its

entirety for all purposes, where the abstract states: In a cellular telephone system a system for directing

communications between a mobile user and cell-sites as a mobile user changes cell-site service areas. The

mobile user includes an apparatus for, while in communication with another system user via one cell-site,

determining a transition of the mobile user from the cell-site service area to the service area of another cell-site.

The system includes circuitry responsive to the indication for coupling communications between the mobile user

and the other system user via the new cell-site while the mobile user also remains in communication with the

system user via the first cell-site. The system further includes apparatus responsive to the coupling of the

communications between the mobile user and the other system user via the new cell-site for terminating the

communications between the mobile user and another system user via cell-site with communications continuing

between the mobile user and the system user via the new cell-site.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting an embodiment of the Network Communication System 20 as

presented. In an embodiment, the Relay Platform 50 monitors and manages voice/data traffic, TCAP message

relaying, QoS, interactions, requests, updates, and/or the like, of a plurality of network communication

devices/users. The plurality of network communication devices/users, in general, the network communication

user utilizes a computer client/communication device comprising a Laptop Client 106, a Client 108 in-general

(e.g. a desktop client), a Cellular Client 104, a Mobile Client 61, wireless-enable-computer/client, a Tablet



Client 65, a vehicle with GPS and computer/client 67, a Television/IPTV Client 68, a VOIP Client/phone 107, a

Server 101 (e.g. a Third-Party Server 101a), and/or the like, typically with a display and input method (e.g.

keypad, touchscreen, audio commands, speaker, audio translator, and/or the like) as the communication device.

In an embodiment, the Relay Platform 50 system, modules, and associated computer implemented methods

track, manage, connect, route, and analyze voice/time and/or data traffic, requests, and/or the like, of the NCS

20 (e.g. appropriate and suitable SS7/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, networks) and the

plurality of operationally connected network communication devices/users.

In an embodiment, the Public Switched Telephone Network 43 would preferably operatively

communicate, relay, and/or exchange voice/time and/or data with the Relay Platform 50 and allow

communications, relay, and voice/time and/or data exchange with typically a Wired-Line Client 111 (not

depicted here_, and/or the like. In an embodiment, there may be a plurality of PSTN 43 independently

connected (not shown). In an embodiment, the PSTN 43 may incorporate traditional equipment and means for

communication, relay, and voice/time and/or data exchange.

In an embodiment, the RP 50 may communicate with the Mobile Network Operator 42 from, in one

embodiment, outside the network via any communication connection via the SS7/VTC and/or the TCP/IP

connection. In an embodiment, the RP 50 and/or components of the RP 50 may also be located within another

environment, say within a Communications System 24a environment (see IN-RP 5 1 in FIG. 4 inside the Mobile

Network 24, inside the MNO, and/or inside the MNO's MSC). In an embodiment, the RP 50 is also operatively

connected to the Account Client 103 that may be via any type network connection that allows for voice and/or

data communication, say a wired connection such as the TCP/IP connection, but may also be via a wireless

connection.

In an embodiment, the RP 50 is typically also operatively connected to the Internet 40 and/or the

Network 300 where each may allow for a variety of computer client and server two-way communications, such

as a VOIP Client 107, the Mobile Client 61, a Desktop Client 108, the Server 101 (e.g. the 3rd-Party Server),

and/or the like. In an embodiment, the RP 50 is typically also operatively connected to Storage 109a medium.

In an embodiment, the Storage 109 medium may incorporate and/or comprise a plurality of hardware devices,

virtual hardware, software, and methodologies, including stand-alone hardware, a Storage 109b medium through

the Internet 40 and/or the Network 300, storage interconnected via other computers/devices such as a Storage

109c medium, storage medium in the cloud, and/or the like.

In general, mobile telecommunication systems support the Signaling System 7 (SS7) Integrated

Services Digital Network User Part (ISUP) call control protocol. One system for delivering enhanced services

in an ISUP network is described in U.S. Pat. No. 5,377,186 to Wegner, et al. The system uses a Local Switch

(LS) connected through the network to a Service Control Point (SCP) wherein a subscriber services database

resides. The SCP generally retrieves call processing information to forward a call to a desired final destination.

The LS is provisioned for ISUP. A number of loop-back trunks with defined Circuit Identification Code (CIC)

pairs are also provisioned on the LS. The routing table in the LS is modified to route the voice signal for calls

requesting the enhanced subscriber service to the outbound connection of one of the loop-back trunks, and to

route to the SCP the associated ISUP messages. The SCP is modified so that an ISUP interface will perform

limited switch-type functions, e.g., number translation, using parameters in the 40 ISUP call-setup messages that

were originally intended for conditions such as call forwarding. To the network, the SCP appears to be a switch.



FIG. 4 depicts a network diagram of an embodiment of the NCS 20 for monitoring, analyzing, and

managing network traffic. Here, a plurality of Users (e.g. Mobile Subscribers/Subscribers/Users) 46 are

interconnected via a variety of methods (e.g. networks and computer clients/devices). In various non-limiting

embodiments, the RP 50 would preferably provide the computer devices/clients (e.g. devices with associated

mobile subscribers 46, 46a, 46b, and 46c (users)) an ability to manage, analyze, relay, and track the voice/time

and/or data traffic over the network 300 (e.g. via an Internet 40; a Mobile Network 24; and/or a Public Switched

Telephone Network (PSTN), an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), Public Data Network (PDN), etc.

(collectively referred to here as a PSTN/ISDN/ PDN/ Etc.) 60, with any type of viable and operational

communication connection and computer/device, where, for example, the RP 50/IN-RP 5 1 may relay, monitor,

analyze, and/or manage traffic.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the User/Subscriber(e.g. 46a, 46b, and 46c) are operationally

connected to the RP (and/or IN-RP 51) directly and/or via a Probe 69 (depicted in Fig. 4). In various non-

limiting embodiments, the Probe 69 receives and/or sends (via appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling

links) packet voice, packet data and/or the like, traffic flow, and/or the like, with/to/from the RP 50 (&/or IN-RP

51). In various non-limiting embodiments, the Probe 69 has some or all the functionality of the RP 50/Relay

Platform Module (RPM) 53.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the network 300 may be, without limitation, a wireless network,

such as a mobile network (MN) 24 (e.g. GSM, CDMA, TDMA, or LTE); routed on a DPC-SSN SSx (e.g. SS7)

network, and/or a GTT SSx (e.g. SS7) network; a wireless local area network (WLAN); a wireless Metropolitan

area network (WMAN); and/or the like, or any combination thereof. In various non-limiting embodiments, the

Mobile Network 24 comprises a MSC or Mobile Switching Center (MSC) and a VLR or Visiting/Visitor

Location Register (VLR), collectively a MSC/LVR 55; a OSS or Operations Support Systems (OSS) and a BSS

or Business Support Systems (BSS - and not to be confused with a BSS 54 - FIGs. 1 & 2, 4), collectively a

OSS/BSS 59; a HLR or Home Location Register (HLR) 57; the BSS 54 or Base Station Subsystem (BSS) 54

(not to be confused with the BSS of the OSS/BSS 59).

The OSS or Operations Support Systems (OSS) are computer systems used by telecommunications

service providers (e.g. MNOs 25). The term OSS broadly refers to "network systems" dealing with the telecom

network itself, supporting processes such as maintaining network inventory, provisioning services, configuring

network components, and managing faults. The complementary term, business support systems or BSS (of the

OSS/BSS 59), is a relatively newer term and typically refers to "business systems" dealing with customers,

supporting processes such as taking orders, processing bills, and collecting payments. The two systems together

are often abbreviated OSS/BSS 59, BSS/OSS or simply B/OSS.

Whereas, in various non-limiting embodiments, the Base Station Subsystem (BSS) 54 broadly refers to

the section of a traditional cellular telephone network (e.g. mobile network 24) which is responsible for handling

traffic and signaling between the mobile device/phone and a network switching subsystem. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the MSC or Mobile Switching Center (MSC) broadly refers a 3G (or similar, e.g.

4G/LTE) core network element which controls the network switching subsystem elements. The VLR or

Visiting/Visitor Location Register (VLR) broadly refers to a database of the subscribers who have roamed into a

jurisdiction of the MSC (Mobile Switching Center) which it serves.



In various non-limiting embodiments, the HL 57 or Home Location Register (HLR) broadly refers to

a central database that comprises details of each mobile phone/device subscriber that is authorized to use, say

the GSM core network (or similar communications network). There may be several logical, and physical, HLRs

57, say per public land mobile network (PLMN), though one international mobile subscriber identity

(IMSI)/MSISDN pair , in-general, associated with only one logical HLR 57 (which may span several physical

nodes) at a time. Also see FIG. 4 for OSS/BSS 59 and FIGs. 1 & 2 regarding MSC, HLR, and VLR.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the Mobile Network 24 comprises a plurality of MNOs 25,

which may or may not be interconnected. In various non-limiting embodiments, wherein the plurality of MNOs

25 are operationally interconnected, some MNO elements may or may not be operationally interconnected, such

as the MSC,VLR, MSC/LVR 55, OSS/BSS 59, HLR 57, BSS 54. Further, where the RP 50 (&/or IN-RP 51)

can become an interchange for the MNO elements, and/or provide a same, similar, redundant, and/or the like,

functionality, purpose, and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the network 300 may also be a wired network, such as local area

network (LAN), wide area network (WAN), metropolitan area network (MAN), global area network such as the

Internet, a Fiber Channel fabric, or any combination of such interconnects. Network communications, such as

HTTP requests/responses, Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) messages, Mobile Terminated (MT) Short

Message Service (SMS) messages, Mobile Originated (MO) SMS messages, or any type of network messages

may be relayed and/or exchanged among the devices coupled to the network 300.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the User/Subscriber 46 is typically someone or a machine that

generally consumes minutes, data, content, and may also interact, request, search, query, answer, challenge,

verify, organize, track, comment, pull data, download, stream, push/share, chat, text, and/or the like; via

appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, that are

contained in voice, voice minutes, audio, data, content, media, announcements, and/or the like. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the Accounts/users (e.g. Mobile Subscribers/Subscribers/Users) 46 are computer

clients/users, comprising the Tablet Computer 65, the Mobile Device 61, the PDA 62, the Laptop 63, the

"Vehicle GPS and Computer" 23, a mobile network subscriber/user, and/or the like; who are operationally

connected to the Mobile Network 24 via his/her/its Communication Device. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the Mobile Subscribers 46a may all be operationally connected to the same Mobile Network

Operator 25 or via a variety of Mobile Network Operators 25, including roaming, a variety of countries and/or

the like. In various non-limiting embodiments, the Mobile Subscribers 46a are operationally connected and

contained within to the same Mobile Network 24.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the Users 46c are computer clients/users, comprising the VOIP

Phone 66, the Tablet Computer 65, the PDA 62, the Laptop 63, the Mobile Device 61, the Desktop Computer

67, the Television/IPTV 68, the Server 101 (e.g. a Third Party Server) and/or the like; who are operationally

connected to the Access Point (AP) 47 via his/her/its Communication Device/Client. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the Users 46c may all be operationally connected to the same Network 300 (not depicted) or

Internet 40 via the same Access Point 47 and/or the same Internet Service Provider (ISP) 41; and/or via a variety

of Access Points 47 and/or a variety of ISPs 41.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the User/Subscriber 46b are computer clients/users, comprising

the Television/IPTV 68, the Mobile Device 61, the Laptop 63, and, not depicted in 46b: the VOIP Phone 66, the



Tablet Computer 65, the PDA 62, the Desktop Computer 67, the Server 101 (e.g. the Third Party Server) and/or

the like; who are operationally connected to the PSTN/ISDN/ PDN/ Etc. 60 directly and/or via an Access Point

(AP) 47 and/or an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 4 1 or via a variety of Access Points 47, and/or a variety of

ISPs 41, and/or a variety of the PSTN/ISDN/ PDN/ Etc. 60; and/or the like. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the MN 24, PSTN/ISDN/ PDN/ Etc. 60, and Internet 40 may be operationally interconnected. In

various non-limiting embodiments, the Users/Subscribers (e.g. 46a, 46b, and 46c) may be operationally

interconnected, where some communication devices may, for example, seamlessly transfer from one network to

another. In various non-limiting embodiments, the Users/Subscribers (e.g. 46a, 46b, and 46c) may be

collectively interchangeable and/or referred to as the User, the Subscriber, and/or the Account. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the plurality of network communication devices/users comprises the account, mobile

subscribers, subscribers, and/or the user (e.g. 46, 46a, 46b, and 46c), and/or the like.

Generally speaking, in a computer network a proxy server is a server (a computer system or an

application) that acts as an intermediary for requests from a client (e.g. device, computer, etc.) seeking resources

from other servers. A client connects to the proxy server, requesting some service, such as a file, connection,

web page, streaming content, or other resource available from a different server and the proxy server evaluates

the request as a way to simplify and control its complexity. Broadly speaking, proxies (or proxy servers)

provide additional structure and encapsulation to distributed systems (e.g. mobile networks, Internet, networks,

etc.), where most proxies are web proxies, facilitating access to content on the World Wide Web.

In various non-limiting embodiments of the present disclosure, the RP 50 (&/or IN-RP 51) and/or the

like, is a proxy server. In various non-limiting embodiments of the present disclosure, the RP 50 (&/or IN-RP

51) and/or the like, performs and/or provides the same or similar functionality as the proxy server. In various

non-limiting embodiments of the present disclosure, the RP 50 (&/or IN-RP 51) and/or the like, perform and

function in conjunction with a particular proxy server and/or a plurality of proxy servers. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the terms "RP" and "proxy server" are interchangeable. In various non-limiting

embodiments of the present disclosure, the RP 50 (&/or IN-RP 51) and/or the like, is an exchange platform. In

various non-limiting embodiments of the present disclosure, the RP 50 (&/or IN-RP 51) and/or the like,

performs and/or provides the same or similar functionality as the exchange platform (e.g. a content management

hub).

In various non-limiting embodiments, the communication devices may support an application where,

for example, the network connection may or may not require a connection or persistent connection. An

application, also referred to as an "app," generally refers to a software application that executes on the

computing device, such as the mobile device 6 1 (e.g., the mobile device refers to a computing device that

includes a processor for executing a software application). For example, mobile devices 6 1 include smart

phones, tablets 65, laptops 63, and/or other mobile devices 61. Various application platforms exist for different

operating systems, such as Microsoft Windows® platforms, Google Android® platforms, and Apple iOS®

platforms. Application markets (e.g., app stores) exist for each of these application platforms, which can make

available thousands to millions of different apps for such platforms. For example, various apps are available for

executing on smart phones such as the HTC EVO® or Apple iPhone®, tablets such as the Samsung Galaxy

Tab®, Microsoft Surface®, Motorola Xoom® or Apple iPad®, embedded devices executing the Google



Android® operating system, and computer operating systems such as Apple Mac OS X® and Microsoft

Windows 8®.

Also, as these operating system platforms for mobile devices 6 1 converge with legacy computer

desktop and laptop operating system platforms (e.g., Microsoft Windows® 8 and Apple Mac OS X®), similar

app markets and availability of common apps across such platforms are becoming increasingly common. A

number of enterprise challenges include the increasing usage by, for example, employees of their own devices

that can have access to corporate resources (e.g., employee smart phones, tablets, etc.). The ever growing

number and variety of apps also poses a significant challenge for entities to manage and monitor the

downloading, installation, and usage of such apps by users on devices that can have access to corporate

resources.

In addition, the tracking of a subscriber's (e.g. mobile or otherwise) budget, plan, and/or the like, such

as in a mobile subscriber's prepay plan or a consumption (e.g. level/rate) in a post pay plan, for voice and/or

data per user, per plan, per plan member, per device, per window of time, per location, per network, and/or the

like. Further, where voice connections, content, playlists, event-list, requests-lists and/or the like, may be

transferred and/or shared cell-to-cell, BTS-to-BTS, peer-to-peer (e.g. via mobile networks, BTS, cells, ad-hoc

networks, mesh networks, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, NFR, and/or the like) and/or may employ transferrable media

methods, cabling, and/or the like, to transfer some voice/time and/or data/content.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the device, mobile device 61, or Communication Devices used

by User/Subscriber's 46 can be referred to as a transceiver (e.g. computer, mobile device 61, mobile phone,

PDA, cellular phone, and/or the like) that allows communication, relay, and voice/time and/or data exchange

from itself and the RP 50. Using a cellular communication as an example, where a mobile subscriber, here a

first User/Subscriber 46x uses a mobile device 6 1 as the communication device and may operationally connect

to second User/Subscriber 46y via the MNO 25, where the RP 50 (&/or IN-RP 51) may also be employed. In

various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 and/or some components of the RP 50 may be physically located

separately from the MNO 25 and/or where all or some components are physically located inside the MN 24 or

inside the MNO' s 25 network (or "In Network" OR "IN"), generally referred to as the IN-RP 5 1. In various

other non-limiting embodiments, the IN in the IN-RP 5 1 stands for Intelligent Network, as is applied and

referred to in telecommunications. In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 and the IN-RP 5 1 are

interchangeable.

In addition, historically on many mobile devices 61, particularly smart phones, tablets, and embedded

devices, the devices themselves can be resource constrained (e.g., limited CPU capabilities, limited memory

capabilities, limited storage, antenna range/reception, and/or strong dependency on the battery). These resource

limitations can put tight constraints on resource-intensive operations. Traditional "on-device" dynamic analysis

for hardware, software, and plan perimeters (e.g. prepay plan/budget/minutes) may not only constrain and

sandbox the hardware and/or software, but may also make for impractical and/or undesirable results. To help

limit and/or minimize an "on-device" resource-intensive detection, HLR lookup, and/or a result that may be

overly-restrictive, the present disclosure can generate permission models and/or criteria that can be implemented

on the mobile device 61.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the permission models and/or criteria can successfully analyze

(via appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like), apps 244



for usage, minutes/data remaining per plan, quasi-HLR access/setup/usage, potential overages (e.g. prepay

and/or post pay mobile subscribers), routing/handoff improvements, opportunities (e.g. upsell, routing, roaming,

location-based services, payments) and/or the like. These permission models and/or criteria can include

conditions that restrict a level of voice/time and/or data throughput, performance, and accessibility, along with

potential remedies, and/or cap voice/time and/or data access/usage per preset thresholds, criteria and/or

conditions.

In addition, "on device" applications can monitor usage and isolate (via appropriate and suitable SSx

(e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like) for further analysis based upon such

characteristics as user patterns/behaviors per device, user, a group of users, a segment of users, a device

characteristic, software characteristic, prepay plan, location-awareness, and/or the like. Further, the "on device"

monitoring can store behavior patterns unique to the device, software, user, location, time of day, payments

made or not, credit obtain or not, bids submitted/won/lost, and/or the like.

In some embodiments, on-device monitoring includes receiving a software inventory for the mobile

device 61, in which the software inventory identifies a plurality of applications 244 installed on the mobile

device 61; and determining whether one or more of the plurality of applications 244 identified in the software

inventory are associated with behaviors likely to produce an overage, e.g. of voice/time and/or data, bandwidth,

throughput, volume, capacity, characters, minutes, and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the on-device monitoring includes enforcing the policy on the

mobile device 6 1 via a specific application 244 or Applet (not shown). In various non-limiting embodiments,

the policy includes one or more of the following: a RP Parser criteria, a usage (e.g. per prepay/post-pay plan), a

malware policy, privacy policy, and/or, say an enterprise configured app security policy and/or the like. In

various non-limiting embodiments, the implementing, evaluating, determining, and providing policies includes

the capabilities and functions as described in PCT/US 13/67895, O'Malley et al. referenced earlier.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 implements a holistic approach to managing, routing,

monitoring and analyzing voice/time and/or data, and can automatically analyze (via appropriate and suitable

SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links) the packet voice, packet data and/or the like, and apps 244 to determine various

voice/time and/or data attributes and properties, such as one or more of the following: network reliability,

coverage availability, routing capabilities, MSC (and/or the like) access, HLR (and/or the like) access, market

reputation of the SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, networks, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, source, (via

appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links) the packet voice, packet data and/or the like, destination,

app utilized, and/or the like; the likely presence of voice, audio, video, SMS, text; app-ware; firm-ware;

instructions; programming practices; timing, speed, volume, reliability, concerns, relative changes (e.g.

historically, recently, currently, etc.); budget remaining, credit allowed, routing reliability, connection

availability, malware; malicious changes to existing apps; voice/time and/or data exfiltration; intellectual

property (IP) impacts; cryptographic weakness or implementation faults; security issues/risks; privacy concerns

(e.g., location tracking, extracting contact book, sharing browsing history, etc.); routing usage (e.g., CPU cycles

measured and compared routing methods), and/or the like.

In addition, location and mapping with network connection reliability per location (e.g. network A v.

network B and/or at location C v. location D and/or utilizing Device E v. F and/or with OS/version/application

and/or say, OS/Version/App G/H/I vs OS/Version/App J/K/L); along with network performance, call drops,



HLR rejections per attempts, TCAP message rejections/attempts, and/or the like, management, analysis,

statistics, and usage metrics (e.g. cellular v. LTE v. Wifi; home network v. roaming; tethered or not usage)

and/or the like. For example, these techniques performed by the RP 50 can be implemented as a fully automated

solution for quantifying the likelihood of a problem (e.g. an overage of a particular User/Subscriber, voice

minutes/budget, traffic routing issue, lack of HLR access, connection quality, potential/actual dropped call,

potential/actual handoff issue, and/or the like) that in turn can increase the detection of known issues, screen for

new and/or unknown issues, identify behaviors, applications, and operating systems (e.g., including the Google

Android® operating system and the Apple iOS® operating system), say relative to an event, location, time of

day, user, budget (e.g. prepay v. post-pay) and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the User/Subscriber (46) may be characterized as 'potential

offender' because it is possible that he/she may not-have or has-never gone over his/her/its budget (e.g. for

minutes/data/plan/user/device) , or has an non-offending status, say specific to voice/time and/or data

communications (via appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or

the like) that are found to be incorrectly indicative of suspicious and/or are incorrectly perceived as indicative of

contract-offending activity. That is, legitimate, non-offending voice/time and/or data (via appropriate and

suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like) that may initially appear to the

network host or RP-Server (52) as offending SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data, unpaid

usage, and/or the like. Where, in various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50/RPM 53 would preferably

perform subsequent analysis that would attempt to isolate such anomalies (per SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links,

packet voice, packet data, unpaid usage, and/or the like) for further verification, validation,

correction/modification, table updates (OTT, FTR, quasi-HLR), routing, rerouting, reassignment, and/or the

like, for subsequent improvements to characterizations with associated algorithms/logic, rules, routing,

throttling, switching, upselling, and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50/RPM 53 modules track, manage, connect, route, and

analyze data traffic of the network 300 of the network communication device (via the appropriate and suitable

SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like) for traffic flow and routing (e.g.

congestion, errors, throughput) along each communication link, including communication links and connections

with any given mobile network 24, PSTN, ISDN, SIP, SIGTRAN, and/or IP network. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the mobile network 24 traffic is managed, routed, tracked and analyzed by the RP 50. In various

non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 would preferably monitor the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g.

SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, in near real-time, if not in real-time.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 the SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice,

packet data and/or the like, monitoring would preferably provide means and computer-implement methods to

control the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, an

associated communication device, an associated SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or

the like: flow, source/origination, destination, network, associated subscription plan, associated insurance

policy, prepay vs. post pay, budget, credit, location, roaming, network, and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 the SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice,

packet data and/or the like, monitoring would preferably provide means and computer-implement methods to

control the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like,



associated with the mobile device 6 1 comprising such means and methods for managing traffic/connections as a

relay routing, re-routing, routing approval, extra-soft handoff s (explained further ahead), Primary/Secondary

Connections, 2-3-2 connection management (ahead), throttling, variable-bit-rate (VBR), cap, injection (e.g.

modify), suspension, routing, re-routing, termination, and/or the like, routing events, events (e.g. updates,

triggers, alerts, handoffs, etc.) and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 would preferably continually (persistently and

globally) manage, monitor, and analyze the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet

voice, packet data and/or the like, transmissions per communication device. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the RP 50 would continually manage, monitor, and analyze each route and/or transmission per

communication device, and would preferably automatically, conditionally, and/or account/user-selectively send

a notification/alert to the computer client/communication device/user of a confidence factor (e.g. a known,

discerned, and/or relatively perceived confidence) of a particular event (e.g. update, trigger, alert, handoff, issue,

incident, concern, potential overage, overage, opportunity, lack of HLR access, TCAP message rejection/error,

handoff issue, and/or the like). In various non-limiting embodiments, the network communication device/user

would preferably employ the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data

and/or the like, voice/time and/or data protocol/communications suitable for tracking interactions and/or events.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the analysis of the confidence factor and/or each particular traffic

event (or application event) would preferably incorporate a threshold, range, and/or the like; where the analysis

would preferably incorporate computer instructions, logic, rules, filters, weighting, conditions, algorithms,

and/or the like. In various non-limiting embodiments, the analysis of the confidence factor and/or each

particular traffic event (or application event) would preferably include values that define each incorporated

and/or associated threshold value, range start/end, threshold, range, replacement value, handoff value (also see

extra-soft handoff), connection strength, budget, subscriber plan, subscriber history, and/or the like. In various

non-limiting embodiments, the analysis would also incorporate the values that define each incorporated and/or

associated threshold value, range start/end, and/or the like; and would preferably incorporate near-real-time, if

not, real-time, network intelligence, to generate values dynamically. In various non-limiting embodiments, the

analysis of the confidence factor and/or each particular traffic, voice, connection, handoff, and/or routing event

(or application event) would preferably generate a collective value which could be utilized for additional

analysis, scoring, criteria, thresholds, comparisons, events, algorithms/logic, and/or the like.

Implementing, evaluating, determining, and providing a system (operational via a computer processor)

and method (computer-processor-based) for messages is described in US App. 13/127,993, O'Malley et al., is

hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes, which can be implemented in various non-

limiting embodiments of the present disclosure. Here O'Malley et al. explain systems and methods for

messaging a user, e.g. with a selected message (an audio message or play announcement/function) initiated

during the call setup of a mobile call and where the selected message is selected by a "Message Selection

Engine" (MSE). Further, the selected message would preferably include an associated action, wherein the

associated action is selected by an "Action Selection Engine" (ASE) (more below).

Implementing, evaluating, determining, and providing a system (operational via a computer processor)

and method (computer-processor-based) for messages is described in PCT/US13/67895, O'Malley et al., is

hereby incorporated in its entirety by reference in its entirety for all purposes, which can be implemented in



various non-limiting embodiments of the present disclosure. Here, "messages" typically refers to an

"announcement" and not to be confused with the message associated with the routing of "message" in

association with "a TCAP message" and/or the like. Where, a particular traffic event (e.g. a particular

voice/time and/or data count obtained by a specific device/plan) or application event (e.g. a particular input

obtained by a specific device/plan per a particular application and/or version of the application) prompts an alert

when the analysis produced, say for a particular value that exceeds/surpasses a particular set threshold value

and/or a particular dynamic threshold value (and/or where the value falls within the set range and/or the

dynamic range). In addition, the alert would prompt the (MSE) with an associated module to send a message

(e.g. an announcement) to the communication device/user accordingly. In various non-limiting embodiments,

messages and announcements are interchangeable.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the alert would prompt the MSE with the associated module and

the (ASE) with an associated module to collectively send a message/action (e.g. announcement with an

associated action) to the communication device/user accordingly, and preferably, along with an associated

mobile ID, associated announcement ID, and/or associated action ID, respectively. For example, the

message/action (e.g. announcement/ID with an associated action/ID) may be generated per an analysis

perception, assumption, consumption, expectation, bill, payment method, limit, restriction, and/or the like (e.g.

an alert of a potential overage sent per a particular threshold). Further, the message/action (e.g. announcement

with an associated action) may produce an acknowledgement, response, modification, resolution, and/or the

like, from the particular user/device. In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50/RPM 53 tracks each

message, alert, and/or the like, where a subsequent announcement/message, action, and/or message/action (e.g.

announcement with an associated action) is sent, routed, re-routed, played, triggered, paused, delayed, updated,

forwarded, temporarily stored, electronically stored, retrieved, handed-off, deleted, scored, challenged, parsed,

and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the audio announcement/message alert (also referred to as an

Actionable Audio Message (AAM/announcement)) that is sent by the RP 50, may be initiated by a flagging of

the network communication device/user by a mobile network operator (MNO) 25, wherein the flagging of the

network communication device/user prompts the RP 50 to employ the MSE that may send and/or play the

AAM/announcement during the call setup time of a phone call. In various non-limiting embodiments, the

AAM/announcement may be sent, routed, re-routed, played, triggered, paused, delayed, updated, forwarded,

temporarily stored, electronically stored, retrieved, handed-off, deleted, scored, challenged, parsed, and/or the

like. In various non-limiting embodiments, the AAM/announcement may be sent, routed, re-routed, played,

triggered, paused, delayed, updated, forwarded, temporarily stored, electronically stored, retrieved, handed-off,

deleted, scored, challenged, parsed, and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the AAM/announcement may incorporate a variety of associated

actions (e.g. a DTMF for a particular campaign and campaign rules, logic, rules, goals, etc.), where the RP 50

would employ an action selection engine (ASE) to select a specific action to associate with the

AAM/announcement (e.g. and the particular campaign and campaign rules) sent to the network communication

device/user via an audio announcement/message alert (e.g. the AAM/announcement) sent by the RP 50, may be

initiated by a flagging of the network communication device/user by the MNO 25, where, for example, the



flagging of the network communication device/user prompts the RP 50 to employ the MSE that may send and/or

play the AAM/announcement during the call setup time of a phone call.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the AAM/announcement is an audio message that may be played

and/or where voice communications or commands are not required or utilized. Some embodiments do not

require the communication device to have voice communication capabilities and/or where voice

communications or commands are not required or utilized. In various non-limiting embodiments, the

sending/playing of the AAM/announcement by the RP 50 to the network communication device/user may be

sent/played to any type of network communication device, whether the device employs the appropriate and

suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet voice/time and/or data and/or the like, for

voice/time and/or data protocol/communications or not.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 and/or the RPM 53 includes user login capabilities,

billing management, the ability to specify and/or modify a mobile plan, voice/time and/or data plan, payment

method, insurance, roaming allowance, territory allowance, exceptions, temporary allowances, options,

threshold settings, and/or the like. In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 further allows users and

network operators (e.g. MNO 25) to create, manage, distribute, measure, report, offer, track, sequence, revert,

insure, score, adjust, update, route, re-route, play, trigger, pause, delay, forward, temporarily store, electronically

store, retrieve, handoff, delete, challenge, parse, and/or the like, their messages, traffic, APIs, apps, content,

voice/time and/or data, billing, service, contract, terms, media, insurance, and/or the like; for the mobile

subscribers 46. In various non-limiting embodiments, the MNO 25 may access the RP 50 and/or the RPM 53

through a standard web interfaces, and the RP 50 may also provide a unique Application Programming Interface

(API) solution for MNO 25 (and/or the like) who wish to provide direct and/or conditional (e.g. paid, limited,

subscription, lease, streamed, downloaded, and/or the like) access to their content, media, voice/time and/or

data, applications, tools, and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 and/or the RPM 53 allow the MNO 25 (and/or the

like) to setup specific and/or conditional rules for access, as well as what specific requests, follow-up actions,

feedback, logic, and/or the like, a particular account, user, subscriber, mobile subscriber, and/or particular

account, user, subscriber, mobile subscriber segment type, a particular access type or a particular access segment

type, another segmentation type, a particular application, application type, application user/device, device, user,

a particular window of time, a particular network type, a particular account type, and/or the like, setup with rules

and instructions for each particular subscriber/user, communication device, mobile plan, OS, application,

version, voice/time and/or data plan (e.g. Current Plan), piece of content, voice/time and/or data, rule, and/or the

like. In addition, the RP 50 provides accounts organization capabilities and reporting functionality, including

revenue reports with various ways to view voice/time and/or data, such as summary totals by mobile

subscribers 46a segmentations (e.g. Demographics, Psychographics, Location, Motion, Contact History,

Behavioral, etc.); timing, and usage tracking; feedback, requests, consumption, application, content type,

content source, alert metrics, action metrics and/or conversion metrics; and event optimization and completion

goals.

Exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure are described largely in the context of a fully

functional computer system for variable dynamic management of network traffic for managing, relaying,

routing, and/or tracking voice/time and/or data consumption, improving connections/routing, providing quasi-



HLR data (e.g. via a redundant and/or temporary third-party database) and/or quasi-HLR data support,

remedying routing/handoff issues, and/or usage overages (e.g. prepay budget, plan, minutes, data, SMS, etc.),

and upselling opportunities. Readers of skill in the art will recognize, however, that the present disclosure also

may be embodied in a computer program product disposed on signal bearing media for use with any suitable

voice/time and/or data processing system. Such signal bearing media may be transmission media or recordable

media for machine -readable information, including magnetic media, optical media, or other suitable media.

Examples of recordable media include magnetic disks in hard drives or diskettes, compact disks for optical

drives, magnetic tape, and others as will occur to those of skill in the art.

Examples of transmission media include telephone networks for voice communications and digital data

communications networks such as, for example, Ethernets™ and networks that communicate with the Internet

Protocol and the World Wide Web as well as wireless transmission media such as, for example, networks

implemented according to the IEEE 802. 11 family of specifications. Persons skilled in the art will immediately

recognize that any computer system having suitable programming means will be capable of executing the steps

of the method of the disclosure as embodied in a program product. Persons skilled in the art will recognize

immediately that, although some of the exemplary embodiments described in this specification are oriented to

software installed and executed on computer hardware, nevertheless, alternative embodiments implemented as

firmware or as hardware are well within the scope of the present disclosure.

FIG. 5 depicts a schematic view of one embodiment, wherein the RP 50 is communicatively coupled to

a mobile switch On DPC-SSN SSx (e.g. SS7) Network 80, a mobile switch On GTT SSx (e.g. SS7) Network

901, and an Other Gateway on Other Networks 902. In various non-limiting embodiments, the mobile switch

On DPC-SSN SSx (e.g. SS7) Network 900, mobile switch On GTT SSx (e.g. SS7) Network 901, and Other

Gateway on Other Networks 902 can each both send and receive TCAP messages. Here, the mobile switch On

DPC-SSN SSx (e.g. SS7) Network 900 can send a TCAP Message on DPC-SSN SSx (e.g. SS7), where the

mobile switch On GTT SSx (e.g. SS7) Network 901 sends a TCAP On GTT SSx (e.g. SS7), and last the Other

Gateway on Other Networks 902 sends a TCAP Message on Other Networks (e.g. Wifi, Bluetooth, etc.), and

where all three can receive a RP TCAP message (e.g. tailored for the specific network).

The sending and receiving of the TCAP messages are done via a connection such as the Network 300,

and/or the Internet 40 (FIGs. 1-4) to the RP 50. In various non-limiting embodiments, the IN-RP 5 1 (not

depicted) may operate independently of the depicted RP 50, in connection with the RP 50, and/or in place of the

RP 50 (e.g. thus assuming the functionality of the RP 50).

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 would preferably be operationally coupled to a client

(or a plurality of mobile subscribers) via a network, such as the mobile networks listed above; however, only

two mobile clients/networks (e.g. mobile switch 61a and mobile switch 901) are shown for purposes of

explanation. In various non-limiting embodiments, the Other Gateway on Other Networks 902 would typically

comprise a computer system, gateway, or mobile switch outside a traditional mobile network. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the Other Gateway On Other Networks 902 connects to clients owned by a user capable

of receiving media and/or content over a network, such as the internet, Wifi, PDN, IP/SIGTRAN, ISDN, PSTN,

and/or via the like. Alternatively, the Mobile Switches 900/901 may be switches equipped to send and/or

receive on additional (other) networks (PDN, IP/SIGTRAN, PSTN, and/or the like) and/or via such wireless

networks as wifi, Nearfield Radio, Bluetooth, Zigbee, Mesh, Ad-Hoc, and/or the like



In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 is adapted to relay/transmit (e.g. send and/or receive)

content, voice/time and/or data, and/or media (e.g. push, pull, talk, voice, audio, video, broadcast, stream, and/or

the like) to multiple switches and /or clients. To this end, the RP 50 comprises the Controller 114 that controls

the functionality of the RP 50. In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 further comprises a "Routed by

DPC-SSN Network Module 96, a Routed by GTT SSx (e.g. SS7) Network Module 97, and a Routed by Other

Network Module 98, where each contains the appropriate logic to route values and logic to a RP Parser 903.

From the RP Parser 903, a set of parsed values are routed to an OTT (Open Transaction Table, more

ahead) 112 in a storage medium for electronically storing the OTT, which performs a lookup. And if necessary,

the parsed values are further routed to a FRT (Fixed Routing Table, more ahead) 113, again, in a storage

medium for electronically storing the FRT. From the OTT 112 and the FRT 113, a set of Retrieved Values are

forwarded to a RP TCAP Message Module 99. Here, each RP TCAP message is generated and forwarded with

routing instructions to the Controller 114 and then sent onto the appropriate network/client/mobile

device/user/subscriber. In addition, any table updates necessary per the logic are forwarded from the RP TCAP

Message Module to the appropriate OTT 112 or FRT 113 table.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the OTT 112 and/or FRT 113 may be physically located in a

storage device of the RP 50, or it may be located in storage devices remote from the RP 50, but

communicatively coupled thereto. For example, the RP 50 may be coupled to the OTT 112 and/or FRT 113 over

the Network 300 (see FIGs. 1-4), wherein the RP 50 retrieves data from the Storage 109c medium over the

Network 300 as the values, content, voice/time and/or data, and/or media files as needed, in real-time, near real

time, asynchronously, as batch files, and/or the like. In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 may have

its logic, table values, content, voice/time and/or data and/or media adjusted remotely, conditionally, searched,

acquired, sorted, sequenced, ranked, purchased, bid on, and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP 50 may search, intelligently crawl, monitor, pull, push,

score, and/or the like, content, voice/time and/or data, and/or media over the Network 300 to the clients and/or

servers. In one embodiment, the RP 50 sends and/or receives data and content files according to the Mobile

Operator's HLR and/or per a specific mobile device, serial number, or network address (e.g., to an IP address,

an Electronic Serial Number, Access Network Identifier, Automatic Number Identification, Mobile Equipment

Identifier, GSM Cell ID, and/or the like) of the client (e.g. the Mobile Client 6 1 or the Client 108).

FIG. 6a depicts a functional block diagram of an embodiment of the placement of the RP within an

existing mobile network. Here, a MSC (55) per a 190a container is operatively connected to the RP (50) per a

191a container which is operatively connected to the HLR (57) in a 192 container. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the MSC (55) 190a and the HLR (57) 192 may both be connected to the RP (50) 191a via any of

the connection methods listed in FIG. 6c, comprising a Network 300, others computers 401, User input device

402, disk drive 403, and/or the like.

FIG. 6b also depicts a functional block diagram of an embodiment of the placement of the RP within an

existing mobile network. Here, a MSC (55) per a 190b container is also operatively connected to a RP (50) per

a 191b container which is operatively connected to a SCP (80) in a 193 container. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the MSC (55) 190b and the SCP (80) 193 may both be connected to the RP (50) 191b via any of

the connection methods listed in FIG. 6c, comprising the Network 300, others computers 401, User input device

402, disk drive 403, and/or the like.



FIG. 6c depicts a block diagram of an embodiment of the RP 50 system for automated computing

machinery comprising an exemplary network host or RP Server 52 useful in variable dynamic management of

network traffic for voice/time and/or data monitoring (e.g. via the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g.

SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like), manage, analyze, and provide routing and/or

overage prevention according to various non-limiting embodiments of the present disclosure. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the RP Server 52 of FIG. 6c includes at least one computer processor (409) or 'CPU' as

well as a Memory (415) which are connected through a Memory Bus (41 1) and a Bus Adapter (408) to a

processor (409) and to other components of the network host or RP Server 52.

Electronically stored in the Memory (415) is the RPM (53), a module of computer program instructions

for variable dynamic management of network traffic for voice/time and/or data monitoring (e.g. via the

appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like), manage,

analyze, and provide routing and/or overage prevention according to embodiments of the present disclosure that

initialize, the RP Parser (70) module with the OTT 71, and the FRT 72.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RPM (53) and the RP Parser Module (70) with the RP Parser

Parameters (71), also starts a timer (73). In various non-limiting embodiments, the timer (73) may incorporate a

set of conditions, where for example, a particular set of conditions could cause the timer (73) to remain on no

longer than a predefined time interval. In various non-limiting embodiments, the RPM (53) also maintains,

while the timer (73) is on/open, statistics (74) including the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling

links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, count by the RPM (53). For each appropriate and suitable SSx

(e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, received by the RPM (53) (e.g. via the QoS

(75)), the RPM (53)/ QoS (75) also determines, in dependence upon the statistics (74) and the timer (73)

modules. Also electronically stored in Memory (415) is an operating system (416) (or OS).

Operating systems useful in network hosts (e.g. RP Server 52) according to embodiments of the present

disclosure include UNIX™, Linux™, Microsoft Windows® platforms, Google Android® platforms, and Apple

iOS® platforms.AIX™, IBM's i5/OS™, and others as will occur to those of skill in the art. Operating system

(325), the RPM (53), with the RP Parser Module (70), OTT (71), FRT (72), timer (73), statistics (74), QoS

Module (75), and voice/time and/or data communications via the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g.

SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or the like, per the RPM 70 in the example of FIG. 6c are

shown in RAM Memory (415), but many components of such software typically are stored in non-volatile

memory also, for example, on a disk drive (403).

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP Server 52 of FIG. 6c includes the bus adapter (408), a

computer hardware component that comprises drive electronics for the high speed buses, a front side bus (410),

a video bus (412), and the memory bus (41 1), as well as drive electronics for a slower expansion bus (407).

Examples of bus adapters useful for variable dynamic management of network traffic for voice/time and/or data

monitoring (e.g. via the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet voice, packet data and/or

the like), manage, analyze, and provide routing and/or overage prevention according to embodiments of the

present disclosure include the Intel Northbridge, the Intel Memory Controller Hub, the Intel Southbridge, and

the Intel I/O Controller Hub.

Examples of expansion buses useful for variable dynamic management of network traffic for

voice/time and/or data monitoring (e.g. via the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet



voice, packet data and/or the like), manage, analyze, and provide routing and/or overage prevention according to

embodiments of the present disclosure include Industry Standard Architecture ('ISA') buses, Peripheral

Component Interconnect ('PCI') buses, and/or the like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP Server 52 of FIG. 6c includes a disk drive adapter (406)

coupled through Expansion Bus (407) and bus adapter (408) to processor (409) and other components of the RP

Server 52, the disk drive adapter (406) connects non-volatile data storage to the RP Server 52 in the form of the

disk drive (403). Disk drive adapters useful in network hosts include Integrated Drive Electronics ('IDE')

adapters, Small Computer System Interface ('SCSI') adapters, and others as will occur to those of skill in the

art. In addition, non-volatile computer memory may be implemented for the network host as an optical disk

drive, electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (so-called 'EEPROM' or 'Flash' memory), RAM

drives, and so on, as will occur to those of skill in the art.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the example RP Server 52 of FIG. 6c includes one or more

input/output (' Ι/Ο ' ) adapters (405). I/O adapters in network hosts implement user-oriented input/output through,

for example, software drivers and computer hardware for controlling output to display devices such as computer

display screens, as well as user input from user input devices (402) such as keyboards and mice. The example

RP Server 52 of FIG. 6c includes a video adapter (413), which is an example of an I/O adapter specially

designed for graphic output to a display device (414) such as a display screen or computer monitor. Video

adapter (414) is connected to processor (409) through a high speed video bus (412), bus adapter (408), and the

front side bus (410), which is also a high speed bus.

The exemplary RP Server 52 of FIG. 6c includes a communications adapter (404) for voice/time and/or

data communications with other computers (401) and for voice/time and/or data communications with a

voice/time and/or data communications network (300). Such data communications may be carried out serially

through RS-232 connections, through external buses such as a Universal Serial Bus ('USB'), through data

communications data communications networks such as IP data communications networks, and in other ways as

will occur to those of skill in the art. Communications adapters implement the hardware level of data

communications through which one computer sends data communications to another computer, directly or

through a data communications network and/or the like.

Examples of communications adapters useful for variable dynamic management of network traffic for

voice/time and/or data monitoring (e.g. via the appropriate and suitable SSx (e.g. SS7)/signaling links, packet

voice, packet data and/or the like), to manage, analyze, and may provide routing and/or overage prevention

according to embodiments of the present disclosure include modems for wired dial-up communications,

Ethernet (ΓΕΕΕ 802.3) adapters for wired data communications network communications, and 802. 11 adapters

for wireless data communications network communications, cellular and/or the like.

Point Codes

In various non-limiting SSx (e.g. SS7), a point code is similar to an IP address in an IP network. It is a

unique address for a node (Signaling Point, or SP), used in MTP layer 3 to identify the destination of a message

signal unit (MSU). In such a message you will find an OPC (Originating Point Code) and a DPC (Destination

Point Code); sometimes documents also refer to it as a signaling point code. Depending on the network, a point

code can be 24 bits (North America, China), 16 bits (Japan), or 14 bits (ITU standard, International SS7 network

and most countries) in length. ANSI point codes use 24 bits, mostly in 8-8-8 format. ITU point codes use 14 bits



and are written in 3-8-3 format. Fourteen bit point codes can be written in a number of formats. The most

common formats are decimal number, hexadecimal number, or 3-8-3 format (3 most significant bits, 8 middle

bits, 3 least significant bits). In various non-limiting embodiments, a point-code and a node are interchangeable.

In various non-limiting embodiments, a point code, a node, and/or a device are interchangeable.

Fixed Routing Table (FRT)

FIG. 7a depicts an embodiment of the Fixed Routing Table (FRT), when routing by DPC-SSN is

deployed end node-to-end node in a SSx (e.g. SS7) network, the FRT would preferably provide a Relay DPC

and Relay CdPA for every receivable OPC and CgPA. In various non-limiting embodiments of the FRT, the

table in FIG. 7a indicates that when a TCAP message is received from OPC 106-34-5 and SSN 8 (MSC), the

next destination SS7 node will be DPC 139-68-1 and SSN 5 (SCP). The values depicted in Fig 7a represent the

actual bits parsed from a received message (shown in order of byte transmission from left to right) that are used

for the FRT search criteria and that are used to transform the MTP and SCCP headers of the RP message.

FIG. 7b depicts another embodiment of the FRT, when routing by GTT is deployed in an SSx (e.g.

SS7) network, the Fixed Routing Table would preferably provide the Relay DPC and Relay CdPA for every

receivable CgPA. In the example depicted in the table of FIG. 7b, an SS7 node with E.164 number

15622751025 and SSN 146 (MSC) would preferably relay messages to an SS7 node with E.164 number

14054721466 and SSN 146 (SCP). In various non-limiting embodiments, the STP at 119-72-1 will provide the

GTT for the E.164 number 14054721466. In various non-limiting embodiments, this STP is usually an Alias

Point Code where both STPs of an STP pair will recognize the Alias Point Code as equivalent to their own local

MTP SSx (e.g. SS7) point code.

FIG. 7c depicts another more generic embodiment of the FRT, when either Routing by DPC-SSN or

when Routing by GTT is deployed in an SSx (e.g. SS7) network, the FRT would preferably provide the Relay

DPC and Relay CdPA for every receivable combination of first PMV (e.g. every conceivable first OPC and first

CgPA). If Routing by GTT, GTT requires STPs in the SS7 network to perform global title translation (GTT) on

an E.164 number contained within the 2nd PM (e.g. the first CdPA). The first CgPA also contains an E.164

number that will be used by the STPs in the SS7 network to return a response message, using Routing by GTT

in the reverse direction.

In the example depicted in the table of FIG. 7c, an SS7 node (identified by the FRT's FIRST OPC value

in combination with FRT's FIRST CgPA value) has E.164 number 15622751025 and SSN 146 (MSC)

embedded within the FRT's FIRST CgPA value. In various non-limiting embodiments, the RP relays the

received message to an SS7 node (FRT's RELAY CdPA) with E.164 number 14054721466 and SSN 146 (SCP).

Assuming Route by GTT is being used, the STP at 119-72-1 (FRT's RELAY DPC) will provide GTT for the

E.164 number 14054721466. The values shown in Fig 7c represent the actual bits parsed from a received

message (shown in order of byte transmission left to right) that are used for the FRT search criteria and the RP

message's transformed MTP and SCCP headers. In various non-limiting embodiments, this STP is usually an

Alias Point Code where both STPs of an STP pair will each recognize the Alias Point Code as equivalent to

their own local MTP SSx (e.g. SS7) point code.

The first entry for Route By GTT has the Relay DPC that is an STP SS7 node and a RELAY CdPA

contains an E.164 for an SS7 end node, and the second entry for Route by DPC-SSN has Relay DPC and Relay

CdPA the same as in Fig 7a above. The third example depicted in the table of FIG 7c demonstrates that the



values in FIG 7a (Route by DPC-SSN) could also be applied to the generic case of FIG 7c because the same

FPvT search criteria (first PMV) is used for both Route by GTT and Route by DPC-SSN.

Open Transaction Table (OTT) for Route by DPC-SSN

FIG. 8a depicts an embodiment of the OTT, where there is only one TCAPID in a received TCAP

message (sent by an MSC), then the message is either a message type of TC-Begin or a message type of TC-End

(this terminology is a generalization of GSM CAMEL terminology that can be applied to both ANSI41 WIN

messages and GSM CAMEL messages). TC-Begin messages (e.g. CAMEL InitialDP or ANSI41

OriginationRequest Invoke Last or ANSI41 Analyzedlnfo Invoke Last) require a new entry into the OTT while

TC-End messages require removing an existing entry in the OTT.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the OTT holds the relay parameters that are utilized to transform

a received SS7 TCAP message for SS7 relay transmission. There are various ways to implement this

functionality. In this example, and embodiment, a single row contains all the relay parameters, making the

process of finding a matching entry for received OPC in Routing by DPC-SSN SS7 networks (or modified to be

received OPC+CgPA to accommodate the exception of multiple SSNs at a wireless SCP end node —or where a

received CgPA for Routing by GTT SS7 networks is relatively more complex.

In various non-limiting embodiments, when a TCAP message parses to only one TCAPID and there is

no matching entry for the received OPC+TCAPID (Route by DPC-SSN SS7 networks) or received

CgPA+TCAPID (Route by GTT SS7 networks) then a new entry is entered per the Table in FIG. 8a.

FIG. 8b depicts an embodiment of the OTT, when the destination SS7 node responds. Here, the TCAP

conversation message type of message (e.g. RRBE for CAMEL Prepay see Fig 18 that depicts the Prepay call

flow will have an OPC+DTID (where DTID is the second TCAP-ID of two) or CgPA+DTID that matches an

entry in OTT with an OTT DPC, or an OTT CgPA, and the OTT OTID. In various non-limiting embodiments,

the received TCAP conversation message has its own OTID which can be added to the OTT entry as the

Response TCAP-ID in the OTT. In various non-limiting embodiments, this would be required so that the single

TCAPID of the TC-End message will find a match in OTT for OPC+TCAPID (Route by DPC-SSN) or for

CgPA+TCAPID (Route by GTT).

FIG. 8c depicts an embodiment of the OTT, for example, after a TC-End type message is sent from a

SCP to the MSC routed by DPC-SSN. This depicts the case for when the first TC-End type message (TC-End in

GSM CAMEL, TCAP Reject or TCAP Abort for both GSM CAMEL and ANSI41 WIN) is received) and a

"second TC-End timer" is started.

FIG. 8d depicts an embodiment of the OTT, for example, after a TC-End type message is sent from the

MSC to the SCP routed by DPC-SSN. This depicts the case for when the first TC-End type message (TC-End in

GSM CAMEL, TCAP Reject, TCAP Abort and TCAP Error for both GSM CAMEL and ANSI41 WIN) is

received and that will start a "second TC-End timer". When both directions have sent their TC-End type

messages then the OTT TCAP-ID and Response TCAP-ID will be erased and the OTT entry is removed.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the "second TC-End timer" clears out the OTT for any protocols

that use two TCAP-IDs as TC-End type messages. An embodiment to accommodate these protocols would

require stricter criteria for message handling. For example, each category of message type TC-Begin, TC-End

and TC-Continue would classify the exact message (e.g. OriginationRequest Invoke Last for an ANSI41 WIN

TC-Begin message type, or OriginationRequest Return Response for an ANSI41 WIN TC-End message type) as



a TC-Begin message type, or a TC-End message type or a TC-Continue message type, instead of the streamlined

logic described earlier in this disclosure that may only consider the number of TCAP-IDs in a received message

(regardless of what message that is at the application level). In various non-limiting embodiments, the RPM

software examines the application header that follows a TCAP header of an SS7 message to know if a message

were classified as TC-Begin, TC-End or TC-Conversation.

FIG. 9 is a flowchart depicting a preferred embodiment of a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities

Application Part] message received via a SSX (e.g. SS7) protocol from a DPC-SSN network at the Relay

Platform. For example, where a plurality of TCAP transactions would preferably be routed by DPC-SSN SS7

networks (e.g. a plurality of MSC SS7 point codes to one SCP Point Code (e.g. a Prepay SCP Point Code).

Starting with a terminator 500, with a (start) prompt that states: "RP receives a SSx (e.g. SS7) protocol

message from a DPC-SSN network," and where the Relay Platform (RP) receives a TCAP message that

includes, generally, only one TCAP-ID. Further comprising, a Message Transfer Part (MTP) header containing

a RP's SS7 point code in a Destination Point Code (DPC) and an Originating Point Code (OPC) containing an

SS7 point code that, for example, is either a SS7 point code from a node, say (1) a Mobile Switching Center

(MSC) owned and/or controlled by a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) (e.g. a carrier) or (2) a SS7 point code

owned and/or controlled by a Service Control Point (SCP).

Next, a step 501 which invokes an: "At RP: Parse a first message received via a SS7 protocol per MTP,

wherein the first message comprises: a first MTP header comprising a first OPC value and a first DPC value; a

first SCCP [Signaling Connection Control Part] header comprising a first CgPA [Calling Party Address] value

and a first CdPA [Called Party Address] value; and may include a first TCAP header and a first TCAP-ID and a

second TCAP-ID," function, where the first messaged is parsed accordingly, before proceeding to a step 502.

Next, at step 502 is where the process then invokes a "Generate/update a RP TCAP message, wherein

the RP TCAP message comprises: a RP MTP header comprising a RP OPC value and a RP DPC value; a RP

SCCP header comprising a RP CgPA value and a RP CdPA value; and may include a RP TCAP header and a

RP TCAP-ID," function, and where these values are generated (or updated) then stored electronically and

persistently.

Back at Step 501, the process also proceeds to a query 503, where the parsed message is searched and

the query 503 asks for a "First Criteria (and/or along the first criteria path): Number of TCAP-IDs: 0, 1, or 2?,"

associated with the first message. If the answer to query 503 is "zero," the process proceeds to a terminator 517,

which states: "See Next Fig. for Option with Zero TCAP-IDs," where the following Fig. covers this scenario. If

the answer to query 503 is instead "two," as in two TCAP-IDs were found in the parsed TCAP message, then

the process proceeds to a terminator 504, which states: "See Next Fig. for Option with 2 TCAP-IDs," where the

following Fig. also covers that scenario.

If the answer to query 503 is instead "One," as in ne TCAP-ID was identified,' then the process

proceeds to a query 505, which asks "Do first OPC value and first TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT OPC

value and OTT Response TCAP-ID value?," where the process searches the OTT (e.g. see Fig. 8a). If the

answer to query 505 is "yes," (e.g. a second criteria and/or along the path of the second criteria) then process

proceeds to a step 507, which invokes: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT DPC and RP CdPA

value with OTT CdPA," function.



From step 507, the process then advances to a step 509, which invokes an: "Erase matched OTT

response TCAP-ID value," function (e.g. see Fig. 8d) before proceeding to a step 5 11, which invokes a : "Delete

any OTT entry that contains neither an OTT TCAP-ID or an OTT Response TCAP-ID" function, here additional

logic would preferably be employed to accommodate for incidents with a lost or duplicated SS7 message.

Back at query 505, if the answer is instead "no," then the process advances to a query 506 which asks,

"Do first OPC value and first TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT DPC value and OTT TCAP-ID value?" If

the answer to query 506 is "yes," (e.g. a third criteria and/or along the path of the third criteria) then process

advances to a step 508, which invokes an: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT OPC and RP CdPA

value with OTT CgPA" function and then advances to a step 510, which invokes an: "Erase matched OTT

TCAP-ID value" function (e.g. see Fig. 8c) and then also advances to the step 5 11. From step 5 11 the process

advances to a step 514 which invokes an "Electronically replace RP OPC value with first DPC value and replace

RP CgPA value with first CdPA value" function.

Back at query 506, if the answer is instead "no," (e.g. a forth criteria and/or along the path of the forth

criteria) where no matched entry was found in the OTT, then the process advances to a step 512, where the FRT

is employed, which invokes a "Search FRT according to first OPC value and electronically replace the RP DPC

value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value" function (e.g. see Fig. 7a).

From step 512 the process advances to a step 513, which invokes a "Generate OTT entry in OTT using the first

TCAP-ID value as an OTT TCAP-ID value, the first OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as

the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC (from FRT) value as the OTT DPC value, the relay CdPA (from FRT)

value as the OTT CdPA value," function (e.g. see Figs. 7a & 8a) before advancing to the step 514.

From step 514, the process advances to a step 515, which invokes an "If necessary, employ logic to

adjust length indicator bits" function, where the operation in step 514 may require any necessary adjustments to

the length indicator bits before updating step 502 and advancing to a terminator 516 with a "Ready to transmit

the RP TCAP-ID message via SS7" may be invoked.

FIG. 10 is a flowchart extension of Fig. 9, depicting a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities Application

Part] where a message is received via a SSX (e.g. SS7) protocol from a DPC-SSN network at the Relay

Platform. Here the number of TCAP-IDs found is not "one," but instead "two" or "zero." This is a continuing

example where a plurality of TCAP transactions would preferably be routed by DPC-SSN SS7 networks (e.g. a

plurality of MSC SS7 point codes to one SCP Point Code (e.g. a Prepay SCP Point Code).

In general, for embodiments that use ANSI or ITU TCAP, a TCAP message will have either one

TCAP-ID or two TCAP-IDs. Under the ITU standard for a TC-Continue TCAP message which contains two

TCAP-IDs, the two TCAP-IDs comprise an Originating Transaction ID referred to herein this disclosure as a

first TCAP-ID and a Destination Transaction ID referred herein this disclosure as a second TCAP-ID.

Under the ANSI standard the equivalents for ITU TC-Continue are ConversationWith-Permission and

ConversationWithoutPermission TCAP message which also always contain two TCAP-IDs, the two TCAP-IDs

comprise an Originating Transaction ID referred to herein this disclosure as a first TCAP-ID and a Responding

Transaction-ID referred to herein this disclosure as a second TCAP-ID. Further, wherein the ANSU Standard

states that the Originating Transaction ID is the Transaction ID that is assigned by the originator of the message

in which it appears. And further, wherein the ANSI Standard states that the Responding Transaction ID is the

Originating Transaction ID that was received in the message for which the response is generated. The ANSI



Responding Transaction ID is equivalent to the ITU Destination Transaction ID (DTID). Both standards use the

same term Originating Transaction ID (OTID) for the same thing: the first of two TCAP-IDs. In addition, "an

ANSI Responding Transaction ID" is not what is referred to herein this disclosure as a "Response TCAP-ID."

Starting with a terminator 600, and advancing through steps 601 and 602 to arrive at a query 603,

similar to the terminator 500 in the previous Fig. 9, through steps 501 and 502 to arrive at query 503. At the

query 603, the PM is searched and the query 603 asks for the "First Criteria (and/or along the first criteria path):

Number of TCAP-IDs: 0, 1, or 2?," associated with the first message. If the answer to query 603 is "one," the

process proceeds to a terminator 604, which states: "See Previous Fig. for Option with One TCAP-ID," where

the preceding Fig. covers that scenario. If the answer to query 603 is instead "zero," (e.g. an eighth criteria

and/or along the path of the eighth criteria) as in no TCAP-IDs were found in the PM, and then the process

proceeds to a step 613. In step 613, a "Search FRT according to first OPC value and electronically replace the

RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value," function (e.g. see Fig.

7a) is invoked before advancing to the step 6 11 and then on to step 612 (both explained below).

Back at query 603, if the answer to query 603 is instead "two," as in two TCAP-IDs were found in the

parsed first TCAP-ID, then the process proceeds to a query 605, which asks "Do first OPC value and second

TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT OPC value and OTT Response TCAP-ID value?," where the process

searches the OTT (e.g. see Fig. 8a, 8b, 8c, or 8d). If the answer to query 605 is "yes," (Fig 8b or 8c) (e.g. a fifth

criteria and/or along the path of the fifth criteria) then process proceeds to a step 607, which invokes:

"Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT DPC and RP CdPA value with OTT CdPA," function. From

step 607, the process then advances to a step 6 11, which invokes an: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with

first DPC value and replace RP CgPA value with first CdPA value" function.

Back at query 605, if the answer is instead "no," then the process advances to a query 606 which asks,

"Do first OPC value and second TCAP-ID match an OTT value for OTT DPC value and OTT TCAP-ID

value?" If the answer to query 606 is "no," (e.g. a seventh criteria and/or along the path of the seventh criteria)

where no matched entry was found in the OTT, then the process advances to a terminator 609, which states:

"Discard Parsed Message (PM)," that is executed. If the answer to query 606 is instead "yes," (e.g. a sixth

criteria and/or along the path of the sixth criteria) then process advances to a step 608, which invokes an:

"Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT OPC and RP CdPA value with OTT CgPA" function and then

advances to a step 610, which invokes an: "If OTT Response TCAP-ID is blank, replace OTT Response TCAP-

ID with first TCAP-ID from first message, else pause for 'X' number of seconds," function (e.g. see Fig. 8a),

where X may be a preset value (e.g. 5 seconds) or dynamically assigned value (e.g. per the length required for a

given announce/audio-message). Next the process advances to the step 6 11 (mentioned above).

From step 6 11, the process advances to a step 612, which invokes an "If necessary, employ logic to

adjust length indicator bits" function, where the operation in step 6 11 may invoke logic if any adjustments are

necessary to the length indicator bits before updating step 602 and advancing to a terminator 614 with a "Ready

to transmit the RP TCAP-ID message via SS7" may be invoked.

Open Transaction Table (OTT) for Route by GTT (or Generic Network)

FIG. 11a depicts an embodiment of the OTT, where a received TCAP message (from an MSC) that has

one TCAPID where a new entry in the OTT has just been generated as a result of having received the TCAP

message. TC-Begin messages (e.g. CAMEL InitialDP or ANSI41 OriginationRequest Invoke Last or ANSI41



Analyzedlnfo Invoke Last) require a new entry into the OTT while TC-End messages require removing an

existing entry in the OTT.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the OTT holds the relay parameters that must be used to

transform a received SS7 TCAP message for SS7 relay transmission. There are various ways to implement this

functionality. In this example, and embodiment, a single row contains all the relay parameters, making the

process of finding a matching entry for received OPC+CgPA or a received CgPA relatively more complex.

In various non-limiting embodiments, when a TCAP message parses to only one TCAPID and there is

no matching entry for the received OPC+TCAPID (Route by GTT SS7 networks) or received CgPA+TCAPID

(Route by GTT SS7 networks) then a new entry is entered per the Table in FIG. l ib.

FIG. l i b depicts an embodiment of the OTT, when the SCP destination SS7 node responds and the

SCP's Originating (or Responding) TCAP-ID is added to the OTT as a Response TCAP-ID. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the received TCAP conversation message has its own OTID which can be added to the

OTT entry. In various non-limiting embodiments, this would be required so that the TC-End' s single TCAPID

will find a match in OTT for OPC+TCAID (Route by GTT) or for CgPA+TCAPID (Route by GTT).

FIG. 11c depicts an embodiment of the OTT, for example, after a TC-End type message is sent from a

SCP to the MSC routed by Route by GTT (or Generic Network). FIG. 1Id depicts an embodiment of the OTT,

for example, after a TC-End type message is sent from the MSC to the SCP routed by Route by GTT (or

Generic Network).

FIG. 12 is a flowchart depicting alternative embodiment to the Fig. 9 embodiment, of a TCAP

[Transaction Capabilities Application Part] message received via a SSX (e.g. SS7) protocol by a GTT network

at the Relay Platform. For example, where a plurality of TCAP transactions would preferably be routed by

GTT networks (e.g. a plurality of MSC SS7 E.164 numbers to one SCP E.164 number (e.g. a Prepay SCP Point

Code).

Starting with a terminator 700, with a (start) prompt that states: "RP receives a SSx (e.g. SS7) protocol

message from a Route by GTT network," and where the Relay Platform (RP) receives a TCAP message that

includes, generally, only one TCAP-ID. Further comprising, a Message Transfer Part (MTP) header containing

a RP's SS7 point code in a Destination Point Code (DPC) and an Originating Point Code (OPC) containing an

SS7 point code that, for example, is either a SS7 point code from a node, say (1) a Mobile Switching Center

(MSC) owned and/or controlled by a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) (e.g. a carrier) or (2) a SS7 point code

owned and/or controlled by a Service Control Point (SCP).

Next, a step 701 which invokes an: "At RP: Parse a first message received via a SS7 protocol per MTP,

wherein the first message comprises: a first MTP header comprising a first OPC value and a first DPC value; a

first SCCP [Signaling Connection Control Part] header comprising a first CgPA [Calling Party Address] value

and a first CdPA [Called Party Address] value; and may include a first TCAP header and a first TCAP-ID and a

second TCAP-ID," function, where the first messaged is parsed accordingly, before proceeding to a step 702.

Next, at step 702 is where the process then invokes a "Generate a RP TCAP message, wherein the RP

TCAP message comprises: a RP MTP header comprising a RP OPC value and a RP DPC value; a RP SCCP

header comprising a RP CgPA value and a RP CdPA value; and may include a RP TCAP header and a RP

TCAP-ID," function, and where these values are then stored electronically persistently.



Back at Step 701, the process also proceeds to a query 703, where the TCAP message is searched and

the query 703 asks for the "First Criteria (and/or along the first criteria path): Number of TCAP-IDs: 0, 1, or

2?," associated with the first message. If the answer to query 703 is "zero," the process proceeds to a terminator

717, which states: "See Next Fig. for Option with Zero TCAP-IDs," where the following Fig. covers this

scenario. If the answer to query 703 is instead "two," as in two TCAP-IDs were found searching the OTT, then

the process proceeds to a terminator 704, which states: "See Next Fig. for Option with 2 TCAP-IDs," where the

following Fig. also covers that scenario.

If the answer to query 703 is instead "One," as in ne TCAP-ID was identified,' then the process

proceeds to a query 705, which asks "Do first CgPA value and first TCAP-ID match OTT CdPA value and OTT

Response TCAP-ID value?," where the process searches the OTT (e.g. see Fig. 11a). If the answer to query

705 is "yes," (e.g. a second criteria and/or along the path of the second criteria) then process proceeds to a step

707, which invokes: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT DPC and RP CdPA value with OTT

CdPA," function.

From step 707, the process then advances to a step 709, which invokes an: "Erase matched OTT

response TCAP-ID value and start timer for 2nd TC-End type message," function (e.g. see Fig. l id) before

proceeding to a step 7 11, which invokes a : "Delete any OTT entry that contains neither an OTT TCAP-ID or an

OTT Response TCAP-ID" function, here additional logic would preferably be employed to accommodate for

incidents with a lost or duplicated SS7 message.

Back at query 705, if the answer is instead "no," then the process advances to a query 706 which asks,

"Do first CgPA value and first TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT CdPA value and OTT TCAP-ID value?" If

the answer to query 706 is "yes," (e.g. a third criteria and/or along the path of the third criteria) then process

advances to a step 708, which invokes an: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT OPC and RP CdPA

value with OTT CgPA" function and then advances to a step 710, which invokes an: "Erase matched OTT

TCAP-ID value and start timer for 2nd TC-End type message" function (e.g. see Fig. 1lc) and then also

advances to the step 7 11. From step 7 11 the process advances to a step 714 which invokes an "Electronically

replace RP OPC value with first DPC value and replace RP CgPA value with first CdPA value" function.

Back at query 706, if the answer is instead "no," (e.g. a forth criteria and/or along the path of the forth

criteria) where no matched entry was found in the OTT, then the process advances to a step 712, where the FRT

is employ, which invokes a "Search FRT according to first CgPA value and electronically replace the RP DPC

value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value" function (e.g. see Fig. 7b).

From step 712 the process advances to a step 713, which invokes a "Generate OTT entry in OTT using the first

TCAP-ID value as an OTT TCAP-ID value, the first OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as

the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the OTT DPC value, the relay CdPA value as the OTT CdPA

value," function (e.g. see Figs. 7b & l ib) before advancing to the step 714 (functionality listed above).

From step 714, the process advances to a step 715, which invokes an "If necessary, employ logic to

adjust length indicator bits" function, where the operation in step 714 may invoke logic if any adjustments are

necessary to the length indicator bits before updating step 702 and advancing to a terminator 716 with a "Ready

to transmit the RP TCAP-ID message via SS7" may be invoked.

FIG. 13 is a flowchart extension of Fig. 12, depicting alternative embodiment to the Fig. 10

embodiment, where a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities Application Part] message is received via a SSX (e.g.



SS7) protocol by a GTT network at the Relay Platform. Here the number of TCAP-IDs found is not "one," but

instead "two" or "zero." This is a continuing example where a plurality of TCAP transactions would preferably

be routed by GTT networks (e.g. a plurality of MSC SS7 E.164 numbers to one SCP E.164 number (e.g. a

Prepay SCP E.164 number).

Starting with a terminator 800, and advancing through steps 801 and 802 to arrive at a query 803,

similar to the terminator 700 in the previous Fig. 12, through steps 701 and 702 to arrive at query 703. At the

query 803, the first message is searched and the query 803 asks for the "First Criteria (and/or along the first

criteria path): Number of TCAP-IDs: 0, 1, or 2?," associated with the first message. If the answer to query 803

is "one," the process proceeds to a terminator 804, which states: "See Previous Fig. for Option with One TCAP-

ID," where the preceding Fig. covers that scenario. If the answer to query 803 is instead "zero," (e.g. an eighth

criteria and/or along the path of the eighth criteria) as in no TCAP-IDs were found searching the OTT, then the

process proceeds to a step 813. In step 813, a "Search FRT according to first CgPA value and electronically

replace the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value," function

(e.g. see Fig. 7b) is invoked before advancing to the step 8 11 and then on to step 812 (both explained below).

Back at query 803, if the answer to query 803 is instead "two," as in two TCAP-IDs were found

searching the OTT, then the process proceeds to a query 805, which asks "Do first CgPA value and second

TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT CgPA value and OTT Response TCAP-ID value?," where the process

searches the OTT (e.g. see Fig. 11a). If the answer to query 805 is "yes," (e.g. a fifth criteria and/or along the

path of the fifth criteria) then process proceeds to a step 807, which invokes: "Electronically replace RP DPC

value with OTT DPC and RP CdPA value with OTT CdPA," function. From step 807, the process then

advances to a step 8 11, which invokes an: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT OPC and RP CdPA

value with OTT CgPA" function

Back at query 805, if the answer is instead "no," then the process advances to a query 806 which asks,

"Do first CgPA value and second TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT CdPA value and OTT TCAP-ID value?"

If the answer to query 806 is "no," (e.g. a seventh criteria and/or along the path of the seventh criteria) where no

matched entry was found in the OTT, then the process advances to a terminator 809, which states: "Discard

Parsed Message (PM)," that is executed. If the answer to query 806 is instead "yes," (e.g. a sixth criteria and/or

along the path of the sixth criteria) then process advances to a step 808, which invokes an: "Electronically

replace RP DPC value with OTT OPC and RP CdPA value with OTT CgPA" function and then advances to a

step 810, which invokes an: "If OTT Response TCAP-ID is blank, replace OTT Response TCAP-ID with first

TCAP-ID from first message, else pause for X number of seconds," function (e.g. see Figs. 7b and 1lb). Next

the process advances to the step 8 11 (mentioned above).

From step 8 11, the process advances to a step 812, which invokes an "If necessary, employ logic to

adjust length indicator bits" function, where the operation in step 8 11 may invoke logic if any adjustments are

necessary to the length indicator bits before updating step 802 and advancing to a terminator 814 with a "Ready

to transmit the RP TCAP-ID message via SS7" may be invoked.

FIG. 14 depicts a lookup guide/table entitled: "Correlations of Figures/Steps with FRT and OTT

Tables," for the purpose of correlating the FRT tables in Figs 7a ,7b and 7c, along with the OTT tables in Figs.

8a-8d and l la-l l d with the appropriate step labeled in Figs. 9, 10, 12, 13, 15 and 16 in various non-limiting

embodiments.



FIG. 15 is a flowchart depicting alternative embodiment to the Figs. 9 & 12 embodiments, of a TCAP

[Transaction Capabilities Application Part] message received via a SSX (e.g. SS7) protocol by a GTT network

at the Relay Platform. For example, where a plurality of TCAP transactions would preferably be routed by

GTT networks (e.g. a plurality of MSC SS7 E.164 numbers to one SCP E.164 number (e.g. a Prepay SCP Point

Code).

Starting with a terminator 550, with a (start) prompt that states: "RP receives a SSx (e.g. SS7) protocol

message from a Route by generic network," and where the Relay Platform (RP) receives a TCAP message that

includes, generally, only one TCAP-ID. Further comprising, a Message Transfer Part (MTP) header containing

a RP's SS7 point code in a Destination Point Code (DPC) and an Originating Point Code (OPC) containing an

SS7 point code that, for example, is either a SS7 point code from a node, say (1) a Mobile Switching Center

(MSC) owned and/or controlled by a Mobile Network Operator (MNO) (e.g. a carrier) or (2) a SS7 point code

owned and/or controlled by a Service Control Point (SCP).

Next, a step 551 which invokes an: "At RP: Parse a first message received via a SS7 protocol per MTP,

wherein the first message comprises: a first MTP header and a first SCCP; further comprising a first PM value

(comprising both a first OPC value and a first CgPA value) and a second PM value (comprising a first DPC

value, and a first CdPA value); and may include a first TCAP header and a first TCAP-ID and a second TCAP-

ID," function, where the first message is parsed accordingly, before proceeding to a step 552.

Next, at step 552 is where the process then invokes a "Generate a RP TCAP message, wherein the RP

TCAP message comprises: a RP MTP header comprising a RP OPC value and a RP DPC value; a RP SCCP

header comprising a RP CgPA value and a RP CdPA value; and may include a RP TCAP header and a RP

TCAP-ID," function, and where these values are then stored electronically persistently.

Back at Step 551, the process also proceeds to a query 553, where the OTT is searched and the query

553 asks for the "First Criteria (and/or along the first criteria path): Number of TCAP-IDs: 0, 1, or 2?,"

associated with the first message. If the answer to query 553 is "zero," the process proceeds to a terminator 567,

which states: "See Next Fig. for Option with Zero TCAP-IDs," where the following Fig. covers this scenario. If

the answer to query 553 is instead "two," as in two TCAP-IDs were found searching the OTT, then the process

proceeds to a terminator 554, which states: "See Next Fig. for Option with 2 TCAP-IDs," where the following

Fig. also covers that scenario.

If the answer to query 553 is instead "One," as in ne TCAP-ID was identified,' then the process

proceeds to a query 555, which asks "Do first PM value and first TCAP-ID match OTT OPC, OTT CgPA value

and OTT Response TCAP-ID value?," where the process searches the OTT (e.g. see Fig. 11a). If the answer to

query 555 is "yes," (e.g. a second criteria and/or along the path of the second criteria) then process proceeds to a

step 557, which invokes: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT DPC and RP CdPA value with OTT

CdPA," function.

From step 557, the process then advances to a step 559, which invokes an: "Erase matched OTT

response TCAP-ID value and start timer for 2nd TC-End type message," function (e.g. see Fig. l id) before

proceeding to a step 561, which invokes a : "Delete any OTT entry that contains neither an OTT TCAP-ID or an

OTT Response TCAP-ID" function, here additional logic would preferably be employed to accommodate for

incidents with a lost or duplicated SS7 message.



Back at query 555, if the answer is instead "no," then the process advances to a query 556 which asks,

"Do first PM value and first TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT OPC, OTT CdPA value [from first PM value]

and OTT TCAP-ID value?" If the answer to query 556 is "yes," (e.g. a third criteria and/or along the path of the

third criteria) then process advances to a step 558, which invokes an: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with

OTT OPC and RP CdPA value with OTT CgPA" function and then advances to a step 560, which invokes an:

"Erase matched OTT TCAP-ID value and start timer for 2nd TC-End type message" function (e.g. see Fig. 1lc)

and then also advances to the step 561 . From step 561 the process advances to a step 564 which invokes an

"Electronically replace RP OPC value with first DPC value and replace RP CgPA value with first CdPA value,

and if routed by GTT, then force Routing-Indicator to value of bit '0' in RP CgPA" function.

Back at query 556, if the answer is instead "no," (e.g. a forth criteria and/or along the path of the forth

criteria) where no matched entry was found in the OTT, then the process advances to a step 562, where the FRT

is employ, which invokes a "Search FRT according to first PM value and electronically replace the RP DPC

value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value" function (e.g. see Fig. 7c).

From step 562 the process advances to a step 563, which invokes a "Generate OTT entry in OTT using the first

TCAP-ID value as an OTT TCAP-ID value, the first OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as

the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the OTT DPC value, the relay CdPA value as the OTT CdPA

value," function (e.g. see Figs. 7c & l ib) before advancing to the step 564 (functionality listed above).

From step 564, the process advances to a step 565, which invokes an "If necessary, employ logic to

adjust length indicator bits" function, where the operation in step 564 may invoke logic if any adjustments are

necessary to the length indicator bits before updating step 552 and advancing to a terminator 566 with a "Ready

to transmit the RP TCAP-ID message via SSx (e.g. SS7)" may be invoked.

FIG. 16 is a flowchart extension of Fig. 15, depicting alternative embodiment to the Figs. 10 and 13

embodiments, where a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities Application Part] message is received via a SSX (e.g.

SS7) protocol by a GTT network at the Relay Platform. Here the number of TCAP-IDs found is not "one," but

instead "two" or "zero." This is a continuing example where a plurality of TCAP transactions would preferably

be routed by GTT networks (e.g. a plurality of MSC SS7 E.164 numbers to one SCP E.164 number (e.g. a

Prepay SCP E.164 number).

Starting with a terminator 650, and advancing through steps 651 and 652 to arrive at a query 653,

similar to the terminator 550 in the previous Fig. 12, through steps 551 and 552 to arrive at query 553. At the

query 653, the first message is searched and the query 653 asks for the "First Criteria (and/or along the first

criteria path): Number of TCAP-IDs: 0, 1, or 2?," associated with the first message. If the answer to query 653

is "one," the process proceeds to a terminator 654, which states: "See Previous Fig. for Option with One TCAP-

ID," where the preceding Fig. covers that scenario. If the answer to query 653 is instead "zero," (e.g. an eighth

criteria and/or along the path of the eighth criteria) as in no TCAP-IDs were found searching the OTT, then the

process proceeds to a step 663. In step 663, a "Search FRT according to first PM value and electronically

replace the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay CdPA value," function

(e.g. see Fig. 7c) is invoked before advancing to the step 661 and then on to step 662 (both explained below).

Back at query 653, if the answer to query 653 is instead "two," as in two TCAP-IDs were found

searching the OTT, then the process proceeds to a query 655, which asks "Do first CgPA value and second

TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT CgPA value and OTT Response TCAP-ID value?," where the process



searches the OTT (e.g. see Fig. 11a). If the answer to query 655 is "yes," (e.g. a fifth criteria and/or along the

path of the fifth criteria) then process proceeds to a step 657, which invokes: "Electronically replace RP DPC

value with OTT DPC and RP CdPA value with OTT CdPA," function. From step 657, the process then

advances to a step 661, which invokes an: "Electronically replace RP DPC value with OTT OPC and RP CdPA

value with OTT CgPA" function

Back at query 655, if the answer is instead "no," then the process advances to a query 656 which asks,

"Do first CgPA value and second TCAP-ID match OTT entry for OTT CdPA value and OTT TCAP-ID value?"

If the answer to query 656 is "no," (e.g. a seventh criteria and/or along the path of the seventh criteria) where no

matched entry was found in the OTT, then the process advances to a terminator 659, which states: "Discard

Parsed Message (PM)," that is executed. If the answer to query 656 is instead "yes," (e.g. a sixth criteria and/or

along the path of the sixth criteria) then process advances to a step 658, which invokes an: "Electronically

replace RP DPC value with OTT OPC and RP CdPA value with OTT CgPA" function and then advances to a

step 660, which invokes an: "If OTT Response TCAP-ID is blank, replace OTT Response TCAP-ID with first

TCAP-ID from first message, else pause for X number of seconds," function (e.g. see Figs. 7c and 1lb). Next

the process advances to the step 661 (mentioned above).

From step 661, the process advances to a step 662, which invokes an "If necessary, employ logic to

adjust length indicator bits" function, where the operation in step 661 may invoke logic if any adjustments are

necessary to the length indicator bits before updating step 652 and advancing to a terminator 664 with a "Ready

to transmit the RP TCAP-ID message via SSx (e.g. SS7)" may be invoked.

FIG. 17 is a flowchart depicting a TCAP [Transaction Capabilities Application Part] transaction, for

US ANSI41 or CDMA in an alternative embodiment. Starting with a terminator 200, with a "(Start)

Transaction", the process proceeds to a step 202, with a "First message (e.g. a New TCAP message)" is a new

TCAP message in this embodiment and depicted example. The first message has associated headers and

information including a first MTP [Message Transfer Part ] header (containing a first DPC [Destination Point

Code] and a first OPC [Originating Point Code]), a first SCCP [Signaling Connection Control Part] header

(containing a first CdPA [Called Party Address] and first CgPA[Calling Party Address]), and a first TCAP

header (e.g. containing a first TCAPID for a "ping-pong" TCAP transactions).

From step 202, the first message proceeds to a step 203, where the first message is received by a SS7

MTP. The step 203 is then followed by a step 204 with a "Parse First message" where the process parses the

first message for the first OPC that was received in and/or associated with the first MTP header and the first

TCAPID (here, as only one TCAPID in this example) that was received in and/or associated with the first TCAP

header.

Next, a step 205 with a "Search for Matching entry in OTT [Open Transactions Table]"utilizes the first

OPC received in and/or associated with the first MTAP header and the first TCAPID (only one) received in

and/or associated with the first TCAP header to search an Open Transaction Table (OTT) and determine if there

are any matching values (or a first set of OTT entries). If the answer to a query 206 with a "Match in OTT?" is

answered "No," where there are no matching values (or no set of matching OTT entries) found in the OTT, then

the process proceeds to a step 207. Here in step 207, the process proceeds to a Fixed Routing Table (FRT)

where the FRT utilizes the first OPC received from and/or associated with the first MTP header to locate a

second set of entries (e.g. a second DPC+CdPA relay) in the FRT that is associated with the first DPC.



From step 207, the process proceeds to a step 208, with a "Replace First Set of DPC+CdPA with

Second Set of DPC+CdPA" process, where the second set of entries located in the FRT for a specific

DPC+CdPA relay associated with the first DPC contains the second set of DPC+CdPA bits that replaces a first

set of DPC+CdPA bits that were previously received from and/or associated with the first message, thus

transforming the first MTP header and the first SCCP header from the first message to generate a second TCAP

message with an associated second MTP header and an associated second SCCP header in step 209.

Next, the process proceeds to a step 210, with a "Replace a First Set of OPC+CgPA bits with the First

Set of DPC+CdPA" process, where the second TCAP message is further transformed. Here, the first set of

DPC+CdPA bits received in the associated first MTP header and the associated first SCCP header received in

and/or associated with the first message replace the first set of OPC+CgPA bits of the relay associated with the

second TCAP message.

In a Step 2 11, the first message, here transformed into the second TCAP message per the FRT, is ready

for relay transmission using an associated second relay DPC that replaced a relay DPC, along with an associated

second relay OPC that replaced a first OPC, an associated second relay CdPA that replaced a relay CdPA, and

an associated second relay CgPA that replaced a relay CgPA. Further, where all were respectively super

imposed onto the first MTP header and the first SCCP header of, and associated with, the first message to

generated the second TCAP message.

Next, a terminator 212, with a "Provide First Set of OTT Entries" process is where a set of entries are

provided for the OTT from the associated second DPC and the associated second CdPA from the FRT generated

from the first OPC in a first CgPA and a first TCAPID received and/or in association with the first message.

If the answer back at query 206, was instead "Yes," where there are matching values (or a set of

matching OTT entries) found in the OTT for the first OPC and the first TCAPID from and/or associated with the

first message, then the process proceeds to a step 214. For example, the "yes," in query 206, could be where a

third OPC and a third TCAIP from a received and/or associated third TCAP message either matches a specific

OTT value(s)/set of OTT entries (e.g. from an original/same (e.g. first) OPC+TCAPID that was received

initially (e.g. from the first message)), or matches a different OTT value(s)/set of OTT entries in the OTT (e.g.

for the associated second DPC, the associated second TCAPID, the associated second OPC, and the associated

second TCAPID that was previously received from the FRT from and/or associated with the second TCAP

message).

At step 214 is where a "Select and Replace/Overlay DPC Bits and CdPA bits" process is performed.

Here, the determined to be matching OTT values/set of OTT entries in query 206 (e.g. for a third set of relay

DPC bits and a third set of relay CdPA bits from the OTT) are selected and then replaced/overlaid onto a

previous set of DPC bits (e.g. the first set of DPC bits or a second set of DPC bits) and a previous set of CgPA

bits (e.g. the first set of DPC bits or a second set of CgPA bits), thus transforming the first message (e.g. the last

received message) into a third TCAP message based upon the transforming of the previous set of DPC bits into

an associated third set of DPC bits in association with the first message and transforming the previous set of

CgPA bits into an associated third set of CgPA bits also associated with the third TCAP message, in a step 215

depicted with a "First message transforms into A Third TCAP message."

From step 215, the process proceeds to a step 216, with a "Replace a Second Set of OPC+CgPA bits

with First Set of DPC+CdPA" process, where the third TCAP message is further transformed. Here, the first set



of DPC+CdPA bits received in the associated first MTP header and the associated first SCCP header received in

and/or associated with the first message are replaced/overlaid with the second set of OPC+CgPA bits of the

relay associated with the third TCAP message. Thus transforming the first MTP header and the first SCCP

header from the first message to generate the third TCAP message which includes a third MTP header and a

third SCCP header.

Next, the process proceeds to a Step 217 where the now transformed third TCAP message per the OTT

(previously the first message) is now ready for relay via a SS7 transmission using a third relay DPC that

replaced/overlaid the relay DPC, along with a third relay OPC that replaced/overlaid the first OPC, a third relay

CdPA that replaced/overlaid the relay CdPA, and a third relay CgPA that replaced/overlaid the relay CgPA.

Further, where all were respectively super-imposed onto the first MTP header and the first SCCP header of the

first message to generate the third TCAP message. From step 217, the process proceeds to a terminator 218,

with an "OTT Entry Matching Last Received OPC+TCAPID Is Removed" that is processed and where the set of

OTT entries matching the last received OPC and TCAPID are then removed from the OTT.

FIG. 18 depicts a call flow of an embodiment employing the Relay Platform (RP) where a Mobile

Device is a Prepay Subscriber connected to a Mobile Network along with a series of Detection Points (DPs).

The messages marked optional are required for a Prepay SCP. Other SCPs may or may not include the optional

messages. Here the call flow represents a CAMEL [Customized Application for Mobile network Enhanced

Logic] prepay detection point with the Relay Platform (RP), where at designation (1) (on FIG. 18) represents a

point where, if a Subscriber' s HLR profile contains the CAMEL detection point corollary of WIN IS-771

Prepay "Origination_Attempt_Authorized (OAA)" for Prepay with SS7 destination CC, or if subscriber is not

Prepay, then the RP updates a HLR profile to make the subscriber's profile OAA CAMEL corollary SS7

destination BB (e.g. intentionally use the Prepay detection point for a non-Prepay subscriber). The HLR

propagates the subscriber's new profile to a Visited MSC/VLR.

At (1) the Subscriber dials an Originally Called Number (OCN). The OAA CAMEL corollary causes

the MSC to send an IDP to the BB via GTT. At (2) the RP relays a copy of the IDP to the CC via a GTT. A

received SCCP CgPA's E.164 identifies the SCP to relay to, or identifies that there is no SCP and normal

Actionable Audio (e.g. play announcement) proceeds.

At (3) the prepay SCP starts a non-optional CAMEL TC-Continue conversation with a new OTID2.

An OTID1 from the IDP becomes a DTID1 in a non-optional RRBE at (4). Here, for those non- Prepay

subscribers that have been temporarily given OAA CAMEL corollary for the Actionable Audio

(AA/AAM/announcement) (e.g. Play Announcement), the RP will generate the OTID2 for the RRBE. The

RRBE activates per-call triggers in the MSC/VLR for an answer, disconnect, abandon, etc. Next, at (5) the

RP uses the OTID2 from the RRBE to send an ETC

At (6) the SCP generates a TC-Continue:Continue or a TC- Continue:Connect(OCN). Here, the RP

holds this message until the Actionable Audio (AA/AAM/announcement) is released. Next at (7), the RP

generates a TC-Continue: DFC. The MSC/VLR sends an ISUP REL. At (8) the TC-Continue:Continue or the

TC-Continue: Connect(OCN) is relayed to the MSC/VLR after a pause of X seconds where X is specific to the

length in seconds that is required to play the specific Actionable Audio content. .

At (9) the call to the OCN is answered, then (10) is disconnected. Here, the RP relays non-optional

per- call messages for 0_Answer and 0_Disconnect to SCP. Then at ( 11) the SCP sends an non-optional



ReleaseCall to close out the OTID1 transaction at the MSC/VLR that began with the IDP that the RP relays to

MSC, or, the RP sends a non-optional ReleaseCall. Last at (12) the MSC/VLR sends a TC-End to close out the

OTID2 transaction that began with the RRBE and the RP relays the TC-End to close out the OTID2 transaction

begun by the SCP with RRBE, or, the RP adjusts the TC-End OTID2 to match the OTID2 that the SCP used in

designation (8).

In another embodiment of the call flow depicted in Fig. 18 (not depicted), there would preferably be

enhanced and/or additional functionality suitable for allowing for the utilization of an OAA CAMEL corollary

at the MSC/VLR and a PrePay SCP, where the message exchange/flow up to designation (8) could be relatively

the same. Once the Actionable Audio is played the RP goes into transparent mode where any received SS7

message from the PrePay SCP is automatically relayed to the MSC/VLR by transforming the MTP and SCCP

headers of the received message and vice-versa for any received SS7 message for the MSC. Thus allowing the

PrePay SCP to initiate a mid-call announcement (aka a "whisper tone") and other advanced PrePay functionality

without the RP having to know specifically what is taking place.

In various non-limiting embodiments, and in general, a TCAP message means all the MTP header bits,

all the SCCP header bits and all the TCAP header bits that precede all of the ANS14 1/CAMEL protocol bits. In

an embodiment (not depicted) of the method to relay messages related to SS7 TCAP transactions via MTP

header and SCCP header bit overlays (replacements), where in general, wireless networks rely on SS7 TCAP

transactions to conduct inter-node protocols (ANSI41/WIN or GSM/CAMEL) that support wireless call

processing and roaming.

In various non-limiting embodiments, SS7 messages are relayed and/or exchanged between nodes to

open, optionally "continue" and then close TCAP transactions. In various non-limiting embodiments, SS7

Message Transfer Part (MTP), SS7 Signaling Connection Control Party (SCCP) and TCAP headers are used to

deliver SS7 messages from a source node to a destination node.

In various non-limiting embodiments, a Relay Platform (RP) is an intermediate SS7 node that allows

the TCAP source and TCAP destination nodes to process TCAP transactions as if there were no intermediate

node. In various non-limiting embodiments, the Relay Platform is able to enhance TCAP transactions that pass

thru the Relay Platform without disrupting the intended wireless protocols between a source SS7 node and a

destination SS7 node.

In various non-limiting embodiments, SS7 TCAP transactions are a relatively simple "ping-pong"

process, where a source node "pings" an originating SS7 message towards a destination node to open a TCAP

transaction and then the destination node "pongs" a response SS7 message to close the TCAP transaction but is

not depicted..

A relay method flow chart for US ANSI41 /WIN protocol messages that use Route by DPC-SSN is

shown for the simple "ping-pong" TCAP transactions. A relay method for GSM/CAMEL "ping-pong" TCAP

transactions that use Route by GTT is also possible (but is not depicted).

In various non-limiting embodiments, the protocol messages that support GSM/CAMEL Prepay

application relay and/or exchange multiple SS7 messages that "continue" an open TCAP transaction. These SS7

messages are typically easily identified since these contain both a Destination TCAPID (DTID) and an

Originating TCAPID (OTID). In various non-limiting embodiments, protocol messages that open and close a

TCAP transaction would only have one TCAPID. In various non-limiting embodiments, TCAP messages such



as BE for CAMEL Prepay that "continue" an open TCAP transaction have two TCAPIDs that represent two

open TCAP transactions, one at each SS7 node, and each will receive a separate protocol message that will close

the transaction at that node.

In another embodiment of the "ping-pong" (e.g. a TCAP transaction that exchanges only two SS7

messages) TCAP transactions in Route by DPC-SSN SS7 networks, a new TCAP message is received by SS7

MTP. The MTP header contains a DPC and an OPC, along with the SCCP header that contains a CdPA and

CgPA, and the TCAP header that contains only one TCAPID for a "ping-pong" TCAP transaction.

Next, is a parse TCAP message to obtain received OPC in MTP header and received TCAPID in TCAP

header. Then, the process utilizes the received OPC+TCAPID to search for a matching entry in Open

Transaction Table (OTT). If no match is found in OTT then use received DPC from MTP header to locate a

Fixed Routing Table (FRT) entry that associates the received OPC with a relay DPC+CdPA.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the new relay DPC+CdPA bits from FRT overlay directly onto

the received DPC+CdPA bits to transform the received TCAP message's MTP and SCCP headers. The received

MTP and SCCP headers are further transformed by direct overlay of the received DPC+CdPA bits onto the

transformed relay's OPC+CgPA bits.

Here, the originally received, but now transformed, TCAP message is ready for relay transmission

using a new relay DPC, a new relay OPC, a new relay CdPA and a new relay CgPA that are all super-imposed

onto the original TCAP message's MTP and SCCP headers - where all other bits in the TCAP message remain

intact

In various non-limiting embodiments, a new entry in the OTT is required for the FRT's DPC, along

with: the FRT's CdPA, the original received OPC, the original received CgPA and the original received

TCAPID. If a received TCAP message's OPC+TCAPID search does locate a matching entry in the OTT, e.g.

the last received TCAP message' s OPC+TCAPID values match either OTT entry with the same original

received OPC+TCAPID; or the last received OPC+TCAPID matches an entry in OTT for the FRT' s DPC+

Original TCAPID.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the matching OTT entry indicates what new relay DPC bits and

what new relay CdPA bits are required to overlay onto the last received message' s DPC bits and CdPA bits.

The last received TCAP message' s DPC bits and last received CdPA bits are overlay onto the new relay TCAP

message' s OPC and CgPA. The transformed TCAP message is ready for relay SS7 transmission. The OTT

entry that matched the last received OPC+TCAPID is removed.

In an embodiment of the TCAP "continue" transactions in Route by GTT SS7 networks, in-general, the

most countries/networks use Route by GTT to route TCAP messages from source SS7 node to destination SS7

node (with the exception of US and Canadian ANSI41 SS7 networks). Here, a new TCAP message is received

by SS7 MTP. Next, a parsing of the MTP header is performed to obtain the received DPC bits and the received

OPC bits. While a parsing of the SCCP header is to obtain the received CdPA bits and the received CgPA bits.

The parse of the TCAP header is to obtain one or two TCAPIDs.

If there are two TCAPIDs in the received TCAP header, then there will be an existing open TCAP

transaction entry in the OTT, where the process utilizes the received CdPA bits and the received TCAP

Destination TCAPID (DTID) bits to locate the corresponding entry in the Open Transaction Table. In various

non-limiting embodiments, the OTT entry that matches a received CgPA+DTID indicates which relay DPC bits



along with which relay CdPA bits that are required to overlay onto the received DPC and received CdPA to

transform the received TCAP message for SS7 relay transmission.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the received MTP and SCCP headers are further transformed by

a direct overlay of the received DPC+CdPA bits onto the relay' s OPC+CgPA bits to complete relay message

transformation. Note, in this embodiment, the Routinglndicator bit in the relay CgPA bits would preferably

require that it be forced to a value of '0' to indicate Route by the GTT. Further, if this is the first TC-Continue

type TCAP message (e.g. RRBE sent from Prepay SCP) then the received OTID is added to the matched entry

in OTT to replace the blank Response OTID.

In various non-limiting embodiments, a matched entry in the OTT for CAMEL Prepay would now

become: STP's OPC, MSC's CgPA, MSC's OTID, FRT's DPC, FRT's CdPA, and SCP's OTID. If there is

only one TCAPID in the received TCAP message, then this message will either be open a new OTT entry, if

there is none that matches the received CgPA+TCAPID; or the TCAP message will close an existing entry in

the OTT, but only after the received TCAP message is transformed for relay SS7 transmission: If there is no

entry in OTT that matches the received CgPA+TCAPID bits, then a new entry is created in OTT using the

received OPC bits, along with the received CgPA bits, received original OTID bits, with FRT-DPC bits and

FRT-CdPA bits obtained from the FRT entry that matches the received CdPA bits. The OTT entry for a second

TCAPID is left blank until the first TC-Continue type TCAP message's Response OTID is received.

In various non-limiting embodiments, if there is an entry in OTT that matches received

CgPA+TCAPID bits, then that entry is used to transform the received TCAP message. The received MTP and

SCCP headers are further transformed by direct overlay of the received DPC+CdPA bits onto the relay' s

OPC+CgPA bits to complete relay message transformation. In various non-limiting embodiments, the

Routinglndicator bit in the relay CgPA bits must be forced to a value of '0' (zero) to indicate Route by GTT. In

various non-limiting embodiments, when the transformed TCAP message is ready for SS7 relay transmission,

the matched OTT entry is removed to close the Response TCAP transaction.

Some of the advantages of the above systems and methods are that, in various non-limiting

embodiment, only a SIGTRAN MTP stack is required which can represent significant expenditures for each RP

or similar deployment and/or associated data center. In addition, some embodiments make it easier to adapt to

other countries' existing SS7 MTP, since a received message is parsed into raw binary variables. Meaning, in

some embodiments of this disclosure, there would preferably be requirement to completely unravel a received

TCAP message similar to some existing state-of-the-art, systems, methods, and requirements.

For example, employing the art of a Dialogic stack requires far more unraveling than the present

disclosure to get to the MTP, SCCP and TCAP headers. Meaning, in some embodiment of this disclosure, the

TCAP message in and out throughput could potentially be 10 to 100 times faster than, say employing the art of

the Dialogic stack, or other TCAP stacks/art.

In some embodiments, there are ways to remove a dependency on the Dialogic ISUP stack, to instead

use VoIP from a wireless carrier's network to SIP-based DID numbers per the RP that could partially and/or

wholly avoid the ISUP. Whereas a traditional Tl voice trunk may add significant overhead in installation

delays, costs, and/or the like, to either or both the mobile network operator (e.g. MNO, MO, carrier, etc.) or to

the RP entity/provider, such an installation alone may an add an addition two months or more.



In addition, the presented disclosure allows for throughput, dependence, visibility and/or corrections to

a potentially rejected TCAP message, say for a rejected TCAP message that compiles with ANSI standards ("no

DPC in CdPA"). Whereas, some traditional pieces of network equipment, firmware, software, logic, and/or

providers has and/or may become an "end-of-life" piece of network equipment, firmware, software, logic,

and/or the like. Meaning the network provider and/or the provider of the piece of network equipment, firmware,

software, logic, and/or like, may no longer support, fix known bugs, and/or the like; say when the rejected

TCAP message complies with the ANSI standards ("no DPC in CdPA").

Another System and Method of Managing Mobile Network Traffic

In another embodiment of managing mobile network traffic of the present disclosure, there is a

modification to the traditional handoff (or handover) process in a base station subsystem of the mobile network

and/or mobile network operators. Traditionally, the mobile network handoff (or handover) process involves

maintaining a connection between the mobile device and a first base station (or similar) until a criteria is met

(e.g. a weak signal threshold) causing the mobile device to search for a second base station (e.g. with a superior

signal/threshold) and thus the connection is transferred from the first base station to the second base station,

dropping or releasing the first connection.

For the traditional realization of handoffs in a mobile network (or cellular network) each cell is

assigned a list of potential target cells, which can be used for handing-off a call from this first source cell to

another. These potential target cells are called neighbors and the list is called a neighbor list. A variety of

different algorithms may be used for input data from field measurements or computer predictions of radio wave

propagation in the areas covered by the cells.

Traditionally during a call one or more parameters of the signal in the channel in the source cell are

monitored and assessed in order to decide when a handoff (or handover) may be necessary. The downlink

(forward link) and/or uplink (reverse link) directions may be monitored. The handoff (or handover) may be

requested by the phone or by the base station (BTS) of its source cell and, in some systems, by a BTS of a

neighboring cell. The phone (or mobile device) and the BTSs of the neighboring cells monitor each other others'

signals and the best target candidates are selected among the neighboring cells. In some systems, mainly based

on CDMA, a target candidate may be selected among the cells which are not in the neighbor list. This is done in

an effort to reduce the probability of interference due to a near-far effect.

In analog systems the parameters used as criteria for requesting a hard handoff (or handover) are

usually based upon the received signal power and the received signal-to-noise ratio (the latter may be estimated

in an analog system by inserting additional tones, with frequencies just outside the captured voice-frequency

band at the transmitter and assessing the form of these tones at the receiver). In non-CDMA 2G digital systems

the criteria for requesting hard handoff (or handover) may be based on estimates of the received signal power,

bit error rate (BER) and block error/erasure rate (BLER), received quality of speech (RxQual), distance between

the phone and the BTS (estimated from the radio signal propagation delay) and others. In CDMA systems, 2G

and 3G, the most common criterion for requesting a handoff (or handover) is Ec/Io ratio measured in the pilot

channel (CPICH) and/or RSCP.

Traditionally in a CDMA system, when the mobile device (e.g. phone) is in a "soft handoff or a

"softer handoff mode, then there may be connections to several cells simultaneously. Here, the process

receives several signals in parallel using a rake receiver. Each signal is processed by a module called a rake



finger. A typical design of a rake receiver in a mobile device (e.g. phone) includes three or more rake fingers

used in a soft handoff state for processing signals from a plurality of cells and one additional finger used to

search for signals from other cells. A set of cells, whose signals are used during a soft handoff, is referred to as

an active set. If the search finger locates a sufficiently- strong signal (in terms of high Ec/Io or SCP) from a

new cell this cell is added to the active set. The cells in the neighbor list (called in a CDMA neighboring set)

are checked more frequently than the rest and thus a particular handoff with the neighboring cell is more likely,

however a particular handoff with others cells outside the neighbor list is also allowed (as may be unavailable

with GSM, IS-136/DAMPS, AMPS, NMT, etc.).

Typically, a hard handover is one in which the channel (or connection) in the source cell is released and

only then the channel in the target cell is engaged. Thus the connection to the source is broken before or 'as' the

connection to the target is made—for this reason such handovers are also known as "break-before-make"

handover or connection. In general, hard handovers are intended to be instantaneous in order to minimize the

disruption to the call. A hard handover is typically perceived by network engineers as an event during the call.

It requires the least processing by the mobile network providing service. When a mobile call is between base

stations, then the mobile call can switch with any of the base stations, so the base stations bounce the link with

the mobile back and forth. This is called ping-ponging (and not be confused with the earlier mentioned "ping-

pong" method of the relay method for US ANSI41AVINprotocol messages that utilize a route by DPC-SSN via

the relatively simple "ping-pong" TCAP transactions).

Soft Handoff (or handover)

There have been some modifications to the handoff (or handover) process where there is a so-called

soft handoff (or handover) process and/or a softer handoff (or handover) process. Here the connections to the

first base station and the second base station or the say "two connections" are maintained for a period of time

before releasing the connection to the first base station. So basically there is a "one-two-one series of

connections" where the two connections are maintained for a particular duration of time during the handoff (or

handover) process.

Further, the soft handover typically is one in which the channel in the source cell is retained and used

for a while in parallel with the channel in the target cell. In this case the connection to the target is established

before the connection to the source is broken, hence this handover is also called a make-before-break. The

interval, during which the two connections are used in parallel, may be relatively brief or substantial. For this

reason the soft handover is perceived by network engineers as a state of the call, rather than a brief event. Soft

handovers may involve using connections to more than two cells: connections to three, four or more cells can be

maintained by one phone at the same time. In some cases, when a call is in a state of soft handover, the signal

of the best of all used channels can be used for the call at a given moment or all the signals can be combined to

produce a clearer copy of the signal. The latter is more advantageous, and when such combining is performed

both in the downlink (forward link) and the uplink (reverse link) the handover is termed as softer. Softer

handovers are possible when the cells involved in the handovers have a single cell site.

Two-Three-Two Series of Connections

Here in the present disclosure, there is an embodiment of a system and an associated computer-

implemented method performed by a computer processor for attempting to maintain at least a "two-three-two

series (2-3-3) of connections" during a handoff (or handover) process and/or during an on-going mobile usage.



For example, during the on-going mobile usage in a particular area and/or with a particular mobile network,

and/or say during a particular event, a particular window of time, for a particular fee and/or bid, and/or the like.

Primary/Secondary Connections

In various non-limiting embodiments, the base station subsystem (or similar, e.g. repeaters) of the

mobile network (e.g. of a particular mobile network operator) would seek to maintain an at least two

connections between an at least two base stations (or similar) and the mobile device, say during a call/usage

(e.g. voice, data, and/or the like). Further, wherein the at least two connections include a designated primary

connection and a secondary connection. In various non-limiting embodiments, the designated primary

connection would preferable conduct the on-going mobile usage and the secondary would preferably comprise

at least one of the following connections types/roles/functions: a redundant cutover connection, backup

connection, duplicate connection, dual-use connection, separate use connection, a data vs. voice connection, a

voice vs. data connection, a party line connection, a tracking connection, and/or the like. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the designated primary connection and a plurality of additional connections would

preferably be combined to create a combined connection, per a combination criterion.

The on-going mobile connection involves attempting to maintain the at least two connections with the

(designated) primary connection and secondary connection, wherein if the (designated) primary connection is

lost, the secondary automatically, systematically, conditionally, and/or manually, becomes the (designated)

primary connection, wherein the system automatically, systematically, conditionally, and/or manually seeks a

new or replacement secondary connection. Further, wherein if the (designated) primary connection is

maintained, but the secondary connection is lost, the system then also automatically, systematically,

conditionally, and/or manually seeks for the replacement secondary connection.

In various non-limiting embodiments of this present disclosure, the on-going mobile connection

involves attempting to maintain the at least two connections with the (designated) primary connection and

secondary connection, wherein if the (designated) primary connection is lost, the secondary automatically,

systematically, conditionally, and/or manually, becomes the (designated) primary connection, wherein the

system automatically, systematically, conditionally, and/or manually seeks a new or replacement secondary

connection. Further, wherein if the (designated) primary connection is maintained, but the secondary

connection is lost, the system then also automatically, systematically, conditionally, and/or manually seeks for

the replacement secondary connection.

Extra-Soft Handoffs

In various non-limiting embodiments of this present disclosure, the handoff (or handover) process

involves attempting to maintain the two connections until one of the two connections meets a first criteria (e.g. a

weak signal value/range/threshold) causing the mobile device to automatically, systematically, conditionally,

and/or manually search and/or include a tertiary/third connection. Further, wherein the weakest (or say, e.g. a

relatively most expensive to the mobile network operator and/or most expensive to the mobile subscriber) of the

three connections can be automatically, systematically, conditionally, and/or manually released due to, say a

second criteria. In various non-limiting embodiments, the second criteria comprising an at least one of the

following: a particular signal value, range, threshold; usage concentration/density; available coverage

area/zone; signal-to-noise ratio/value; interference value/level; roaming cost; connection cost; subscriber's plan



agreement/criteria/bid; subscriber's per event premium fee/bid/budget; subscriber's usage history, and/or the

like.

For example, the duration of the least two connections and/or the three connections can be based in part

on a premium paid by the subscriber in-general, paid per window of time, per location, per device, per family

member, per day of the week, and/or the like. In another example, the duration of the least two connections

and/or the three connections could be based in part on a winning bid by a particular subscriber within a pool of

competing bids and/or subscribers, say for a particular window of time, location, device, family plan member,

contracting entity/account, day of the week, and/or the like. In another example, the duration of the least two

connections and/or the three connections could be based in part on the costs per connection per window of time

and/or status, where there may be connections with a status of say, active, searched, available, considered, bid

for, desired, relative-inexpensive, free, wifi, off-network, roaming, and/or the like; and/or associated with one

particular mobile network, mobile network operator, and/or a plurality of mobile network operators, and/or the

like.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the mobile device can be modified to facilitate and /or allow for

a plurality of connections. In various non-limiting embodiments, a first set of instructions and/or a first logic

for determining a number of connections, the designated primary connection, the secondary connection, the

combining of connections, the handoff, and/or the like, may be based in part upon a second set of instructions

and/or a second logic based inside the mobile device itself.

In various non-limiting embodiments, another benefit of the plurality of connections, is there is an

ability to share connections and/or switch between different technologies, say share or switch between wifi and

bluetooth, or share or switch between (vs. handoff) wifi and GSM and/or CDMA, or share and switch between

wifi with a designated landline and/or with GSM, or share and switch between (or handoff) from GSM to

UMTS or from CDMA IS-95 to cdma2000 and come back, as assigned in predetermined logic, say

automatically (e.g. per signal strength), systematically (e.g. per mobile operator settings), conditionally (e.g. per

user fees and/or bids), and/or manually (e.g. per a user via a user-interface on the mobile device).

It should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that there could be additional embodiments of the

system and the associated computer-implemented method performed by the computer processor for attempting

to maintain other plurality of series of connections, say a "three-three-three series of connections," a "three-

two-three series of connections," a "three-four-three series of connections," and/or the like, depending on the

circumstances, say during the handoff (or handover) process and/or during the on-going mobile usage. For

example, where there is a number of overlapping connections available, and/or someone has paid a premium to

maintain a connection and/or to maintain a plurality of connections in, say a particular area and/or with a

particular mobile network, and/or say during a particular event, a particular window of time, for a particular fee

and/or bid, and/or the like.

FIG. 19 depicts an operating environment 37 in which the various systems, methods, and data

structures described herein may be implemented. In various non-limiting embodiments, the exemplary

Operating Environment 37 of FIG. 19 includes a general purpose computing device in the form of a Computer

337, including a Processing Unit 306, a System Memory 308, and a System Bus 301 that operatively couples

various system components, including the System Memory to the Processing Unit 306. In various non-limiting

embodiments, there may be only one or there may be more than one processing unit 306, such that the processor



of Computer 337 comprises a single central processing unit (CPU), or a plurality of processing units, commonly

referred to as a parallel processing environment. In various non-limiting embodiments, the Computer 337 may

be a conventional computer, a distributed computer, or any other type of computer.

In various non-limiting embodiments, and in-general, the Computer 337 represents the computer

utilized in the RP 50, and/or RP 50, preferably wherein the functionality required to perform a variety of

disclosed system and module functions is provided by the Computer 337 and/or similar. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the Computer 337 represents a particular computer associated with the RP 50 and/or RP 50,

preferably wherein the functionality required to perform a variety of disclosed system and module functions is

provided by the Computer 337 and/or similar.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the Computer 337 may represent the computer and functionally

utilized in the third party server, and/or account, preferably wherein the functionality required to perform a

variety of disclosed system and module functions is provided by the Computer 337 and/or similar. In various

non-limiting embodiments, the Computer 337 represents a particular computer associated with the third party

server, and/or account, preferably wherein the functionality required to perform a variety of disclosed system

and module functions is provided by the Computer 337 and/or similar.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the Computer 337 may represent the computer and functionally

utilized in the client, and/or device, preferably wherein the functionality required to perform a variety of

disclosed system and module functions is provided by the Computer 337 and/or similar. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the Computer 337 represents a particular computer associated with the client, and/or device,

preferably wherein the functionality required to perform a variety of disclosed system and module functions is

provided by the Computer 337 and/or similar.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the System Bus 301 may be any of several types of bus

structures, including a memory bus or memory controller, a peripheral bus, and/or a local bus using any of a

variety of bus architectures. In various non-limiting embodiments, the system memory may also be referred to

as simply the memory, and includes Read Only Memory (ROM) 312 and random access memory (RAM) 326. A

basic input/output system (BIOS) 313, containing he basic routines that help to transfer information between

elements within the Computer 337, such as during start-up, is stored in ROM 312. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the Computer 337 further includes a hard disk drive (e.g. storage 336 or storage medium) for

reading from and writing to a hard disk (e.g. Storage medium 336, Storage medium 109, 109a, 109b, 109c), a

magnetic disk drive for reading from or writing to a removable magnetic disk, and an optical disk drive for

reading from or writing to a removable optical disk, such as a CD-ROM, digital versatile disk (DVD), or other

optical media.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the hard disk drive, magnetic disk drive, and optical disk drive

are connected to the System Bus 301 by the Hard Disk Drive Interface 318, a Magnetic Disk Drive Interface

319, and an Optical Disk Drive Interface 320, respectively. In various non-limiting embodiments, the drives and

their associated computer-readable media provide nonvolatile storage (e.g. storage medium) of computer-

readable instructions, data structures, program modules and other data for the computer 337. It should be

appreciated by those skilled in the art that any type of computer-readable media which can store data that is

accessible by a computer, such as magnetic cassettes, flash memory cards, flash memory devices (e.g. card,



stick), smart cards, digital video disks, Bernoulli cartridges, random access memories (RAMs), read only

memories (ROMs), and the like, may be used in the Operating Environment 37.

A number of program modules may be electronically stored on the hard disk, magnetic disk, optical

disk, ROM 312, or RAM 326, including an Operating System 314, one or more Application Programs 315,

Other Program Modules 316, and Program Data 317. At least one of the Application Programs 315 is a host

application operable to control presentation of media and/or content using a playlist and respond to user and

application initiated events.

A user may enter commands and information into the personal computer 337 through input devices

such as a Keyboard 334 and pointing device or a Mouse 335. Other input devices may include a Microphone

333, a (not shown) joystick, game pad, satellite dish, scanner, and/or the like. In various non-limiting

embodiments, these and other input devices are often connected to the Processing Unit 306 through a serial port

interface or SIO 324 that is coupled to the System Bus 301, but may be connected by other interfaces, such as a

parallel port, game port, a universal serial bus (USB) and Other Ports 321, or a PCI/PCIe Devices (IO) 322. A

Monitor 331 or other type of display device is also connected to the System Bus 301 via an interface, such as a

video adapter and may include a Graphics Processor 310. In addition to the monitor, computers typically include

other peripheral output devices, such as a Speaker(s) 332, and printers (not shown).

In various non-limiting embodiments, the Computer 337 may operate in a networked environment

using logical connections to one or more remote devices (e.g. clients, servers, storages, and/or the like), such as

a Remote device 328 or connect to one or more than one additional storage devices, such as the cloud storage

109d medium. In various non-limiting embodiments, these logical connections may be achieved by a

communication device coupled to or a part of the Computer 337, or in other manners. In various non-limiting

embodiments, the Remote device 328 may be another computer, a server, a router, a network PC, a client, a peer

device or other common network node, and typically includes many or all of the elements described above

relative to the Computer 337. In various non-limiting embodiments, the logical connections depicted herein

include a local-area network (LAN) 303, a wide-area network (WAN) 305, and the Internet 40. Such

networking environments are commonplace in office networks, enterprise-wide computer networks, intranets

and the Internal, which are all types of networks.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the use/subscriber/customer, representatives of the

use/subscriber/customer, corresponding network operator, and/or accounts, may access or communicate with a

manager via a device (e.g. customer device) over a communication channel. The device (e.g. customer device)

may be a server, a virtual machine, a desktop computer, a laptop computer, a mobile computing device, or any

other computing platform from which a user/subscriber/customer/account, or a customer agent (e.g. account)

may interact with the manager . The device (e.g. customer device) or the manager may also be virtual servers

running in one of the virtual compute clouds (e.g. N-Nl). A communication channel may be wired or wireless.

The communication channel may operate over an intranet, a private network, a public network, or encrypted

private channels over a public network. In some embodiments, the manager presents an API (Application

Programming Interface) via the communication channel to the device (e.g. customer device). In some

embodiments, the interface presented by the manager is a web interface or website. In some embodiments, the

device (e.g. customer device) executes software configured to communicate with the manager.



In various non-limiting embodiments, each cloud is hosted by a cloud provider and directly managed

by a cloud controller. Each cloud (e.g. N-Nl) may be a multi-tenant cloud, that is, each cloud host may sell

cloud based services to multiple parties or tenants. Multi-tenant cloud computing service providers include, for

example, Amazon.com, Inc. (e.g., Amazon Web Services), Rackspace Hosting, Inc. (e.g., Rackspace Cloud),

Google Inc. (e.g. Google Compute Engine), and Microsoft Corp. (e.g., Windows Azure). Providers generally

host servers and services that enable customers to instantiate a number of virtual servers in a variety of different

configurations to match their needs and to launch various services related to the virtual servers. For example,

Amazon.com, Inc., provides virtual servers in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC), and it

provides services in Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S), Amazon Elastic Load Balancer (ELB),

Amazon Dynamo DB, and Amazon Relational Database Service (Amazon RDS).

In various non-limiting embodiments, a cloud-based service may be established by a cloud controller

(e.g. X) or by the cloud manager. For example, a customer/device may access the manager , e.g., via a device

and the communication channel, and request that a service be established, maintained, rerouted, throttled,

updated, suspended, terminated, re-assigned, and/or the like. The manager coordinates instantiation of a cloud-

based service in a cloud (e.g. N). The customer, account, or network operator (e.g. mobile network operator),

may then use the manager to monitor the cloud-based service instance and to handle any other service oriented

requests. In some embodiments, the manager provides the device with a token or access entity credentials (e.g.

roles and permissions) enabling the device (e.g. customer device) to communicate directly with the service, e.g.,

via communication channel.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the user device, manager, and clouds (eg. N-Nl) may be

connected in any manner, and via any network or networks. In various non-limiting embodiments, the channels

may comprise the Internet, local networks, web servers, file servers, routers, databases, computers, servers,

network appliances, or any other computing devices capable of sending and receiving information. A network

may comprise computing devices connected via cables, infrared ports, wireless signals, or any other means of

connecting multiple computing devices. A network and any devices connected to the networks may

communicate via any communication protocol used to communicate among or within computing devices,

including without limitation SSL, BitTorrent, HTML, XML, RDP, ICA, FTP, HTTP, SIP, XMPP (also known

as Jabber), TCP, IP, UDP, IPX, SPX, NetBIOS, NetBEUI, SMB, SMTP, Ethernet, ARCNET, Fiber Distributed

Data Interface (FDDI), RS, ΓΕΕΕ ., IEEE .a, IEE .b, IEEE .g, IEEE .n, WiMax and direct asynchronous

connections, or any combination and/or extensions thereof. The network may comprise mobile telephone

networks utilizing any protocol or protocols used to communicate among mobile devices, including AMPS,

TDMA, CDMA, GSM, GPRS or UMTS.

In various non-limiting LAN-networking environments or including LAN-networks, the Computer 337

is connected to the LAN 303 through an adapter or Network Interface 325, which is one type of communications

device. When used in a WAN-networking environment, the Computer 337 typically includes a Modem 327, a

type of communications device, or any other type of communications device for establishing communications

over the WAN 305. In various non-limiting embodiments, the Modem 327, which may be internal or external, is

connected to the System Bus 301 via the serial port interface/SIO 324. In a networked environment, program

modules depicted relative to the Computer 337, or portions thereof, may be stored in the remote memory storage

device/medium (not shown here).



In addition to the LAN 303 and the WAN 305, the logical connections may include a Public Switched

Telephone Network (PSTN) 43, a Mobile Network Operator 42 (with a Mobile Network 309), and a Wireless

Access Point 330 (with a Wireless Network 307). When used in PSTN 43, the Computer 337 typically includes

a type of communications device such as a Wired-Line Client 111, or any other type of communications device

for establishing communications over the PSTN 43. In the PSTN 43 environment, the program modules, or

portions thereof, may be stored at the PSTN 43.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the logical connections for the Mobile Network Operator 42 with

the associated Mobile Network 309, the Computer 337 typically includes a type of communications device such

as the Cellular Client 104, or any other type of communications device for establishing communications over the

Mobile Network 309. In the Mobile Network 309 environment, the program modules, or portions thereof, may

be electronically stored on the storage medium, e.g. at the MNO 25 and/or within the communications devices.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the logical connections for the Wireless Access Point 330 with

the associated Wireless Network 307, the Computer 337 typically includes a type of communications device

such as the Mobile Client 61, VOIP Client 107 or any other type of communications device for establishing

communications over the Wireless Network 307. In the Wireless Network 307 environment, the program

modules or portions thereof may be electronically stored on storage device/medium at the Wireless Access Point

330 and/or within the communications devices.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the disclosure presents various methods performed by a

computer having a memory and a processor for data interchange, the method compromising a receiving a first

user input; analyzing the first user input; generating a relative accuracy score, where the first user input is

relatively compared with a second input; analyzing the relative accuracy score against a relative accuracy

criteria, wherein a violation of the relative accuracy criteria generates a prompt; sending the prompt to an entity;

and receiving a decision from the entity.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the disclosure presents various methods performed by a

computer having a memory and a processor for information extraction, natural language processing, and

relationship mapping, including parsing, analyzing, indexing, classifying, evaluating, and/or the like, including

the utilization of semantics analysis where each every data element, object, person, item, node, device, location,

subject, delineation, segment, interval, and/or the like, mentioned herein should be considered a node for

relationship mapping. Further, where this entire specification, pages, headings, paragraphs, sentences, words,

figures, steps, parts, objects, tables, fields, and/or the like, is a node, and/or can be parsed and treated like a node

for relationship purposes. Further, each and every element herein this specification, pages, headings,

paragraphs, sentences, words, figures, steps, parts, objects, tables, fields, node, user, term, rule, element, and/or

the like, can be parsed, analyzed, and evaluated to provide a relationship to each every other node, including

nodes referenced outside the specifications, such as website, other art, prior applications. Further, each and

every element herein this specification, pages, headings, paragraphs, sentences, words, figures, steps, parts,

objects, tables, fields, node, user, term, rule, element, and/or the like, can be parsed, analyzed, and evaluated to

generate triples, IP-Triples, triple statements, IP-Statements, and/or the like.

The foregoing description of the present disclosure has been provided for purposes of illustration and

description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit any invention to the precise forms disclosed. Many

modifications and variations will be apparent to the practitioner skilled in the art. Embodiments were chosen and



described in order to best explain the principles of any particular disclosure/invention and its practical

application, thereby enabling others skilled in the art to understand any particular disclosure/invention, the

various embodiments and with various modifications that are suited to the particular use contemplated. It is

intended that the scope of a particular disclosure/invention be defined by the following claims and their

equivalents.

It should be noted as well that certain embodiments may be implemented as a system, method or

computer program product. Accordingly, aspects may take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an

entirely software embodiment (including firmware, resident software, micro-code, et cetera) or an embodiment

combining software and hardware aspects that may all generally be referred to herein as a "circuit," "module" or

"system." Furthermore, aspects may take the form of a computer program product embodied in one or more

computer readable medium(s) having computer readable program code embodied therewith.

Any combination of one or more computer readable medium(s) may be utilized. In various non-

limiting embodiments, the computer readable medium may be a computer readable signal medium or a

computer readable storage medium. A computer readable storage medium may be, for example, but not limited

to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or device, or

any suitable combination of the foregoing. More specific examples (a non-exhaustive list) of the computer

readable storage medium would include the following: an electrical connection having one or more wires, a

portable computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an

erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), an optical fiber, a portable compact disc

read-only memory (CD-ROM), an optical storage device/medium, a magnetic storage device/medium, or any

suitable combination of the foregoing. In the context of this document, a computer readable storage medium

may be any tangible medium that can contain or store a program for use by or in connection with an instruction

execution system, apparatus, or device.

A computer readable signal medium may include a propagated data signal with computer readable

program code embodied therein, for example, in baseband or as part of a carrier wave. Such a propagated signal

may take any of a variety of forms, including, but not limited to, electro-magnetic, optical, or any suitable

combination thereof. A computer readable signal medium may be any computer readable medium that is not a

computer readable storage medium and that can communicate, propagate, or transport a program for use by or in

connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or device.

Program code embodied on a computer readable medium may be transmitted using any appropriate

medium, including but not limited to wireless, wireline, optical fiber cable, RF, et cetera, or any suitable

combination of the foregoing.

Computer program code for carrying out operations for various aspects may be written in any

combination of one or more programming languages, including an object oriented programming language such

as Java™, Smalltalk, C++ or the like and conventional procedural programming languages, such as the "C"

programming language or similar programming languages. In various non-limiting embodiments, the program

code may execute entirely on a single computer (device), partly on a single computer, as a stand-alone software

package, partly on single computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on a remote computer or server.

In the latter scenario, the remote computer may be connected to another computer through any type of network,



including a local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection may be made for

example through the Internet 40 using an Internet Service Provider.

Aspects are described herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams of

methods, apparatuses (systems) and computer program products according to example embodiments. It will be

understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in

the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer program instructions. In

various non-limiting embodiments, these computer program instructions may be provided to a processor of a

general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other programmable data processing apparatus to

produce a machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the processor of the computer or other

programmable data processing apparatus, create means for implementing the functions/acts specified in the

flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

In various non-limiting embodiments, these computer program instructions may also be stored in a

computer readable medium that can direct a computer, other programmable data processing apparatus, or other

devices to function in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored in the computer readable medium

produce an article of manufacture including instructions which implement the function/act specified in the

flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the computer program instructions may also be loaded onto a

computer, other programmable data processing apparatus, or other devices to cause a series of operational steps

to be performed on the computer, other programmable apparatus or other devices to produce a computer

implemented process such that the instructions which execute on the computer or other programmable apparatus

provide processes for implementing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or

blocks.

The described features, advantages, and characteristics of the disclosure may be combined in any

suitable manner in one or more embodiments. One skilled in the relevant art will recognize that the disclosure

may be practiced without one or more of the specific features or advantages of a particular embodiment. In other

instances, additional features and advantages may be recognized in certain embodiments that may not be present

in all embodiments of the disclosure. Therefore, one having ordinary skill in the art will readily understand that

the disclosure as discussed above may be practiced with steps in a different order, may be practiced with

hardware elements in configurations which are different than those which are disclosed, and that embodiments

may be combined in any appropriate manner.

Those of skill would further appreciate that the various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits,

and algorithm steps described in connection with the aspects disclosed herein may be implemented as electronic

hardware, computer software, or combinations of both. To clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware

and software, various illustrative components, blocks, modules, circuits, and steps have been described above

generally in terms of their functionality. Whether such functionality is implemented as hardware or software

depends upon the particular application and design constraints imposed on the overall system. Skilled artisans

may implement the described functionality in varying ways for each particular application, but such

implementation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a departure from the scope of the present

disclosure.



As used in this application, the terms "component", "module", "system", and the like are intended to

refer to a computer-related entity, either hardware, a combination of hardware and software, software, or

software in execution. For example, a component may be, but is not limited to being, a process running on a

processor, a processor, an object, an executable, a thread of execution, a program, and/or a computer. By way of

illustration, both an application running on a server and the server can be a component. One or more

components may reside within a process and/or thread of execution and a component may be localized on one

computer and/or distributed between two or more computers.

In addition, the term application as used herein refers to computer software program in general and can

further encompass data, configuration settings, etc., used by the computer software program. Examples include

utilities such as e-mail, Short Message Service (SMS) text utility, DTMF, IM, chat interface, web browsers,

calculators, viewers, media players, games, calendars, tasks, to-do-lists, shopping-lists, contact managers, home

monitoring/security surveillance, etc. In an exemplary aspect, application can refer to software that is suitable

for use on a mobile device, especially to being downloaded via a Wireless Local Access Network (WLAN) or

Wireless Wide Area Network (WWAN).

As a further example, applications as used herein can also refer to widgets, which can be a code set

installed or executed in a webpage without compilation. Examples of widget information which can be

downloaded through the Internet 40 include information of weather, sports, financial news, stock

data/ticks/reports, stock market data/ticks/reports, medical records, prescription records/data, traffic, real-time

search ranking, photos, slides, presentations, videos, playlists, post-it notes, horoscopes, etc. Widgets can be

added to social networking profiles, blogs, or Web sites. Examples of types of widgets include (1) a widget

engine, (2) GUI widgets (which are a component of a graphical user interface in which the user interacts), (3)

Web widgets (which refer to a third party item that can be embedded in a Web page), and (4) mobile widgets (a

third party item that can be embedded in a mobile device/phone).

For clarity, examples herein denote applications that are locally stored on user equipment, mobile

devices, handset, access terminals, etc. However, implementations can encompass applications that are remotely

stored. Similarly, for clarity distributing of the applications to the mobile devices can be described as being

wirelessly downloaded from a WWAN or WLAN or P2P. However, implementations can include wired

distribution, manual insertion of non-transitory computer readable storage medium, and unlocking a previously

installed software object.

The word "exemplary" used anywhere herein is to mean serving as an example, instance, or

illustration. Any aspect or design described herein as "exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred

or advantageous over other aspects or designs.

Various aspects will be presented in terms of systems that may include a number of components,

modules, and the like. It is to be understood and appreciated that the various systems may include additional

components, modules, etc. and/or may not include all of the components, modules, etc. discussed in connection

with the Figures. A combination of these approaches may also be used. The various aspects disclosed herein can

be performed on electrical devices including devices that utilize touch screen display technologies and/or

mouse-and-keyboard type interfaces. Examples of such devices include computers (desktop and mobile), smart

phones, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and other electronic devices both wired and wireless.



In addition, the various illustrative logical blocks, modules, and circuits described in connection with

the aspects disclosed herein may be implemented or performed with a general purpose processor, a digital signal

processor (DSP), an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field programmable gate array (FPGA) or

other programmable logic device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hardware components, or any

combination thereof designed to perform the functions described herein. A general purpose processor may be a

microprocessor, but in the alternative, the processor may be any conventional processor, controller,

microcontroller, or state machine. A processor may also be implemented as a combination of computing

devices, e.g., a combination of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of microprocessors, one or more

microprocessors in conjunction with a DSP core, or any other such configuration.

Furthermore, the one or more versions may be implemented as a method, apparatus, or article of

manufacture using standard programming and/or engineering techniques to produce software, firmware,

hardware, or any combination thereof to control a computer to implement the disclosed aspects. The term

"article of manufacture" (or alternatively, "computer program product") as used herein is intended to encompass

a computer program accessible from any computer-readable device, carrier, or media. For example, computer

readable media can include but are not limited to magnetic storage devices (e.g., hard disk, floppy disk,

magnetic strips . . .), optical disks (e.g., compact disk (CD), digital versatile disk (DVD) . . .), smart cards, and

flash memory devices (e.g., card, stick). Additionally it should be appreciated that a carrier wave can be

employed to carry computer-readable electronic data such as those used in transmitting and receiving electronic

mail or in accessing a network such as the Internet 40 or a local area network (LAN). Of course, those skilled in

the art will recognize many modifications may be made to this configuration without departing from the scope

of the disclosed aspects.

In various non-limiting embodiments, the steps of a method or algorithm described in connection with

the aspects disclosed herein may be embodied directly in hardware, in a software module executed by a

processor, or in a combination of the two. A software module may reside in RAM memory, flash memory,

ROM memory, EPROM memory, EEPROM memory, registers, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or

any other form of storage medium known in the art. An exemplary storage medium is coupled to the processor

such the processor can read information from, and write information to, the storage medium. In the alternative,

the storage medium may be integral to the processor. In various non-limiting embodiments, the processor and

the storage medium may reside in an ASIC. In various non-limiting embodiments, the ASIC may reside in a

user terminal. In the alternative, the processor and the storage medium may reside as discrete components in a

user terminal.

The previous description of the disclosed aspects is provided to enable any person skilled in the art to

make or use the present disclosure. Various modifications to these aspects will be readily apparent to those

skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments without

departing from the spirit or scope of the disclosure. Thus, the present disclosure is not intended to be limited to

the embodiments shown herein but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and novel

features disclosed herein.

Also, it is noted that the embodiments may be described as a process that is depicted as a flowchart, a

flow diagram, a structure diagram, or a block diagram. Although a flowchart may describe the operations as a

sequential process, many of the operations can be performed in parallel or concurrently. In addition, the order



of the operations may be rearranged. In various non-limiting embodiments, a process is terminated when its

operations are completed. In various non-limiting embodiments, a process may correspond to a method, a

function, a procedure, a subroutine, a subprogram, etc. When a process corresponds to a function, its

termination corresponds to a return of the function to the calling function or the main function.

In view of the exemplary systems described supra, methodologies that may be implemented in

accordance with the disclosed subject matter have been described with reference to several flowcharts, flow

diagrams. While for purposes of simplicity of explanation, the methodologies are shown and described as a

series of blocks, it is to be understood and appreciated that any claimed subject matter is not limited by the order

of the blocks, as some blocks may occur in different orders and/or concurrently with other blocks from what is

depicted and described herein. Moreover, not all illustrated blocks may be required to implement the

methodologies described herein. Additionally, it should be further appreciated that the methodologies disclosed

herein are capable of being stored on an article of manufacture to facilitate transporting and transferring such

methodologies to computers. The term article of manufacture, as used herein, is intended to encompass a

computer program accessible from any computer-readable device, carrier, or media.

Similarly, a storage may represent one or more devices for storing data, including read-only memory

(ROM), random access memory (RAM), magnetic disk storage mediums, optical storage mediums, flash

memory devices and/or other non-transitory machine readable mediums for storing information. The term

"machine readable medium" includes, but is not limited to portable or fixed storage devices, optical storage

devices, wireless channels and various other non-transitory mediums capable of storing, comprising, containing,

executing or carrying instruction(s) and/or voice/time and/or data.

Furthermore, embodiments may be implemented by hardware, software, firmware, middleware,

microcode, or a combination thereof. When implemented in software, firmware, middleware or microcode, the

program code or code segments to perform the necessary tasks may be stored in a machine-readable medium

such as a storage medium or other storage(s). One or more than one processor may perform the necessary tasks

in series, distributed, concurrently or in parallel. In various non-limiting embodiments, a code segment may

represent a procedure, a function, a subprogram, a program, a routine, a subroutine, a module, a software

package, a class, or a combination of instructions, data structures, or program statements. In various non-

limiting embodiments, a code segment may be coupled to another code segment or a hardware circuit by passing

and/or receiving information, voice/time and/or data, arguments, parameters, or memory contents. In various

non-limiting embodiments, information, arguments, parameters, data, etc. may be passed, forwarded, or

transmitted through a suitable means including memory sharing, message passing, token passing, network

transmission, etc.

It should be appreciated that any patent, publication, or other disclosure material, in whole or in part,

that is said to be incorporated by reference (e.g. incorporated by reference in its entirety for all purposes) herein

is incorporated herein only to the extent that the incorporated material does not conflict with existing definitions,

statements, or other disclosure material set forth in this disclosure. As such, and to the extent necessary, the

disclosure as explicitly set forth herein supersedes any conflicting material incorporated herein by reference.

Any material, or portion thereof, that is said to be incorporated by reference herein, but which conflicts with

existing definitions, statements, or other disclosure material set forth herein, will only be incorporated to the

extent that no conflict arises between that incorporated material and the existing disclosure material.



CLAIMS

What is Claimed is:

Claim 1. A computer-implemented method of a communication session, the computer-implemented method

comprising:

a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of:

b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP);

c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a parsed first message, wherein the parsed first message

includes a list of parsed PM values comprising a first Parsed Message (PM) value;

d) generating a first RP message from the parsed first message; wherein the generated first RP message

comprises:

a first RP MTP header;

a first RP SCCP header; and

a first RP TCAP header;

e) determining if the parsed first message contains PM TCAP-ID,

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-IDs, then update the first RP message

according to a first criteria;

determining whether the parsed first message contains one TCAP-ID, then update the first RP message

according to a second criteria; and

determining whether the parsed firs message contains two TCAP-IDs, then update the first RP message

according to a third criteria;

f ) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PM value per the list of

parsed PM values in the parsed first message:

determining whether any OTT entry in a list of OTT entries is a found match to the first PM value and

the PM TCAP-ID;

then the found match is a first OTT entry; and

then update the first RP message per a second criteria; or

determining whether no OTT entry in the list of OTT entries is found to match the first PM value and

the PM TCAP-ID:

then the OTT search receives an OTT null; and

then update the first RP message per a criteria fifth criteria; and

g) adjusting the first RP message, wherein the adjusted first RP message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx

node.

Claim 2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the communication session is between a

Signaling System (SSx) node and the Relay Platform (RP).

Claim 3. The computer-implemented method of claim 2, wherein the parsed first message is a first Transaction

Capability Application Part (TCAP) message.



Claim 4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, wherein the one TCAP-ID is a first TCAP-ID.

Claim 5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the RP-TCAP that is comprised of two

TCAP-IDs, the two TCAP-IDs comprise the first TCAP-ID and a second TCAP-ID.

Claim 6. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, wherein the two TCAP-IDs are the first TCAP-ID and

a second TCAP-ID.

Claim 7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, wherein the TCAP message, further comprises a first

MTP header and a first Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) header.

Claim 8. The computer-implemented method of claim 7, wherein the first MTP header comprises:

a first point code value associated with the first message; and

a second point code value associated with the first message.

Claim 9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the first PM value comprises a first

Origination Point Code (OPC) value.

Claim 10. The computer-implemented method of claim 9, wherein the first PM value comprises a first

Destination Point Code (DPC) value.

Claim 11. The computer-implemented method of claim 9, wherein the first PM value comprises the first OPC

value or the first DPC value.

Claim 12. The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein the first SCCP header comprises:

a first Calling Party Address (CgPA) value; and

a first Called Party Address (CdPA) value.

Claim 13. The computer-implemented method of claim 12, wherein the first PM value comprises both the first

OPC value and the first CgPA value.

Claim 14. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, wherein the first RP MTP header comprises:

a first RP point code value associated with the first RP message; and

a second RP point code value associated with the first RP message.

Claim 15. The computer-implemented method of claim 14, wherein the first RP point code value comprises a

first RP OPC value.



Claim 16. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, wherein the second point code value comprises a

first RP DPC value.

Claim 17. The computer-implemented method of claim 16, wherein the RP SCCP header comprises:

a first RP CgPA value; and

a first RP CdPA value.

Claim 18. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, wherein the first criteria includes:

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-assigned

values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PM value and electronically replacing the first RP DPC value

with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the first RP message per the first

criteria.

Claim 19. The computer-implemented method of claim 18, wherein the second criteria includes:

determining whether the first OTT entry is found, then update the first RP message per the second criteria.

Claim 20. The computer-implemented method of claim 19, wherein the criteria fifth criteria includes:

determining whether the OTT null is received, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that

matches the first PM value and the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the first RP message per the

criteria fifth criteria.

Claim 2 1. The computer-implemented method of claim 20, wherein the second OTT entry can become the first

OTT entry and vice versa.

Claim 22. The computer-implemented method of claim 18, wherein the first criteria includes:

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-ID:

searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PM value and electronically

replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with the relay CdPA value to update

the first RP message per a criteria sixth criteria fifth criteria.

Claim 23. The computer-implemented method of claim 22, wherein the criteria sixth criteria fifth criteria

includes:

determining whether the list of OTT entries contains no OTT match for both the first TCAP-ID and the first

OPC value with either an OTT OPC value and an OTT response TCAP-ID value nor with an OTT DPC value and an

OTT TCAP-ID value:

searching the FRT according to the first OPC value;

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first RP CdPA value with a relay

CdPA value; and



electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the first RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates the first OTT

entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.

Claim 24. The computer-implemented method of claim 18, wherein the second criteria includes:

determining whether the first OTT entry is found, then update the first RP message per a criteria seventh

criteria.

Claim 25. The computer-implemented method of claim 24, wherein the criteria seventh criteria further

comprises:

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and a first RP CdPA value with an

OTT CgPA value;

erasing the OTT response TCAP-ID value that matched;

deleting any OTT entry from the list of OTT entries that contains neither the OTT TCAP-ID or the OTT

Response TCAP-ID; and

electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the first RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value.

Claim 26. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, wherein the FRT comprises a plurality of pre-

assigned values.

Claim 27. The computer-implemented method of claim 26, wherein the plurality of pre-assigned values, further

comprises:

a list of potential OPC values each associated with the relay DPC value; and

a list of potential CgPA values each associated with the relay CdPA value.

Claim 28. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the criteria fifth criteria includes:

determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PM value and the PM TCAP-

ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that matches the first PM value and the PM

TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the first RP message per a criteria eight criteria.

Claim 29. The computer-implemented method of claim 28, wherein the criteria eight criteria includes:

determining whether the matching entry is not found in the OTT to match with both the first TCAP-ID and the

first OPC value with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value, nor with the OTT DPC value

and the OTT TCAP-ID value:

searching the FRT according to the first OPC value;

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first RP CdPA value with a relay

CdPA value;



generating an associated OTT entry in the OTT using the first TCAP-ID value as the OTT TCAP-ID value, the

first OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the OTT

DPC value, the relay CdPA value as the OTT CdPA value; and

electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the first RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates an associated

OTT entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.

Claim 30. The computer-implemented method of claim 29, wherein the criteria eight criteria further comprises:

determining whether the OTT contains an OTT match of both the second TCAP-ID from the list of parsed PM

values, and the first OPC value with the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value:

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and the first RP CdPA value with the OTT

CdPA, and electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the first RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value in the matched OTT entry.

Claim 31. The computer-implemented method of claim 30, wherein the criteria eight criteria further comprises:

determining whether the OTT contains the OTT match of both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC value

with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value:

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and the first RP CdPA value with the

OTT CgPA.

Claim 32. The computer-implemented method of claim 31, wherein the criteria eight criteria further comprises:

determining whether the OTT response TCAP-ID value is blank:

replacing the OTT Response TCAP-ID value with the first TCAP-ID from the first TCAP message:

else pause for X number of seconds in time, wherein X is either a pre-assigned value or dynamically generated;

and

electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the first RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value in the first RP message.

Claim 33. The computer-implemented method of claim 32, wherein the criteria eight criteria further comprises:

determining whether the OTT contains no OTT match for both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC value

with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value nor with the OTT DPC value and the OTT

TCAP-ID value:

discarding the first TCAP message.

Claim 34. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the adjusting of first RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SSx node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the first RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.



Claim 35. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7 (SS7)

node.

Claim 36. The computer-implemented method of claim 35, wherein the adjusting of first RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the first RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.

Claim 37. The computer-implemented method of claim 36, wherein a timer is employed to run for a hmited

period of time.

Claim 38. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 39. The computer-implemented method of claim 38, wherein an expiration of the limited period of time

causing the communication session to proceed as normal.

Claim 40. The computer-implemented method of Claim 39, wherein the first TCAP message received is via a

SS7 protocol.

Claim 4 1. The computer-implemented method of Claim 40, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message

Transport Part (MTP).

Claim 42. The computer-implemented method of Claim 40, wherein the first TCAP message received via the

SS7 comprises a node.

Claim 43. The computer-implemented method of Claim 42, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile

Switching Center (MSC).

Claim 44. The computer-implemented method of Claim 43, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC.

Claim 45. The computer-implemented method of Claim 44, wherein the RP is physically located within the

MSC.

Claim 46. The computer-implemented method of Claim 42, wherein node comprises a Service Control Point

(SCP).

Claim 47. The computer-implemented method of Claim 46, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.



Claim 48. The method of claim 40, wherein via the SS7 protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile

communication (GSM) communication network.

Claim 49. The method of claim 48, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7

transmission per the GSM communication network.

Claim 50. The computer-implemented method of Claim 42, wherein node comprises a gateway.

Claim 51. The method of claim 50, wherein the gateway is suitable over an internet protocol.

Claim 52. The method of claim 5 1, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for the gateway.

Claim 53. The method of claim 1 , wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet

Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Claim 54. The computer-implemented method of Claim 3, wherein the first TCAP message is received during

an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 55. The computer-implemented method of Claim 3, wherein the first TCAP message is received during

an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 56. A computer-implemented method of a communication session between a Signaling System (SSx)

node and a Relay Platform (RP), the computer-implemented method comprising:

a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of:

b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP);

c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a parsed first message, wherein the parsed first message

includes a list of values comprising a first Parsed Message (PM) value;

d) generating a first RP message from the parsed first message; wherein the generated first RP message

comprises:

a first RP MTP header;

a first RP SCCP header; and

a first RP TCAP header;

e) determining if the parsed first message contains a PM TCAP-ID, wherein the PM TCAP-ID is either a first

TCAP-ID or a second TCAP-ID, or contains no TCAP-ID:

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-

assigned values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PM value and electronically replacing a

first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and a first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the first

RP message per a first criteria;



f searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PM value per the list of

parsed PM values in the parsed first message:

determining whether a first OTT entry is a found match to the first PM value and the PM TCAP-ID in

the OTT, then update the first RP message per a second criteria; or

determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PM value and the PM

TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PM value and

the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the first RP message per a criteria fifth criteria; and

g) adjusting the first RP message, wherein the adjusted first RP message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx

node.

Claim 57. The computer-implemented method of claim 56, wherein the first PM value comprises both a first

OPC value and a CdPA value.

Claim 58. The computer-implemented method of claim 57, wherein the second OTT entry can become the first

OTT entry and vice versa.

Claim 59. The computer-implemented method of claim 56, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7

(SS7) node.

Claim 60. The computer-implemented method of claim 59, wherein the adjusting of first RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the first RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.

Claim 6 1. The computer-implemented method of claim 60, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 62. The computer-implemented method of claim 56, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 63. The computer-implemented method of claim 62, wherein an expiration of the limited period of time

causing the communication session to proceed as normal.

Claim 1 . A computer-implemented method of a communication session between a Signaling System (SSx) node and a

Relay Platform (RP), the computer-implemented method comprising:

Claim 64. The computer-implemented method of Claim 63, wherein the first TCAP message received is via a

SS7 protocol.



Claim 65. The computer-implemented method of Claim 64, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message

Transport Part (MTP).

Claim 66. The computer-implemented method of Claim 65, wherein the first TCAP message received via the

SS7 comprises a node.

Claim 67. The computer-implemented method of Claim 66, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile

Switching Center (MSC).

Claim 68. The computer-implemented method of Claim 67, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC.

Claim 69. The computer-implemented method of Claim 68, wherein the RP is physically located within the

MSC.

Claim 70. The computer-implemented method of Claim 66, wherein node comprises a Service Control Point

(SCP).

Claim 7 1. The computer-implemented method of Claim 46, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Claim 72. The method of claim 64, wherein via the SS7 protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile

communication (GSM) communication network.

Claim 73. The method of claim 64, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7

transmission per the GSM communication network.

Claim 74. The computer-implemented method of Claim 66, wherein node comprises a gateway.

Claim 75. The method of claim 74, wherein the gateway is suitable over an internet protocol.

Claim 76. The method of claim 75, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for the gateway.

Claim 77. The method of claim 56, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet

Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Claim 78. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP message is received during

an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 79. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP message is received during

an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.



Claim 80. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein a second TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 8 1. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the second TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 82. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the FRT generates the second OTT entry.

Claim 83. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed

message generate a second RP message.

Claim 84. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID is an origination TCAP-

ID.

Claim 85. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a destination

TCAP-ID.

Claim 86. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a responding

TCAP-ID.

Claim 87. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-

ID are compatible with an International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 88. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-

ID are compatible with an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 89. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID or the second TCAP-ID

are compatible with both the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard and International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 90. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-

ID are converted to be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 9 1. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-

ID are converted to be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 92. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed

message generate a second RP message.



Claim 93. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the generated second RP message

comprises:

a second RP MTP header;

a second RP SCCP header; and

a second RP TCAP header.

Claim 94. The computer-implemented method of Claim 93, wherein the second RP message is converted to be

compatible with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 95. The computer-implemented method of Claim 93, wherein the second RP message is converted to be

compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 96. The computer-implemented method of Claim 93, wherein the first RP message and second RP

message is electronic stored temporarily.

Claim 97. The computer-implemented method of Claim 93, wherein the first RP message and second RP

message is electronic stored permanently to generate a historical record of RP messages.

Claim 98. The computer-implemented method of Claim 97, wherein the first RP message and second RP

message are tracked and relatively compared to the historical record of RP messages.

Claim 99. The computer-implemented method of Claim 98, wherein the first RP message or second RP

message have an associated goal.

Claim 100. The computer-implemented method of Claim 99, wherein the relative comparison to the historical

record of first RP messages and second RP messages includes the associated goal for each RP message.

Claim 101 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 100, wherein the relative comparison to the historical

record of RP messages generates a list of scores.

Claim 102. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101, wherein the list of scores comprises a duration

of time in the RP.

Claim 103. The computer-implemented method of Claim 102, wherein the duration of time in the RP includes a

link usage duration time for each relay.

Claim 104. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101, wherein the list of scores comprises a successful

completion score.



Claim 105. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101. wherein the list of scores comprises a

satisfactory completion score.

Claim 106. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101. wherein the list of scores comprises an amount

of revenue generated per first RP message and per second RP message.

Claim 107. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101, wherein the list of scores are prioritized

according to a ranking criteria.

Claim 108. The computer-implemented method of Claim 107, wherein the ranking criteria includes the goal.

Claim 109. The computer-implemented method of Claim 108, wherein the goal is defined by a mobile network

operator (MNO).

Claim 110. The computer-implemented method of Claim 109, wherein the goal is defined by the RP.

Claim 11 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 110, wherein the goal is defined by a Software as a

Service (SaaS) provider.

Claim 11 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 11 , wherein the goal is defined by a third party.

Claim 113. A computer-implemented method of a communication session, the computer-implemented method

comprising:

(a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of:

(b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP);

(c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a Parsed Message (PM), wherein the PM includes a list of

parsed message values comprising a first Parsed Message Value (PMV);

(d) generating a RP message from the list of parsed message values from the PM;

(e) determining whether the list of parsed message values fits a first criteria, wherein the first criteria includes

determining a number of PM Transaction-IDs (PM T-IDs);

(f) determining whether the number of PM T-IDs is zero according to the first criteria, updating the RP message

according to an eight criteria; or

(g) determining whether the number of PM T-IDs contains one PM T-ID according to the first criteria, updating

the RP message according to a second, third, or forth criteria; or

(h) determining whether the number of PM T-IDs contains two PM T-ID PM T-ID according to the first criteria

and updating the RP message according to a fifth, sixth, or seventh criteria; and

(i) adjusting the RP message, wherein the adjusted RP message is of a suitable protocol for transmitting.



Claim 114. The computer-implemented method of claim 113, wherein the adjusting of the RP message of the

suitable protocol for transmitting includes a Signaling System (SSx) protocol.

Claim 115. The computer-implemented method of claim 14, wherein the SSx protocol is Signaling System 7

(SS7) protocol.

Claim 116. The computer-implemented method of claim 115, wherein the communication session is between a

SS7 node and the Relay Platform (RP).

Claim 117. The computer-implemented method of claim 16, wherein the PM comprises a Transaction

Capability Application Part (TCAP) message.

Claim 118. The computer-implemented method of claim 117, wherein the PM T-IDs comprises TCAP-IDs.

Claim . The computer-implemented method of claim 18, wherein the PM containing one PM T-ID

comprises a first TCAP-ID.

Claim 120. The computer-implemented method of claim 19, wherein the PM containing two PM T-ID

comprises the first TCAP-ID and a second TCAP-ID.

Claim 121 . The computer-implemented method of claim 120, wherein the one PM T-ID is the first TCAP-ID.

Claim 122. The computer-implemented method of claim 121, wherein the two TCAP-IDs comprises the first

TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID.

Claim 123. The computer-implemented method of claim 122, wherein the generated, updated, and adjusted RP

message comprises:

a RP MTP header;

a RP SCCP header; and

a RP TCAP header.

Claim 124. The computer-implemented method of claim 123, the PM further comprises a first MTP header and

a first Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) header.

Claim 125. The computer-implemented method of claim 124, wherein the first MTP header comprises:

a first point code value associated with the first message; and

a second point code value associated with the first message.



Claim 126. The computer-implemented method of claim 125, wherein the PM and the first message are

interchangeable.

Claim 127. The computer-implemented method of claim 126, wherein the first PMV comprises a first

Origination Point Code (OPC) value.

Claim 128. The computer-implemented method of claim 127, wherein the first PMV comprises a first

Destination Point Code (DPC) value.

Claim 129. The computer-implemented method of claim 126, wherein the first PMV comprises the first OPC

value or the first DPC value.

Claim 130. The computer-implemented method of claim 127, wherein the first SCCP header comprises:

a first Calling Party Address (CgPA) value; and

a first Called Party Address (CdPA) value.

Claim 13 . The computer-implemented method of claim 130, wherein the first PMV comprises both the first

OPC value and the first CgPA value.

Claim 132. The computer-implemented method of claim 13 1, wherein the RP MTP header comprises:

a RP point code value associated with the RP message; and

a second RP point code value associated with the RP message.

Claim 133. The computer-implemented method of claim 132, wherein the RP point code value comprises a RP

OPC value.

Claim 134. The computer-implemented method of claim 133, wherein the second point code value comprises a

RP DPC value.

Claim 135. The computer-implemented method of claim 134, wherein the RP SCCP header comprises:

a RP CgPA value; and

a RP CdPA value.

Claim 136. The computer-implemented method of claim 135, wherein the eight criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PMV; and

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with a relay

CdPA value to update the RP message per the first and eight criteria.



Claim 137. The computer-implemented method of claim 136, wherein the plurality of pre-assigned values,

further comprises:

a list of potential OPC values each associated with the relay DPC value; and

a list of potential CgPA values each associated with the relay CdPA value.

Claim 138. The computer-implemented method of claim 137, wherein the eight criteria further comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID according to the first criteria; and

(b) searching the plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PMV and electronically

replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with the relay CdPA value to update the

RP message per the first and eight criteria.

Claim 139. The computer-implemented method of claim 138, wherein the second criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the one PM TCAP-ID along with a first PMV per the list

of parsed message values in the PM;

(c) determining whether any OTT entry in a list of OTT entries is a found match to the first PMV and the PM

TCAP-ID; wherein the found match is a first OTT entry; and

(d) updating the RP message per the first and second criteria.

Claim 140. The computer-implemented method of claim 139, the second criteria further comprising:

(a) determining whether the first OTT entry is the found match; and

(b) updating the RP message per the first and second criteria.

Claim 141 . The computer-implemented method of claim 140, wherein the third criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether no OTT entry in the list of OTT entries is the found match to the first PMV and the PM

TCAP-ID, wherein the OTT search receives an OTT null; and

(c) updating the RP message per the first and third criteria.

Claim 142. The computer-implemented method of claim 141, wherein the third criteria further comprises:

electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and a RP CdPA value with an OTT CgPA

value;

erasing the OTT response TCAP-ID value that matched;

deleting any OTT entry from the list of OTT entries that contains neither the OTT TCAP-ID or the OTT

Response TCAP-ID; and

electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP CgPA value with the

first CdPA value.



Claim 143. The computer-implemented method of claim 141, wherein the forth criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT null is received; and

(c) searching the plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT matches the first PMV and the PM TCAP-ID to

generate a second OTT entry and the RP message per the first and forth criteria.

Claim 144. The computer-implemented method of claim 143, wherein the forth criteria further comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the list of OTT entries contains no OTT match for both the first TCAP-ID and the first

OPC value for neither a combination of an OTT OPC value and an OTT response TCAP-ID value nor a combination of

an OTT DPC value and an OTT TCAP-ID value:

(c) searching the FRT according to the first OPC value;

(d) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay

CdPA value; and

(e) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA value with

the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates the first OTT entry in

the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.

Claim 145. The computer-implemented method of claim 144, wherein the forth criteria includes:

(a) determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PMV and the PM TCAP-ID

in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that matches the first PMV and the PM TCAP-ID to

generate a second OTT entry and the RP message per the first criteria and eight criteria.

Claim 146. The computer-implemented method of claim 145, wherein the forth criteria includes:

(a) determining whether the matching entry is not found in the OTT to match with both the first TCAP-ID and

the first OPC value with neither the combination of the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value, nor with

the combination of the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value:

(b) searching the FRT according to the first OPC value;

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay

CdPA value;

(d) generating an OTT entry in the OTT using the first TCAP-ID value as the OTT TCAP-ID value, the first

OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the OTT DPC

value, the relay CdPA value as the OTT CdPA value; and

(d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP CgPA value with the

first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates an OTT entry in the OTT

with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.

Claim 147. The computer-implemented method of claim 146, wherein the fifth criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the first criteria;



(b) determining whether the OTT contains an OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID from the list of

parsed message values and the first OPC value match with the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value;

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and the RP CdPA value with the OTT CdPA;

and

(d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA value with

the first CdPA value in the OTT entry.

Claim 148. The computer-implemented method of claim 147, wherein the fifth criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID from the list of

parsed message values and the first PM value match with the OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA value, and the OTT response

TCAP-ID value;

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and the RP CdPA value with the OTT CdPA;

and

(d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA value with

the first CdPA value in the OTT entry.

Claim 149. The computer-implemented method of claim 148, wherein the sixth criteria includes:

(a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID and the first

OPC value with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value; and

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and the RP CdPA value with the OTT

CgPA.

Claim 150. The computer-implemented method of claim 149, wherein the sixth criteria includes:

(a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID from the list of

parsed message values and the first PM value match with the OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA value, and the OTT response

TCAP-ID value; and

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and the RP CdPA value with the OTT

CgPA.

Claim 15 1. The computer-implemented method of claim 150, wherein the sixth criteria further comprises:

(a) determining whether an OTT response TCAP-ID value is blank;

(b) replacing the OTT Response TCAP-ID value with the first TCAP-ID from the first TCAP message; or

(c) pausing for X number of seconds in time, wherein X is either a pre-assigned value or dynamically generated

value; and

(d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA value with

the first CdPA value in the RP message.



Claim 152. The computer-implemented method of claim 1 1, wherein the seventh criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the OTT contains no OTT match for both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC value

with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value nor with the OTT DPC value and the OTT

TCAP-ID value; and

(b) discarding the PM.

Claim 153. The computer-implemented method of claim 152, wherein the second OTT entry can become the

first OTT entry and vice versa.

Claim 154. The computer-implemented method of claim 153, wherein the adjusting of RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SSx node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.

Claim 155. The computer-implemented method of claim 154, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7

(SS7) node.

Claim 156. The computer-implemented method of claim 155, wherein the adjusting of RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.

Claim 157. The computer-implemented method of claim 156, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 158. The computer-implemented method of claim 113, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 159. The computer-implemented method of claim 158, wherein an expiration of the limited period of

time causing the communication session to proceed as normal.

Claim 160. The computer-implemented method of Claim 159, wherein the first TCAP message received is via a

SS7 protocol.

Claim 161 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 160, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message

Transport Part (MTP).

Claim 162. The computer-implemented method of Claim 160, wherein the first TCAP message received via the

SS7 comprises a node.



Claim 163. The computer-implemented method of Claim 162, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile

Switching Center (MSC).

Claim 164. The computer-implemented method of Claim 163, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC.

Claim 165. The computer-implemented method of Claim 164, wherein the RP is physically located within the

MSC.

Claim 166. The computer-implemented method of Claim 162, wherein node comprises a Service Control Point

(SCP).

Claim 167. The computer-implemented method of Claim 166, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Claim 168. The method of claim 160, wherein via the SS7 protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile

communication (GSM) communication network.

Claim 169. The method of claim 168, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7

transmission per the GSM communication network.

Claim 170. The computer-implemented method of Claim 162, wherein node comprises a gateway.

Claim 171 . The method of claim 170, wherein the gateway is suitable over an internet protocol,

Claim 172. The method of claim 171, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for the gateway.

Claim 173. The method of claim 124, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet

Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Claim 174. The computer-implemented method of Claim 114, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 175. The computer-implemented method of Claim 114, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 176. A computer-implemented method of a communication session between a Signaling System (SSx)

node and a Relay Platform (RP), the computer-implemented method comprising:

(a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of:

(b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP);



(c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a PM, wherein the PM includes a list of values comprising a

first Parsed Message (PM) value;

(d) generating a RP message from the PM; wherein the generated RP message comprises:

a RP MTP header;

a RP SCCP header; and

a RP TCAP header;

(e) determining whether the PM contains a PM TCAP-ID according to a first criteria, wherein the PM TCAP-ID

is either a first TCAP-ID or a second TCAP-ID, or contains no TCAP-ID:

where whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in a Fixed

Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PMV and electronically replacing a RP DPC value with a relay DPC

value and a first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the RP message according to an eight criteria;

(f) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PMV per the list of

parsed message values in the PM:

determining whether first PM value and first TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC value, OTT

CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a second criteria;

determining whether first PM value and second TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC value,

OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a fifth criteria;

determining whether the first OTT entry is not a found match to the first PMV and the first TCAP-ID

in the OTT;

determining whether first PM value and first TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC value, OTT

CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a fifth criteria;

determining whether first PM value and second TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC value,

OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a fifth criteria;

, then update the RP message per a second criteria or a third criteria; or

determining whether a first OTT entry is a found match to the first PMV and the second TCAP-ID in

the OTT, then update the RP message per a forth criteria or a fifth criteria; or

determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PMV and the PM

TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PMV and the

PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the RP message per a forth criteria; and

(g) adjusting the RP message, wherein the adjusted RP message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx node.

Claim 177. The computer-implemented method of claim 176, wherein the first PMV comprises both a first OPC

value and a CdPA value.

Claim 178. The computer-implemented method of claim 177, wherein the second OTT entry can become the

first OTT entry and vice versa.

Claim 179. The computer-implemented method of claim 176, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7

(SS7) node.



Claim 180. The computer-implemented method of claim 179, wherein the adjusting of RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.

Claim 18 . The computer-implemented method of claim 180, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 182. The computer-implemented method of claim 176, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 183. The computer-implemented method of claim 182, wherein an expiration of the limited period of

time causing the communication session to proceed as normal.

Claim 184. The computer-implemented method of Claim 183, wherein the first TCAP message received is via a

SS7 protocol.

Claim 185. The computer-implemented method of Claim 184, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message

Transport Part (MTP).

Claim 186. The computer-implemented method of Claim 185, wherein the first TCAP message received via the

SS7 comprises a node.

Claim 187. The computer-implemented method of Claim 186, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile

Switching Center (MSC).

Claim 188. The computer-implemented method of Claim 187, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC.

Claim 189. The computer-implemented method of Claim 188, wherein the RP is physically located within the

MSC.

Claim 190. The computer-implemented method of Claim 186, wherein node comprises a Service Control Point

(SCP).

Claim 191 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 166, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Claim 192. The method of claim 184, wherein via the SS7 protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile

communication (GSM) communication network.



Claim 193. The method of claim 184, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7

transmission per the GSM communication network.

Claim 194. The computer-implemented method of Claim 186, wherein node comprises a gateway.

Claim 195. The method of claim 194, wherein the gateway is suitable over an internet protocol,

Claim 196. The method of claim 195, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for the gateway.

Claim 197. The method of claim 176, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet

Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Claim 198. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 199. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 200. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein a second TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 201 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the second TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 202. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the FRT generates the second OTT

entry.

Claim 203. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed

message generate a second RP message.

Claim 204. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID is an origination

TCAP-ID.

Claim 205. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a destination

TCAP-ID.

Claim 206. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a responding

TCAP-ID.



Claim 207. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are compatible with an International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 208. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are compatible with an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 209. The computer-implemented method of Claim 1 6, wherein the first TCAP-ID or the second TCAP-

ID are compatible with both the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard and International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 210. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 2 11. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 212. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed

message generate a second RP message.

Claim 213. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the generated second RP message

comprises:

a second RP MTP header;

a second RP SCCP header; and

a second RP TCAP header.

Claim 214. The computer-implemented method of Claim 213, wherein the second RP message is converted to

be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 215. The computer-implemented method of Claim 213, wherein the second RP message is converted to

be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 216. The computer-implemented method of Claim 213, wherein the RP message and second RP message

is electronic stored temporarily.

Claim 217. The computer-implemented method of Claim 213, wherein the RP message and second RP message

is electronic stored permanently to generate a historical record of RP messages.

Claim 218. The computer-implemented method of Claim 217, wherein the RP message and second RP message

are tracked and relatively compared to the historical record of RP messages.



Claim 219. The computer-implemented method of Claim 218, wherein the RP message or second RP message

have an associated goal.

Claim 220. The computer-implemented method of Claim 219, wherein the relative comparison to the historical

record of RP messages and second RP messages includes the associated goal for each RP message.

Claim 221 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 220, wherein the relative comparison to the historical

record of RP messages generates a list of scores.

Claim 222. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores comprises a duration of

time in the RP.

Claim 223. The computer-implemented method of Claim 222, wherein the duration of time in the RP includes a

link usage duration time for each relay.

Claim 224. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores comprises a successful

completion score.

Claim 225. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores comprises a satisfactory

completion score.

Claim 226. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores comprises an amount of

revenue generated per RP message and per second RP message.

Claim 227. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores are prioritized

according to a ranking criteria.

Claim 228. The computer-implemented method of Claim 227, wherein the ranking criteria includes the goal.

Claim 229. The computer-implemented method of Claim 228, wherein the goal is defined by a mobile network

operator (MNO).

Claim 230. The computer-implemented method of Claim 229, wherein the goal is defined by the RP.

Claim 23 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 230, wherein the goal is defined by a Software as a

Service (SaaS) provider.

Claim 232. The computer-implemented method of Claim 231, wherein the goal is defined by a third party.



Claim 233. The computer-implemented method of Claim 232, wherein the goal is defined by a user.

Claim 234. The computer-implemented method of Claim 233, wherein the goal of each of the MNO, RP, SaaS

provider, third party, and user are relatively compared.

Claim 235. The computer-implemented method of Claim 175, wherein the communication session is between a

Signaling System (SS7) node and the Relay Platform (RP).



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 09 September 20 5 (09.09.201 5)

W e claim:

Claim 1. A computer-implemented method of a communication session, the computer-implemented

method comprising:

a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of:

b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP);

c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a parsed first message, wherein the parsed first message

includes a list of parsed PM values comprising a first Parsed Message (PM) value;

d) generating a first RP message from the parsed first message; wherein the generated first RP message

comprises:

a first RP MTP header;

a first RP SCCP header; and

a first RP TCAP header;

e) determining if the parsed first message contains PM TCAP-ID,

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-IDs, then update the first RP

message according to a first criteria;

determining whether the parsed first message contains one TCAP-ID, then update the first RP

message according to a second criteria; and

determining whether the parsed firs message contains two TCAP-IDs, then update the first RP

message according to a third criteria;

f) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PM value per the

list of parsed PM values in the parsed first message:

determining whether any OTT entry in a list of OTT entries is a found match to the first PM value

and the PM TCAP-ID;

then the found match is a first OTT entry; and

then update the first RP message per a second criteria; or

determining whether no OTT entry in the list of OTT entries is found to match the first PM value

and the PM TCAP-ID:

then the OTT search receives an OTT null; and

then update the first RP message per a criteria fifth criteria; and

g) adjusting the first RP message, wherein the adjusted first RP message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx

node.

Claim 2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the communication session is between a

Signaling System (SSx) node and the Relay Platform (RP).

Claim 3. The computer-implemented method of claim 2, wherein the parsed first message is a first

Transaction Capability Application Part (TCAP) message.



Claim 4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3, wherein the one TCAP-ID is a first TCAP-ID.

Claim 5. The computer-implemented method of claim 4, wherein the RP-TCAP that is comprised of two

TCAP-IDs, the two TCAP-IDs comprise the first TCAP-ID and a second TCAP-ID.

Claim 6. The computer-implemented method of claim 5, wherein the two TCAP-IDs are the first TCAP-ID

and a second TCAP-ID.

Claim 7. The computer-implemented method of claim 6, wherein the TCAP message, further comprises a

first MTP header and a first Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) header.

Claim 8. The computer-implemented method of claim 7, wherein the first MTP header comprises:

a first point code value associated with the first message; and

a second point code value associated with the first message.

Claim 9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, wherein the first PM value comprises a first

Origination Point Code (OPC) value.

Claim 10. The computer-implemented method of claim 9, wherein the first PM value comprises a first

Destination Point Code (DPC) value.

Claim 11. The computer-implemented method of claim 9, wherein the first PM value comprises the first

OPC value or the first DPC value.

Claim 12. The computer-implemented method of claim 11, wherein the first SCCP header comprises:

a first Calling Party Address (CgPA) value; and

a first Called Party Address (CdPA) value.

Claim 13. The computer-implemented method of claim 12, wherein the first PM value comprises both the

first OPC value and the first CgPA value.

Claim 14. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, wherein the first RP MTP header comprises:

a first RP point code value associated with the first RP message; and

a second RP point code value associated with the first RP message.

Claim 15. The computer-implemented method of claim 14, wherein the first RP point code value comprises

a first RP OPC value.

Claim 16. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, wherein the second point code value comprises

a first RP DPC value.



Claim 17. The computer-implemented method of claim 16, wherein the RP SCCP header comprises:

a first RP CgPA value; and

a first RP CdPA value.

Claim 18. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, wherein the first criteria includes:

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-assigned

values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PM value and electronically replacing the first RP DPC

value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the first RP message per

the first criteria.

Claim 19. The computer-implemented method of claim 18, wherein the second criteria includes:

determining whether the first OTT entry is found, then update the first RP message per the second criteria.

Claim 20. The computer-implemented method of claim 19, wherein the criteria fifth criteria includes:

determining whether the OTT null is received, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that

matches the first PM value and the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the first RP message per the

criteria fifth criteria.

Claim 21. The computer-implemented method of claim 20, wherein the second OTT entry can become the

first OTT entry and vice versa.

Claim 22. The computer-implemented method of claim 18, wherein the first criteria includes:

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-ID:

searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PM value and electronically

replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with the relay CdPA value to

update the first RP message per a criteria sixth criteria fifth criteria.

Claim 23. The computer-implemented method of claim 22, wherein the criteria sixth criteria fifth criteria

includes:

determining whether the list of OTT entries contains no OTT match for both the first TCAP-ID and the first

OPC value with either an OTT OPC value and an OTT response TCAP-ID value nor with an OTT DPC value and an

OTT TCAP-ID value:

searching the FRT according to the first OPC value;

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first RP CdPA value with a

relay CdPA value; and

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the first RP CgPA

value with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates the first

OTT entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.



Claim 24. The computer-implemented method of claim 18, wherein the second criteria includes:

determining whether the first OTT entry is found, then update the first RP message per a criteria seventh

criteria.

Claim 25. The computer-implemented method of claim 24, wherein the criteria seventh criteria further

comprises:

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and a first RP CdPA value with an

OTT CgPA value;

erasing the OTT response TCAP-ID value that matched;

deleting any OTT entry from the list of OTT entries that contains neither the OTT TCAP-ID or the OTT

Response TCAP-ID; and

electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the first RP CgPA

value with the first CdPA value.

Claim 26. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, wherein the FRT comprises a plurality of pre-

assigned values.

Claim 27. The computer-implemented method of claim 26, wherein the plurality of pre-assigned values,

further comprises:

a list of potential OPC values each associated with the relay DPC value; and

a list of potential CgPA values each associated with the relay CdPA value.

Claim 28. The computer-implemented method of claim 27, wherein the criteria fifth criteria includes:

determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PM value and the PM

TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that matches the first PM value and

the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the first RP message per a criteria eight criteria.

Claim 29. The computer-implemented method of claim 28, wherein the criteria eight criteria includes:

determining whether the matching entry is not found in the OTT to match with both the first TCAP-ID and

the first OPC value with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value, nor with the OTT DPC

value and the OTT TCAP-ID value:

searching the FRT according to the first OPC value;

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first RP CdPA value with a

relay CdPA value;

generating an associated OTT entry in the OTT using the first TCAP-ID value as the OTT TCAP-ID value,

the first OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the

OTT DPC value, the relay CdPA value as the OTT CdPA value; and

electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the first RP CgPA

value with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates an

associated OTT entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.



Claim 30. The computer-implemented method of claim 29, wherein the criteria eight criteria further

comprises:

determining whether the OTT contains an OTT match of both the second TCAP-ID from the list of parsed

PM values, and the first OPC value with the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value:

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and the first RP CdPA value with the

OTT CdPA, and electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the first RP

CgPA value with the first CdPA value in the matched OTT entry.

Claim 31. The computer-implemented method of claim 30, wherein the criteria eight criteria further

comprises:

determining whether the OTT contains the OTT match of both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC

value with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value:

electronically replacing the first RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and the first RP CdPA value with

the OTT CgPA.

Claim 32. The computer-implemented method of claim 31, wherein the criteria eight criteria further

comprises:

determining whether the OTT response TCAP-ID value is blank:

replacing the OTT Response TCAP-ID value with the first TCAP-ID from the first TCAP message:

else pause for X number of seconds in time, wherein X is either a pre-assigned value or dynamically

generated; and

electronically replacing the first RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the first RP CgPA

value with the first CdPA value in the first RP message.

Claim 33. The computer-implemented method of claim 32, wherein the criteria eight criteria further

comprises:

determining whether the OTT contains no OTT match for both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC

value with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value nor with the OTT DPC value and the

OTT TCAP-ID value:

discarding the first TCAP message.

Claim 34. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the adjusting of first RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SSx node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the first RP message according to

an appropriate number of bits.

Claim 35. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7

(SS7) node.



Claim 36. The computer-implemented method of claim 35, wherein the adjusting of first RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the first RP message according to

an appropriate number of bits.

Claim 37. The computer-implemented method of claim 36, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 38. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 39. The computer-implemented method of claim 38, wherein an expiration of the limited period of

time causing the communication session to proceed as normal.

Claim 40. The computer-implemented method of Claim 39, wherein the first TCAP message received is

via a SS7 protocol.

Claim 41. The computer-implemented method of Claim 40, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message

Transport Part (MTP).

Claim 42. The computer-implemented method of Claim 40, wherein the first TCAP message received via

the SS7 comprises a node.

Claim 43. The computer-implemented method of Claim 42, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile

Switching Center (MSC).

Claim 44. The computer-implemented method of Claim 43, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC.

Claim 45. The computer-implemented method of Claim 44, wherein the RP is physically located within the

MSC.

Claim 46. The computer-implemented method of Claim 42, wherein node comprises a Service Control

Point (SCP).

Claim 47. The computer-implemented method of Claim 46, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Claim 48. The method of claim 40, wherein via the SS7 protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile

communication (GSM) communication network.

Claim 49. The method of claim 48, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7

transmission per the GSM communication network.

Ill



Claim 50. The computer-implemented method of Claim 42, wherein node comprises a gateway.

Claim 51. The method of claim 50, wherein the gateway is suitable over an internet protocol.

Claim 52. The method of claim 51, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for the gateway.

Claim 53. The method of claim 12, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet

Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Claim 54. The computer-implemented method of Claim 3, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 55. The computer-implemented method of Claim 3, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 56. A computer-implemented method of a communication session between a Signaling System

(SSx) node and a Relay Platform (RP), the computer-implemented method comprising:

a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of:

b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP);

c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a parsed first message, wherein the parsed first message

includes a list of values comprising a first Parsed Message (PM) value;

d) generating a first RP message from the parsed first message; wherein the generated first RP message

comprises:

a first RP MTP header;

a first RP SCCP header; and

a first RP TCAP header;

e) determining if the parsed first message contains a PM TCAP-ID, wherein the PM TCAP-ID is either a

first TCAP-ID or a second TCAP-ID, or contains no TCAP-ID:

determining whether the parsed first message contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-

assigned values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PM value and electronically replacing a

first RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and a first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the

first RP message per a first criteria;

f) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PM value per the

list of parsed PM values in the parsed first message:

determining whether a first OTT entry is a found match to the first PM value and the PM TCAP-

ID in the OTT, then update the first RP message per a second criteria; or

determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PM value and the

PM TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PM



value and the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the first RP message per a criteria fifth

criteria; and

g) adjusting the first RP message, wherein the adjusted first RP message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx

node.

Claim 57. The computer-implemented method of claim 56, wherein the first PM value comprises both a

first OPC value and a CdPA value.

Claim 58. The computer-implemented method of claim 57, wherein the second OTT entry can become the

first OTT entry and vice versa.

Claim 59. The computer-implemented method of claim 56, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7

(SS7) node.

Claim 60. The computer-implemented method of claim 59, wherein the adjusting of first RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the first RP message according to

an appropriate number of bits.

Claim 61. The computer-implemented method of claim 60, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 62. The computer-implemented method of claim 56, wherein a timer is employed to run for a limited

period of time.

Claim 63. The computer-implemented method of claim 62, wherein an expiration of the limited period of

time causing the communication session to proceed as normal.

Claim 64. The computer-implemented method of Claim 63, wherein the first TCAP message received is

via a SS7 protocol.

Claim 65. The computer-implemented method of Claim 64, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a Message

Transport Part (MTP).

Claim 66. The computer-implemented method of Claim 65, wherein the first TCAP message received via

the SS7 comprises a node.

Claim 67. The computer-implemented method of Claim 66, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile

Switching Center (MSC).

Claim 68. The computer-implemented method of Claim 67, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC.



Claim 69. The computer-implemented method of Claim 68, wherein the RP is physically located within the

MSC.

Claim 70. The computer-implemented method of Claim 66, wherein node comprises a Service Control

Point (SCP).

Claim 71. The computer-implemented method of Claim 46, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Claim 72. The method of claim 64, wherein via the SS7 protocol is suitable for a global system for mobile

communication (GSM) communication network.

Claim 73. The method of claim 64, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7

transmission per the GSM communication network.

Claim 74. The computer-implemented method of Claim 66, wherein node comprises a gateway.

Claim 75. The method of claim 74, wherein the gateway is suitable over an internet protocol.

Claim 76. The method of claim 75, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for the gateway.

Claim 77. The method of claim 56, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet

Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Claim 78. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 79. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 80. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein a second TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 81. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the second TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 82. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the FRT generates the second OTT

entry.



Claim 83. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed

message generate a second RP message.

Claim 84. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID is an origination

TCAP-ID.

Claim 85. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a destination

TCAP-ID.

Claim 86. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a responding

TCAP-ID.

Claim 87. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are compatible with an International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 88. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are compatible with an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 89. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID or the second

TCAP-ID are compatible with both the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard and International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 90. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 91. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 92. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed

message generate a second RP message.

Claim 93. The computer-implemented method of Claim 56, wherein the generated second RP message

comprises:

a second RP MTP header;

a second RP SCCP header; and

a second RP TCAP header.

Claim 94. The computer-implemented method of Claim 93, wherein the second RP message is converted to

be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.



Claim 95. The computer-implemented method of Claim 93, wherein the second RP message is converted to

be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 96. The computer-implemented method of Claim 93, wherein the first RP message and second RP

message is electronic stored temporarily.

Claim 97. The computer-implemented method of Claim 93, wherein the first RP message and second RP

message is electronic stored permanently to generate a historical record of RP messages.

Claim 98. The computer-implemented method of Claim 97, wherein the first RP message and second RP

message are tracked and relatively compared to the historical record of RP messages.

Claim 99. The computer-implemented method of Claim 98, wherein the first RP message or second RP

message have an associated goal.

Claim 100. The computer-implemented method of Claim 99, wherein the relative comparison to the

historical record of first RP messages and second RP messages includes the associated goal for each RP message.

Claim 101. The computer-implemented method of Claim 100, wherein the relative comparison to the

historical record of RP messages generates a list of scores.

Claim 102. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101, wherein the list of scores comprises a

duration of time in the RP.

Claim 103. The computer-implemented method of Claim 102, wherein the duration of time in the RP

includes a link usage duration time for each relay.

Claim 104. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101, wherein the list of scores comprises a

successful completion score.

Claim 105. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101, wherein the list of scores comprises a

satisfactory completion score.

Claim 106. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101, wherein the list of scores comprises an

amount of revenue generated per first RP message and per second RP message.

Claim 107. The computer-implemented method of Claim 101, wherein the list of scores are prioritized

according to a ranking criteria.



Claim 108. The computer-implemented method of Claim 107, wherein the ranking criteria includes the

goal.

Claim 109. The computer-implemented method of Claim 108, wherein the goal is defined by a mobile

network operator (MNO).

Claim 110. The computer-implemented method of Claim 109, wherein the goal is defined by the RP.

Claim 111. The computer-implemented method of Claim 110, wherein the goal is defined by a Software as

a Service (SaaS) provider.

Claim 11 . The computer-implemented method of Claim 111, wherein the goal is defined by a third party.

Claim 113. A computer-implemented method of a communication session, the computer-implemented

method comprising:

(a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of:

(b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP);

(c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a Parsed Message (PM), wherein the PM includes a list of

parsed message values comprising a first Parsed Message Value (PMV);

(d) generating a RP message from the list of parsed message values from the PM;

(e) determining whether the list of parsed message values fits a first criteria, wherein the first criteria

includes determining a number of PM Transaction-IDs (PM T-IDs);

(f) determining whether the number of PM T-IDs is zero according to the first criteria, updating the RP

message according to an eight criteria; or

(g) determining whether the number of PM T-IDs contains one PM T-ID according to the first criteria,

updating the RP message according to a second, third, or forth criteria; or

(h) determining whether the number of PM T-IDs contains two PM T-ID PM T-ID according to the first

criteria and updating the RP message according to a fifth, sixth, or seventh criteria; and

(i) adjusting the RP message, wherein the adjusted RP message is of a suitable protocol for transmitting.

Claim 114. The computer-implemented method of claim 113, wherein the adjusting of the RP message of

the suitable protocol for transmitting includes a Signaling System (SSx) protocol.

Claim 115. The computer-implemented method of claim 114, wherein the SSx protocol is Signaling System

7 (SS7) protocol.

Claim 116. The computer-implemented method of claim 115, wherein the communication session is

between a SS7 node and the Relay Platform (RP).



Claim 117. The computer-implemented method of claim 116, wherein the PM comprises a Transaction

Capability Application Part (TCAP) message.

Claim 118. The computer-implemented method of claim 117, wherein the PM T-IDs comprises TCAP-IDs.

Claim 119. The computer-implemented method of claim 118, wherein the PM containing one PM T-ID

comprises a first TCAP-ID.

Claim 120. The computer-implemented method of claim 119, wherein the PM containing two PM T-ID

comprises the first TCAP-ID and a second TCAP-ID.

Claim 121. The computer-implemented method of claim 120, wherein the one PM T-ID is the first TCAP-

ID.

Claim 122. The computer-implemented method of claim 121, wherein the two TCAP-IDs comprises the

first TCAP-ID and the second TCAP-ID.

Claim 123. The computer-implemented method of claim 122, wherein the generated, updated, and adjusted

RP message comprises:

a RP MTP header;

a RP SCCP header; and

a RP TCAP header.

Claim 124. The computer-implemented method of claim 123, the PM further comprises a first MTP header

and a first Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) header.

Claim 125. The computer-implemented method of claim 124, wherein the first MTP header comprises:

a first point code value associated with the first message; and

a second point code value associated with the first message.

Claim 126. The computer-implemented method of claim 125, wherein the PM and the first message are

interchangeable.

Claim 127. The computer-implemented method of claim 126, wherein the first PMV comprises a first

Origination Point Code (OPC) value.

Claim 128. The computer-implemented method of claim 127, wherein the first PMV comprises a first

Destination Point Code (DPC) value.



Claim 129. The computer-implemented method of claim 126, wherein the first PMV comprises the first

OPC value or the first DPC value.

Claim 130. The computer-implemented method of claim 127, wherein the first SCCP header comprises:

a first Calling Party Address (CgPA) value; and

a first Called Party Address (CdPA) value.

Claim 131. The computer-implemented method of claim 130, wherein the first PMV comprises both the

first OPC value and the first CgPA value.

Claim 132. The computer-implemented method of claim 131, wherein the RP MTP header comprises:

a RP point code value associated with the RP message; and

a second RP point code value associated with the RP message.

Claim 133. The computer-implemented method of claim 132, wherein the RP point code value comprises a

RP OPC value.

Claim 134. The computer-implemented method of claim 133, wherein the second point code value

comprises a RP DPC value.

Claim 135. The computer-implemented method of claim 134, wherein the RP SCCP header comprises:

a RP CgPA value; and

a RP CdPA value.

Claim 136. The computer-implemented method of claim 135, wherein the eight criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in a Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PMV;

and

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with a relay

CdPA value to update the RP message per the first and eight criteria.

Claim 137. The computer-implemented method of claim 136, wherein the plurality of pre-assigned values,

further comprises:

a list of potential OPC values each associated with the relay DPC value; and

a list of potential CgPA values each associated with the relay CdPA value.

Claim 138. The computer-implemented method of claim 137, wherein the eight criteria further comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID according to the first criteria; and



(b) searching the plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PMV and electronically

replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the first CdPA value with the relay CdPA value to update

the RP message per the first and eight criteria.

Claim 139. The computer-implemented method of claim 138, wherein the second criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the one PM TCAP-ID along with a first PMV per the

list of parsed message values in the PM;

(c) determining whether any OTT entry in a list of OTT entries is a found match to the first PMV and the

PM TCAP-ID; wherein the found match is a first OTT entry; and

(d) updating the RP message per the first and second criteria.

Claim 140. The computer-implemented method of claim 139, the second criteria further comprising:

(a) determining whether the first OTT entry is the found match; and

(b) updating the RP message per the first and second criteria.

Claim 141. The computer-implemented method of claim 140, wherein the third criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether no OTT entry in the list of OTT entries is the found match to the first PMV and the

PM TCAP-ID, wherein the OTT search receives an OTT null; and

(c) updating the RP message per the first and third criteria.

Claim 142. The computer-implemented method of claim 141, wherein the third criteria further comprises:

electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and a RP CdPA value with an OTT

CgPA value;

erasing the OTT response TCAP-ID value that matched;

deleting any OTT entry from the list of OTT entries that contains neither the OTT TCAP-ID or the OTT

Response TCAP-ID; and

electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP CgPA value with the

first CdPA value.

Claim 143. The computer-implemented method of claim 141, wherein the forth criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT null is received; and

(c) searching the plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT matches the first PMV and the PM TCAP-ID

to generate a second OTT entry and the RP message per the first and forth criteria.



Claim 144. The computer-implemented method of claim 143, wherein the forth criteria further comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains one TCAP-ID according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the list of OTT entries contains no OTT match for both the first TCAP-ID and the

first OPC value for neither a combination of an OTT OPC value and an OTT response TCAP-ID value nor a

combination of an OTT DPC value and an OTT TCAP-ID value:

(c) searching the FRT according to the first OPC value;

(d) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay

CdPA value; and

(e) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates the first OTT

entry in the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.

Claim 145. The computer-implemented method of claim 144, wherein the forth criteria includes:

(a) determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PMV and the PM

TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that matches the first PMV and the

PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the RP message per the first criteria and eight criteria.

Claim 146. The computer-implemented method of claim 145, wherein the forth criteria includes:

(a) determining whether the matching entry is not found in the OTT to match with both the first TCAP-ID

and the first OPC value with neither the combination of the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value,

nor with the combination of the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value:

(b) searching the FRT according to the first OPC value;

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with a relay DPC value and the RP CdPA value with a relay

CdPA value;

(d) generating an OTT entry in the OTT using the first TCAP-ID value as the OTT TCAP-ID value, the first

OPC value as the OTT OPC value, the first CgPA value as the OTT CgPA value, the relay DPC value as the OTT

DPC value, the relay CdPA value as the OTT CdPA value; and

(d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replace the RP CgPA value with

the first CdPA value, wherein for the first OPC value and the first CgPA value the FRT generates an OTT entry in

the OTT with values extracted from both the first message and the FRT.

Claim 147. The computer-implemented method of claim 146, wherein the fifth criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT contains an OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID from the list

of parsed message values and the first OPC value match with the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID

value;

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and the RP CdPA value with the OTT

CdPA; and

(d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value in the OTT entry.



Claim 148. The computer-implemented method of claim 147, wherein the fifth criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID from the list

of parsed message values and the first PM value match with the OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA value, and the OTT

response TCAP-ID value;

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT DPC and the RP CdPA value with the OTT

CdPA; and

(d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value in the OTT entry.

Claim 149. The computer-implemented method of claim 148, wherein the sixth criteria includes:

(a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID and the first

OPC value with the OTT DPC value and the OTT TCAP-ID value; and

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and the RP CdPA value with the

OTT CgPA.

Claim 150. The computer-implemented method of claim 149, wherein the sixth criteria includes:

(a) determining whether the PM contains two TCAP-IDs according to the first criteria;

(b) determining whether the OTT contains the OTT entry matching both the second TCAP-ID from the list

of parsed message values and the first PM value match with the OTT OPC value, OTT CgPA value, and the OTT

response TCAP-ID value; and

(c) electronically replacing the RP DPC value with the OTT OPC value and the RP CdPA value with the

OTT CgPA.

Claim 15 1. The computer-implemented method of claim 150, wherein the sixth criteria further comprises:

(a) determining whether an OTT response TCAP-ID value is blank;

(b) replacing the OTT Response TCAP-ID value with the first TCAP-ID from the first TCAP message; or

(c) pausing for X number of seconds in time, wherein X is either a pre-assigned value or dynamically

generated value; and

(d) electronically replacing the RP OPC value with the first DPC value and replacing the RP CgPA value

with the first CdPA value in the RP message.

Claim 152. The computer-implemented method of claim 151, wherein the seventh criteria comprises:

(a) determining whether the OTT contains no OTT match for both the second TCAP-ID and the first OPC

value with either the OTT OPC value and the OTT response TCAP-ID value nor with the OTT DPC value and the

OTT TCAP-ID value; and

(b) discarding the PM.



Claim 153. The computer-implemented method of claim 152, wherein the second OTT entry can become

the first OTT entry and vice versa.

Claim 154. The computer-implemented method of claim 153, wherein the adjusting of RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SSx node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.

Claim 155. The computer-implemented method of claim 154, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7

(SS7) node.

Claim 156. The computer-implemented method of claim 155, wherein the adjusting of RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.

Claim 157. The computer-implemented method of claim 156, wherein a timer is employed to run for a

limited period of time.

Claim 158. The computer-implemented method of claim 113, wherein a timer is employed to run for a

limited period of time.

Claim 159. The computer-implemented method of claim 158, wherein an expiration of the limited period of

time causing the communication session to proceed as normal.

Claim 160. The computer-implemented method of Claim 159, wherein the first TCAP message received is

via a SS7 protocol.

Claim 161. The computer-implemented method of Claim 160, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a

Message Transport Part (MTP).

Claim 162. The computer-implemented method of Claim 160, wherein the first TCAP message received via

the SS7 comprises a node.

Claim 163. The computer-implemented method of Claim 162, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile

Switching Center (MSC).

Claim 164. The computer-implemented method of Claim 163, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC.

Claim 165. The computer-implemented method of Claim 164, wherein the RP is physically located within

the MSC.



Claim 166. The computer-implemented method of Claim 162, wherein node comprises a Service Control

Point (SCP).

Claim 167. The computer-implemented method of Claim 166, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Claim 168. The method of claim 160, wherein via the SS7 protocol is suitable for a global system for

mobile communication (GSM) communication network.

Claim 169. The method of claim 168, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7

transmission per the GSM communication network.

Claim 170. The computer-implemented method of Claim 162, wherein node comprises a gateway.

Claim 171. The method of claim 170, wherein the gateway is suitable over an internet protocol.

Claim 172. The method of claim 171, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for the gateway.

Claim 173. The method of claim 124, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet

Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Claim 174. The computer-implemented method of Claim 114, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 175. The computer-implemented method of Claim 114, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 176. A computer-implemented method of a communication session between a Signaling System

(SSx) node and a Relay Platform (RP), the computer-implemented method comprising:

(a) configuring at least one specific processor to perform a process of:

(b) receiving a first message via a communication session at a Relay Platform (RP);

(c) parsing the first message at the RP to generate a PM, wherein the PM includes a list of values

comprising a first Parsed Message (PM) value;

(d) generating a RP message from the PM; wherein the generated RP message comprises:

a RP MTP header;

a RP SCCP header; and

a RP TCAP header;

(e) determining whether the PM contains a PM TCAP-ID according to a first criteria, wherein the PM

TCAP-ID is either a first TCAP-ID or a second TCAP-ID, or contains no TCAP-ID:

where whether the PM contains no TCAP-ID, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in a

Fixed Routing Table (FRT) that match the first PMV and electronically replacing a RP DPC value with a



relay DPC value and a first CdPA value with a relay CdPA value to update the RP message according to an

eight criteria;

(f) searching an Open Transaction Table (OTT) with the PM TCAP-ID along with a first PMV per the list

of parsed message values in the PM:

determining whether first PM value and first TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC value,

OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a second criteria;

determining whether first PM value and second TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC

value, OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a fifth

criteria;

determining whether the first OTT entry is not a found match to the first PMV and the first TCAP-

ID in the OTT;

determining whether first PM value and first TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC value,

OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a fifth criteria;

determining whether first PM value and second TCAP-ID match an OTT entry for OTT OPC

value, OTT CgPA value, and OTT Response TCAP-ID value, and update the RP message per a fifth

criteria;

then update the RP message per a second criteria or a third criteria; or

determining whether a first OTT entry is a found match to the first PMV and the second TCAP-ID

in the OTT, then update the RP message per a forth criteria or a fifth criteria; or

determining whether a matching entry is not found in the OTT to match the first PMV and the PM

TCAP-ID in the OTT, searching a plurality of pre-assigned values in the FRT that match the first PMV and

the PM TCAP-ID to generate a second OTT entry and the RP message per a forth criteria; and

(g) adjusting the RP message, wherein the adjusted RP message is suitable for transmitting to a SSx node.

Claim 177. The computer-implemented method of claim 176, wherein the first PMV comprises both a first

OPC value and a CdPA value.

Claim 178. The computer-implemented method of claim 177, wherein the second OTT entry can become

the first OTT entry and vice versa.

Claim 179. The computer-implemented method of claim 176, wherein the SSx node is a Signaling System 7

(SS7) node.

Claim 180. The computer-implemented method of claim 179, wherein the adjusting of RP message to be

suitable for transmitting to the SS7 node, includes adjusting a length indicator of the RP message according to an

appropriate number of bits.

Claim 181. The computer-implemented method of claim 180, wherein a timer is employed to run for a

limited period of time.



Claim 182. The computer-implemented method of claim 176, wherein a timer is employed to run for a

limited period of time.

Claim 183. The computer-implemented method of claim 182, wherein an expiration of the limited period of

time causing the communication session to proceed as normal.

Claim 184. The computer-implemented method of Claim 183, wherein the first TCAP message received is

via a SS7 protocol.

Claim 185. The computer-implemented method of Claim 184, wherein the SS7 protocol comprises a

Message Transport Part (MTP).

Claim 186. The computer-implemented method of Claim 185, wherein the first TCAP message received via

the SS7 comprises a node.

Claim 187. The computer-implemented method of Claim 186, wherein the node comprises via a Mobile

Switching Center (MSC).

Claim 188. The computer-implemented method of Claim 187, wherein the RP is coupled to the MSC.

Claim 189. The computer-implemented method of Claim 188, wherein the RP is physically located within

the MSC.

Claim 190. The computer-implemented method of Claim 186, wherein node comprises a Service Control

Point (SCP).

Claim 191. The computer-implemented method of Claim 166, wherein the RP is coupled to the SCP.

Claim 192. The method of claim 184, wherein via the SS7 protocol is suitable for a global system for

mobile communication (GSM) communication network.

Claim 193. The method of claim 184, wherein the relay TCAP message is compiled suitable for a SS7

transmission per the GSM communication network.

Claim 194. The computer-implemented method of Claim 186, wherein node comprises a gateway.

Claim 195. The method of claim 194, wherein the gateway is suitable over an internet protocol.

Claim 196. The method of claim 195, wherein via the SS7 protocol is converted for the gateway.



Claim 197. The method of claim 176, wherein via the first SCCP header is encapsulated in an Internet

Engineering Task Force signaling transport (IETF SIGTRAN) layer.

Claim 198. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 199. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP message is received

during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 200. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein a second TCAP message is received

during an outbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 201. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the second TCAP message is

received during an inbound portion of a telecommunication call.

Claim 202. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the FRT generates the second OTT

entry.

Claim 203. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed

message generate a second RP message.

Claim 204. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID is an origination

TCAP-ID.

Claim 205. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a destination

TCAP-ID.

Claim 206. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the second TCAP-ID is a responding

TCAP-ID.

Claim 207. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are compatible with an International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 208. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are compatible with an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 209. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID or the second

TCAP-ID are compatible with both the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard and International

Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.



Claim 210. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 2 11. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the first TCAP-ID and the second

TCAP-ID are converted to be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 212. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the OTT, FRT, and the first parsed

message generate a second RP message.

Claim 213. The computer-implemented method of Claim 176, wherein the generated second RP message

comprises:

a second RP MTP header;

a second RP SCCP header; and

a second RP TCAP header.

Claim 214. The computer-implemented method of Claim 213, wherein the second RP message is converted

to be compatible with the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) standard.

Claim 215. The computer-implemented method of Claim 213, wherein the second RP message is converted

to be compatible with the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard.

Claim 216. The computer-implemented method of Claim 213, wherein the RP message and second RP

message is electronic stored temporarily.

Claim 217. The computer-implemented method of Claim 213, wherein the RP message and second RP

message is electronic stored permanently to generate a historical record of RP messages.

Claim 218. The computer-implemented method of Claim 217, wherein the RP message and second RP

message are tracked and relatively compared to the historical record of RP messages.

Claim 219. The computer-implemented method of Claim 218, wherein the RP message or second RP

message have an associated goal.

Claim 220. The computer-implemented method of Claim 219, wherein the relative comparison to the

historical record of RP messages and second RP messages includes the associated goal for each RP message.

Claim 221. The computer-implemented method of Claim 220, wherein the relative comparison to the

historical record of RP messages generates a list of scores.



Claim 222. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores comprises a

duration of time in the RP.

Claim 223. The computer-implemented method of Claim 222, wherein the duration of time in the RP

includes a link usage duration time for each relay.

Claim 224. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores comprises a

successful completion score.

Claim 225. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores comprises a

satisfactory completion score.

Claim 226. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores comprises an

amount of revenue generated per RP message and per second RP message.

Claim 227. The computer-implemented method of Claim 221, wherein the list of scores are prioritized

according to a ranking criteria.

Claim 228. The computer-implemented method of Claim 227, wherein the ranking criteria includes the

goal.

Claim 229. The computer-implemented method of Claim 228, wherein the goal is defined by a mobile

network operator (MNO).

Claim 230. The computer-implemented method of Claim 229, wherein the goal is defined by the RP.

Claim 231. The computer-implemented method of Claim 230, wherein the goal is defined by a Software as

a Service (SaaS) provider.

Claim 232. The computer-implemented method of Claim 231, wherein the goal is defined by a third party.

Claim 233. The computer-implemented method of Claim 232, wherein the goal is defined by a user.

Claim 234. The computer-implemented method of Claim 233, wherein the goal of each of the MNO, RP,

SaaS provider, third party, and user are relatively compared.

Claim 235. The computer-implemented method of Claim 175, wherein the communication session is

between a Signaling System (SS7) node and the Relay Platform (RP).
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